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CHAPTER 0ABSTRACT
Schema matching aims at identifying semantic correspondences between elements of 
two schemas, e.g., database schemas, ontologies, and XML message formats. It is 
needed in many database applications, such as integration of web data sources, data 
warehouse loading and XML message mapping. In today's systems, schema matching is 
manual; a time-consuming, tedious, and error-prone process, which becomes increas-
ingly impractical with a higher number of schemas and data sources to be dealt with. To 
reduce the amount of manual effort as much as possible, approaches to semi-automati-
cally determine element correspondences are required. 
We start by surveying the existing approaches and prototypes for schema matching and 
explain their common features and applicability using a previously proposed taxonomy. 
We further identify the major criteria that influence the effectiveness of a match 
approach. We use these criteria to compare the evaluation of various recent prototypes 
and discuss the issues that need to be addressed in future evaluations. Besides helping us 
to develop and test our own system, the surveys of match approaches and of evaluations 
aim at guiding future implementations, so that they can be documented better, their result 
be more reproducible, and a comparison between different systems and approaches be 
easier.
Based on the insights about the state of the art, we have developed COMA (Combining 
Matchers) and further extended it to COMA++, both representing generic and customiz-
able systems for semi-automatic schema matching. In particular, COMA++ offers a plat-
form for flexible combination of different match algorithms. It provides a large spectrum 
of individual matchers, including a novel approach reusing results from previous match 
operations, and various mechanisms to combine and refine matcher results. Based on this 
flexible infrastructure, match processing is supported as a workflow, allowing to divide 
and successively solve a match task in multiple stages. In particular, we implement spe-
cific workflows (i.e., strategies) for context-dependent matching of schemas with shared 
elements and fragment-based matching of very large schemas.
With the flexibility to customize matchers and match strategies, COMA++ also represents 
a platform for comparative evaluation of match approaches. In fact, we performed com-
prehensive evaluations using real-world schemas found on the web and ontologies from 
a published ontology alignment contest. In particular, the E-business message standards 
involved in our evaluations are among the largest and most complex test schemas as 
compared to previous evaluations. COMA++ has shown high quality and fast execution 
time for both the schemas and ontologies, proving the practicability of our generic solu-
tion for different domains. Especially, the quality of COMA++ in the ontology alignment 
contest is comparable to that of the best performing participants. Due to the systematic 
evaluation, we obtain important insights on the performance of different match strategies 
and the impact of many factors, such as schema size, the choice of matchers and combi-
nation strategies, and the reuse of previous match results. We believe that our insights 
can be of valuable help for the development and evaluation of further match algorithms.
Building on the same idea of reusing previous match results, we have developed GEN-
MAPPER (Generic Mapper), a new approach for integrating heterogeneous web data 
sources. It utilizes mappings between sources and utilizes correspondences between their 
objects, i.e., at the instance level. We focus on the bioinformatics domain with hundreds 
of publicly accessible, highly cross-referenced web data sources managing annotations 
and correspondences for various types of molecular-biological objects, such as genes and 
proteins. GENMAPPER explicitly captures existing relationships between objects to drive 
data integration and combine annotation knowledge from different sources. A generic 
schema is used to uniformly represent object data and correspondences, making it easy to 
integrate new data sources and to update existing ones. To serve specific analysis needs, 
powerful operators are provided to derive tailored views from the generic data represen-
tation. GENMAPPER has been successfully used for large-scale functional profiling of 
genes and proteins.XVI A B S T R A C T
P A R T
PART I NTRODUCTION
The main theme of the dissertation is to study schema matching, the task of identifying 
semantic correspondences between metadata structures, such as database schemas, XML 
message formats, and ontologies. Solving such match problems is of key importance to 
service interoperability and data integration in numerous application domains, such as 
data warehousing, mediating over web-sources, and E-business.
This introductory part consists of three chapters. In Chapter 1, we motivate the need for 
schema matching and discuss why it is a difficult task. In Chapter 2, we define the 
schema matching problem by elaborating on the notion of schemas, the input and output 
of a match operation, and discuss the architecture for a generic match system. Finally, we 
discuss in Chapter 3 the open issues in the state of the art of schema matching and give 
an overview about the main contributions of the dissertation.

C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 1   SCHEMA MATCHING
We start this chapter by introducing schema matching and illustrating it using a simple 
example. Section 1.2 then motivates the importance and pervasiveness of schema match-
ing by showing it as a fundamental step in several database applications. Section 1.3 dis-
cusses how semantic heterogeneity of schemas makes schema matching a very hard 
problem, not only for manual, but also for automatic solution approaches.
1.1 Motivation
A schema is a structure of metadata describing how data, i.e., instances, can be stored, 
accessed, and interpreted by users and applications. Besides technical aspects related 
with the management of data, e.g., field formats and data types, schemas also address to 
some extent semantic aspects concerning the contents and meanings of data, such as 
allowable values, cardinality, integrity and referential constraints. So far, many schema 
languages have been developed for different application domains. Examples include the 
Structured Query Language (SQL) for relational schemas, the Document Type Defini-
tion (DTD) and XML Schema Definition (XSD) for XML document schemas, and the 
Web Ontology Language (OWL) for ontologies. Although exhibiting varying capabili-
ties and expressiveness, they all contribute to the pervasive use of schemas in current 
data management and processing applications. 
Schemas support declarative access to and manipulation of data. Thus they represents the 
prime interface for establishing interoperability between tools that depend on shared 
data. In fact, many applications, such as data warehousing, mediating between websites, 
data mining, and peer data management, integrate data from multiple sources to support 
comprehensive query and analysis capabilities. The process, generally termed as data 
integration, aims at providing a uniform and consistent view, the so-called global 
schema, over a set of autonomous and heterogeneous data sources, so that data residing 
in different sources can be accessed if it were in a single one. In practice, data integration 
is often done incrementally by starting with a simple global schema and adding new data 
sources when needed. The integration of a new data source into an existing global 
schema can be performed in two steps, a matching and a data transformation step. In the 
first step, the source schema is compared against the global schema to identify their sim-
ilar and distinct elements. While the distinct elements and their instances can be taken 
over from the data source, the correspondences between the similar elements are needed 
in the second step to generate queries for transforming their instances from the source 
schema into the global schema.
Figure 1.1 Schema matching for data integration
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the two steps of data integration using a simple scenario, in which 
we want to integrate a new data source, S, to an existing global schema, GS. Both S and 
GS consist of one single table to store customer data, Client and Customer, respectively. 
As shown in Figure 1.1a (left), the comparison of S and GS unveils a number of corre-
spondences between elements of the two schemas, such as Client↔Customer, Id↔CID, 
Home↔Address, First↔Name, and Last↔Name. In particular, both the First and Last
columns in S map to the Name column in GS. An explanation for this 2:1 match relation-
ship is that the formers contain the first and last name of a customer and constitute the 
full name represented by the latter. Furthermore, Phone in S is a unique element as it 
does not have a match counterpart in GS. While retaining the current elements, we may 
extend the global schema to cover new elements from the source schema, e.g., Phone, as 
shown in Figure 1.1a (right). Based on the identified correspondences, an SQL query can 
be generated to transform Client instances in S to Customer instances in GS as shown in 
Figure 1.1b. In particular, the values of the Id, Home, and Phone columns in S directly 
populate the CID, Address, and Phone columns, respectively, in GS, while the values of 
First and Last in S are concatenated to populate the Name column in the global schema.
Identifying semantic correspondences between two schemas has been commonly 
referred to as schema matching [119, 36, 70]. In the example above, it is the key task to 
enable schema integration and data transformation to obtain an integrated database. In 
general, we observe a wide range of applications depending on semantic correspon-
dences between schemas in order to ensure interoperability and support data exchange, 
such as database design, data warehousing, data mining, mediating between websites, 
message transformation in E-business, web site creation and management, application 
evolution, component-based development, etc. The pervasive nature of schema matching 
is further underlined by the large body of research work done in the corresponding 
domains, which have coined further terms to denote the schema matching task, such as 
ontology matching [35], ontology alignment [107], mapping discovery [108], and 
attribute matching [84].4 CHAPTER 1. S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
In current implementations, however, schema matching is still largely performed manu-
ally by domain experts, at best supported by some graphical point-and-click interface. 
Obviously, manually specifying schema correspondences is a time-consuming, tedious, 
and error-prone process. In web-based applications and services, such a manual 
approach is a major limitation due to the rapidly increasing number of data sources, 
XML message and document schemas, and web service interfaces to be dealt with. 
Moreover, as systems become able to handle more complex databases and applications, 
their schemas become larger, further increasing the search space to be examined as well 
as the number of correspondences to be identified. Hence, approaches for automating the 
schema matching task as much as possible are badly needed to speed up the development 
and to simplify the maintenance and use of such applications.
1.2 Applications of Schema Matching
To motivate the importance of schema matching, we now look at some database applica-
tions and illustrate how semantic correspondences are required.
Schema and Data Integration
Schema integration represents one of the most important motivation for schema match-
ing work. It has been the focus of database research since the early 80s [4, 79, 122, 128], 
first in the context of database design and later increasingly in data integration applica-
tions. The main objective is the construction of a unified schema from a set of indepen-
dently developed schemas, the local schemas. Such a schema, also called the global 
schema, represents a semantically consistent view on a particular domain. In the context 
of Artificial Intelligence or the Semantic Web, schema integration corresponds to the 
problem of merging independently developed ontologies into a single one to construct an 
integrated knowledge bases [107, 70].
Since the schemas and ontologies are independently developed, they typically exhibit 
different structure and terminology. The integration process requires interschema rela-
tionships, so that similar elements can be unified and dissimilar ones be merged under a 
coherent, integrated schema or view. The approaches developed so far mostly focus on 
resolving conflicts between two schemas, such as naming and structural conflicts, 
detected from given interschema relationships [4]. However, such correspondences, also 
known as attribute equivalences [79], object relations [122], or correspondence asser-
tions [128], are typically assumed to be manually provided by users. Therefore, schema 
matching can support schema integration with the identification and characterization of 
such interschema relationships. 
In addition to the schema integration task, instance data needs to be transformed from the 
local schemas to the global one. This is done either in advance to materialize a so-called 
data warehouse [22] for all analysis purposes or on-the-fly using a so-called mediator 
[136] for each query. In both cases, transforming data between two sources requires cor-
respondences between their schemas for specifying transformation rules. Like for 
schema integration, the correspondences required for data transformation can be also 
identified with the help of schema matching.
E-Business
With the internet as a pervasive messaging medium, trading partners have more and 
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such as exchanging product information, placing purchase orders, confirming and paying 
orders, which are carried out by exchanging electronic documents, or messages, between 
the business partners. Typically, each partner comes with proprietary message formats 
developed for own use. Between the partners, message formats may differ in their syn-
tax, such as EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) structures, XML, or custom data struc-
tures. They may also use different standard message schemas, such as Xcbl and 
OpenTrans1, which are now available due to diverse standardization efforts.
To enable systems to exchange messages with each other, application developers need to 
transform messages from one format to another. This has led to a new motivation for 
schema matching, namely to support message translation. An important task in message 
translation is to establish translating rules at the message schema level. Like in schema 
integration, there may be naming and structural conflicts, as message schemas often use 
different names, different data types, different ranges of values, and different groupings 
of fields. However, we have here typically to deal with a much higher number of sche-
mas than in schema integration. Today, application developers have to handcraft how 
message formats are related in translation programs or scripts. This manual approach is a 
major bottleneck and unsuitable for dynamic environments like electronic marketplaces. 
Semi-automatic schema matching would reduce the amount of manual work by generat-
ing a draft mapping between two message schemas with the most plausible correspon-
dences, which an application designer can subsequently validate and modify as needed.
Semantic Web
The fast growth rate of the Web makes it increasingly difficult to locate, organize, and 
integrate information of interest. Due to the enormous quantity of data, human users 
have no other choice but to depend on the support of computers to perform these tasks, 
i.e., to automate them as much as possible. However, most of the Web’s content today is 
designed for humans to read, but not for machines to interpret and manipulate automati-
cally. The main idea of the Semantic Web is to enrich the current contents of Web pages 
with semantic descriptions, which can be parsed and understood by computer programs, 
like mediators and search agents, for automated reasoning [10, 65]. The enrichment is 
done by annotating the Web contents with ontologies, which, in the Web terms, are doc-
uments formally defining the semantics of and relations between concepts. That is, data 
on the Web is “tagged” with concepts of an ontology to indicate its meaning and rela-
tionships to other data.
However, different websites are unlikely annotated using the same ontology. Hence, 
querying and integrating data from multiple sources on the Semantic Web require estab-
lishing semantic correspondences between concepts of their ontologies, so that the data 
can be unified and consistently integrated. This is essentially a match problem like find-
ing corresponding elements between different databases to integrate their contents. 
Given the decentralized nature of the Semantic Web, there is an increasing number of 
independently developed ontologies, making the task of manually identifying and encod-
ing such correspondences in mediators or agents unfeasible. Hence, semi-automatic sup-
port in ontology matching is crucial to the success of the Semantic Web.
1. OpenTrans: www.opentrans.org, Xcbl: www.xcbl.org6 CHAPTER 1. S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
Model Management
The development of data integration tools and other metadata-intensive applications is 
very expensive. Supporting database systems or repositories typically require a graph-
based or object-oriented representation of metadata with navigational access operations 
in an one-object-at-a-time manner. The recently proposed approach of model manage-
ment represents a promising alternative to reduce development efforts for such complex 
metadata applications [12]. In particular, model management aims at a uniform manage-
ment of models, such as database schemas, ontologies, web service specifications, web-
site maps, etc., and mappings between them, such as SQL views, XQuery 
transformations. Moreover, it specifies a set of high-level operators, such as Match
(determination of correspondences between models), Merge (merging of models based on 
their correspondences), and Compose (composition of mappings), to manipulate models 
and mappings as first-class objects.
The main goal is not only to automate the operations on models and mappings as much 
as possible, but also to provide generic implementations for them, so that they can be 
employed for a large variety of application domains and are independent from the lan-
guages of models and mappings. Match is a central operator in model management as 
demonstrated in various application scenarios [14, 13]. In particular, it produces the 
model mappings, which are required or manipulated by other operators. Techniques 
from semi-automatic schema matching [119] can be employed to implement such a 
Match operator. A first prototype described in [94] shows the feasibility of the model 
management approach and demonstrates how schema matching is integrated and 
employed together with other operators within script-based programs to solve data 
manipulation tasks.
1.3 Semantic Heterogeneity
Although being addressed by many techniques and algorithms in different fields as dis-
cussed in the last section, schema matching remains a hard task and is still far away from 
the state of being fully automated. A number of reasons contributes to the complexity of 
the problem:
Sources for Semantic Information
Identifying corresponding elements between two schemas requires thorough analysis of 
the semantics of the schemas, in other words, reverse engineering the real-world percep-
tion of the schema creators. This process, if not impossible, is very slow due to many 
heterogeneous information sources to be considered, such as the schemas and databases, 
their documentations and their creators or daily users, in order to obtain the exact under-
standing of the semantics of single schema elements. Extracting semantic information 
from users and documentations, which in fact can be very accurate and helpful sources, 
is a cumbersome process as it cannot be done in an automatic or standardized way. For 
example, Clifton et al. report in [23] of hours of ‘human time’ making phone calls and 
writing letters, and weeks of ‘wait time’ in order to get access to the desired information 
in the match process. Hence, we typically have to resort to the information available in 
schemas and instances. Although it is possible to develop automatic methods to process 
and analyze schema and instance data, there is always some likelihood for wrong or 
missing match predictions depending on the quality of the given information as dis-
cussed next.1.3. S E M A N T I C  H E T E R O G E N E I T Y 7
Schema and Data Heterogeneity
Schemas offer different kinds of “clues”, which can be exploited to obtain a semantic 
understanding of the schema elements. Examples for such clues include element names, 
data types, allowable values, schema structures and groupings of elements, integrity con-
straints, etc. However, these kinds of information may vary between schemas depending 
on the expressiveness of the schema language employed. Even when available, the infor-
mation is often unreliable and incomplete. Both issues arise mostly due to the fact that 
schemas are typically developed independently by different people with different per-
ception of the real world for different purposes. Examples of such metadata-level con-
flicts are the following:
• The same names do not necessarily indicate the same semantics and different names 
may in turn be used to represent the same real-world concept.
• Element names may be encrypted or abbreviated so that they are only comprehendible 
to their creators.
• Integrity constraints may be hardwired in programs accessing data, and not declara-
tively specified at the schema level.
• Elements may be modeled at different levels of details: address information is divided 
into street, zip, and city in one schema, and captured using one single field in another.
Besides the metadata specified in schemas, instance data can also provide insights into 
the contents and meaning of schema elements. However, this information may also vary 
from database to database and contain inconsistencies [118], making the comparison of 
instances of different databases difficult. Examples for such instance-level problems are:
• Different values are employed to encode the same piece of information, e.g., ’F’ and 
’Female’ for gender information.
• The same values are stored with different interpretation, for example, using different 
measurement units like Dollar vs. Euro, different quantity units like thousands vs. 
millions, or different string formats (as often observed for address data).
• Instance data may contain errors, such as misspellings, missing values, transposed or 
wrong values, duplicate records, etc.
Both metadata- and instance-level conflicts can mislead schema matching because no 
similarity or incorrect similarity between schema elements may result from such cases. 
For the user manually performing the matching task or verifying a match result, the con-
flicts lead to additional time and effort required to correctly understand the semantics of 
the schema elements. For automatic match approaches, the conflicts typically reduce the 
result quality if not properly resolved using corresponding schema transformation or data 
cleaning techniques.
Requirements for Match Result
Besides the heterogeneity of schemas, the intuitions behind matching also pose addi-
tional challenges to schema matching. In particular, if two elements are predicted to cor-
respond to each other, we expect there are no better matching elements. This however 
requires comparing one element in one schema with all elements in the other schema, 
resulting in quadratic complexity, which can be very high for large schemas and unfeasi-
ble for a high number of schemas to be considered. For example, [84] reports on a 
project at a telecommunication company, which tried to integrate 40 databases with a 8 CHAPTER 1. S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
total of 27,000 attributes, for each of which about four hours were required on average 
for documenting and finding the match candidate(s).
Similarly to the subjectivity of the creator in schemas, there is also subjectivity in the 
results of schema matching. In particular, different users may conceive different ele-
ments as matching, and likewise, different automatic match techniques may predict dif-
ferent correspondences. However, at the application level, where the identified 
correspondences are convert to program codes, no ambiguity is allowed and a match 
result with all correct correspondences is required. Hence, application developers are 
still needed at the end to verify and possibly to correct the match correspondences 
obtained using different approaches. Sometimes, a whole committee is required to 
approve the match result [23].1.3. S E M A N T I C  H E T E R O G E N E I T Y 9
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CHAPTER 2   PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem of schema matching can be formulated as follows: “Given two schemas, S1
and S2, find the most plausible correspondences between the elements of S1 and S2, 
exploiting all available information, such as in the schemas, instance data, and auxiliary 
sources.” It should be solved, as far as possible, by means of automatic techniques. An 
imperfect result can be further examined by the user to obtain the exact correspondences 
between the input schemas. The main goal is to reduce the amount of manual effort as 
much as possible and to avoid manually solving the match problem from scratch.
In the next section we introduce the notion of schemas and illustrate it for several schema 
languages. We discuss in Section 2.2 different kinds of input information, which can be 
exploited to detect similarity of schema elements. Section 2.3 discusses the semantics of 
the match result. Finally, in Section 2.4, we describe an architecture for generic schema 
matching.
2.1 Schemas
In a match operation, the input schemas specify the elements to be matched. Therefore, it 
is instructive to examine some typical schemas and their elements. Depending on the 
application domain, schemas may be available in many different formats and languages, 
such as SQL, UML, DTD, XSD, and OWL. Figure 2.1 shows sample schemas for pur-
chase order in SQL, XSD, and OWL, respectively. We introduce and illustrate the nota-
tion of these common schema languages along with the examples shown in the figure.
• SQL allows to define schemas for relational databases, to query and manipulate data 
stored in such a schema. A relational schema comprises a set of tables, e.g., PO and 
ShipTo, representing different real-world entities. Each table in turn consists of a set of 
columns, e.g., shipNo, street, city, and zip for ShipTo. A column in one table may be 
specified as a foreign key pointing to a column in another table to capture referential 
constraints between different entities, e.g., from PO.shipNo to ShipTo.shipNo. Entity 
instances are stored as records of column values within a corresponding table. 
• XSD is increasingly utilized to describe structure of XML documents for data 
exchange over the Web. The main components of an XSD schema are elements (e.g., 
PO and ShipTo), attributes, and types (e.g., POType and Address). The latter can be 
either complex for specifying nested sub-elements, or simple for specifying atomic 
data types, such as string, for an element or attribute. In an instance document of an 
Figure 2.1 Sample schemas for purchase order
CREATE TABLE PO (
poNo INT,
shipNo INT, 
PRIMARY KEY (poNo),  
FOREIN KEY (shipNo) 
REFERENCES ShipTo(shipNo)
) ;
CREATE TABLE ShipTo (
shipNo INT,
street VARCHAR(200),
city VARCHAR(200),
zip VARCHAR(20),
PRIMARY KEY (shipNo)
) ;
<xsd:element name=“PO" type=“POType"/> 
<xsd:complexType name=“POType"> 
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=“ShipTo" type="Address"/>
<xsd:element name=“BillTo" type="Address"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType> 
<xsd:complexType name="Address" > 
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=“Street" type="xsd:string"/> 
<xsd:element name=“City" type="xsd:string"/> 
<xsd:element name=“Zip" type="xsd:decimal"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType> 
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“PO"/>  
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="shipTo"> 
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#PO"/> 
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Organization"/> 
</owl:ObjectProperty> 
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Organization">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Address"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasAddress">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Agent"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Address"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="Street">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Address"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
A) SQL B) XSD C) OWL
XSD schema, only elements and attributes can be instantiated, i.e., have values, while 
their types constrain the appearance of the values.
• OWL is commonly used for specifying ontologies on the Semantic Web. Ontologies 
aim at conceptualizing the knowledge of a domain and support a semantic-richer rep-
resentation of the real world than database or document schemas. In particular, OWL 
provides XML-based constructs to define classes (e.g., PO, Organization, and Agent) 
and their relationships (e.g., between super- and subclasses like Agent and Organiza-
tion), properties (e.g., hasAddress of Agent and Street of Address) and their value 
range. Similar to types in XSD, the value range of properties may be an atomic data 
type (e.g., string for Street) or a pre-defined class (e.g., Address for hasAddress). 
OWL classes may have instances, which are stored within the same XML document.
For the sake of generality, we define a schema simply as a set of schema elements con-
nected by some structure. For example, from a relational schema, we can extract the 
tables and columns as schema elements, and containment relationships between tables 
and columns and referential constraints expressed by foreign keys between tables as 
schema structure. In an XSD schema, schema elements include XML elements and 
attributes, while schema structure consists of containment relationships between element 
and sub-elements as specified by complex types. From an OWL ontology, we obtain 
classes and properties as schema elements, while relationships among classes and con-
tainment relationships between classes and their properties constitute schema structure.
2.2 Input Information
In order to solve a given match problem, we can exploit any kinds of available informa-
tion that may help to characterize the semantics of schema elements and to detect their 
similarity. We roughly distinguish between schema information, instance data, and aux-
iliary information:
• Schema information: The input schemas already provide various kinds of information, 
such as element names, description, data types, schema structure and other relation-
ships between elements, etc., which can be examined to characterize and compare the 
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• Instance data: In many applications, such as data integration and transformation, 
instance data is available for the schemas to be matched and can also be exploited to 
characterize the content and semantics of schema elements. 
• Auxiliary information: This category comprises all other kinds of information which 
can be exploited to detect similarity between schema elements. For example, we can 
look up semantic relationships like synonymy and hypernymy between element names 
in existing (general-purpose or domain-specific) dictionaries and thesauri.
2.3 Output Information
Given two input schemas S1 and S2, the match operation returns as output a mapping
between them, also called the match result. We define a mapping to be a set of mapping 
elements, or correspondences, each of which specifies that certain elements of S1 are 
mapped, or correspond to, certain elements in S2. Each correspondence may have a map-
ping expression, which specifies how the S1 and S2 elements are related with each other. 
We discuss the main aspects, semantics, directionality, and invertibility, for mapping 
expressions in the following:
• Semantics: The mapping expression may use simple relations over scalars (e.g., iden-
tity), terminological relationships (e.g., synonymy, hypernymy, is-a, part-of), set-ori-
ented relationships (e.g., equivalence, overlapping, subsumption), or functions (e.g., 
string concatenation or arithmetic functions). Functions are mathematically the most 
precise form of semantic correspondences, as they exactly specify how to transform 
instances of S1 elements in those of S2 elements. For the specification of mapping 
expressions, any expression language, such as SQL or XQuery, can be used.
• Directionality: Mapping expressions may be directional or undirectional. In particular, 
those indicating equality relations, such as identity between scalars, synonymy 
between terms, equivalence of sets, etc., are undirectional, while others are mostly 
directional, that is, differentiating between source (or domain) and target (or range) 
elements. A mapping is undirectional if all mapping expressions of its correspon-
dences are undirectional, otherwise directional.
• Invertibility: Mapping expressions may be invertible or not. By intuition, undirec-
tional expressions are the inverse of themselves, and thus invertible. However, direc-
tional ones may be invertible or not. While expressions specifying 1:1 
correspondences are often invertible, complex ones involving sets of schema ele-
ments, such as in arithmetic functions, are mostly not. A mapping is invertible if all 
mapping expressions of its correspondences are invertible, otherwise uninvertible.
Most techniques for automatic schema matching are based on heuristics that are not eas-
ily captured in a precise mathematical way. The main goal is to produce a mapping that 
tries to approximate the understanding of what users consider to be a good match. The 
match result mostly consists of corresponding schema elements but does not exactly 
specify how the elements are related with each other, i.e., without mapping expressions. 
Identifying corresponding elements, i.e., schema matching, is considered the first step in 
creating a semantic mapping between two schemas. The second step, also called query 
discovery [95], is to enrich the identified correspondences with real mapping expressions 
so that the mapping can be employed to translate instances of the source schema into 
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Like most previous work, we focus on the first step, i.e., to obtain correspondences with-
out mapping expressions. Therefore, we represent a mapping as a similarity relation over 
the cross-product of the input schemas. Each pair of matching elements is captured in a 
correspondence attached with a similarity value to indicate the plausibility of the corre-
spondence. In this simple representation, the match result can always be considered 
undirectional and invertible, allowing for easy manipulation and combination of map-
pings. Such a similarity-based mapping can be further enhanced in the second step either 
manually by the user or semi-automatically [95, 28, 141] to include mapping expressions 
for the correspondences.
2.4 Architecture for Generic Schema Matching
Because of the pervasiveness of schema matching, we envision a generic solution, which 
is suitable for different schema languages and application domains. Such a solution has 
high potential to be widely adopted, thereby reducing the effort otherwise required to 
develop many specific solutions. To achieve this goal, we need a flexible and customiz-
able architecture, which can be easily extended and adapted to support a new schema 
language and/or application domain. Driven by this objective, Figure 2.2 shows the over-
all architecture that we have kept in mind while developing our solution.
Figure 2.2 High-level architecture for generic match implementation
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The clients of generic schema matching are applications and tools from different 
domains, such as schema integration, E-business, data warehousing, and the Semantic 
Web. When needed, a client invokes the generic match implementation to automatically 
determine correspondences between relevant schemas. The implementation of schema 
matching may access existing libraries of schemas and mappings and other auxiliary 
information, such as dictionaries and thesauri, to help find correspondences. Such librar-
ies may also be generated and maintained by the match implementation itself, such as for 
reuse purposes.
We assume that the generic match solution uses a uniform internal representation for the 
schemas to be matched. This significantly reduces the complexity for implementing the 
match algorithms as they do not have to deal with the large number of different (hetero-14 CHAPTER 2. P R O B L E M  D E F I N I T I O N
geneous) formats of schemas. Tools that are tightly integrated with the framework can 
work directly on the internal representation. For other tools, import/export programs are 
needed to translate schemas between their native representation (such as Relational/SQL, 
DTD, XSD, or OWL) and the internal representation. It is important to preserve all fea-
tures which can help characterize the semantics of schema elements. As different schema 
languages typically exhibit varying modeling capabilities, we need to decide for a set of 
generic features to be included in the internal representation and map the language-spe-
cific features to them during schema import.
Like the internal representation for schemas, the generic match solution also requires a 
internal representation for mappings. Assuming that all match algorithms operate on the 
internal schema representation, it is easy to come up with an internal representation for 
the generated match results. However, as external tools are unlikely to be able to under-
stand this format, it is necessary to provide export programs for mappings, for example, 
to output the match results as SQL or XQuery queries, or in a standard format [47].
In general, it is not possible to fully automatically determine all correspondences 
between two schemas due to of their semantic heterogeneity. The match implementation 
should therefore only detect match candidates, which the user can accept, reject or 
change. Furthermore, the user should be able to specify correspondences for elements for 
which the system was unable to find match candidates. This poses high requirements to 
the capabilities of the user interface, which should effectively assist the user in perform-
ing such manual tasks.2.4. A R C H I T E C T U R E  F O R  G E N E R I C  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G 1 5
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C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 3   OPEN ISSUES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Despite many efforts in research and industry, schema matching is largely performed 
manually by domain experts in current implementations. This is because still no satisfac-
tory semi-automatic solution exists, which is able to scale with the proliferation and the 
complexity of data-sharing applications. This chapter starts by discussing the open issues 
in the current state of the art in semi-automatic schema matching. Section 3.2 then pre-
sents the main contributions of the thesis by introducing the solutions proposed to 
address the identified issues. Finally, a roadmap for the rest of the thesis is given in Sec-
tion 3.3.
3.1 State of the Art and Open Issues
The need for schema matching in numerous applications and the inherent difficulty of 
the task have led to the development of many techniques and prototypes to semi-auto-
matically solve the match problem. They either address the problem for specific applica-
tions, such as [7, 8, 9, 16, 20, 23, 34, 35, 40, 42, 49, 53, 54, 62, 71, 84, 97, 107, 112, 134, 
143] or in a more generic way for different applications and schema languages [15, 88, 
93, 96]. Some recent surveys of the match and related approaches are given in [119, 70, 
31, 36]. The large amount of research work indicates the high potential of techniques and 
algorithms, which can be exploited for schema matching. However, we can observe a 
number of issues, which are not or not sufficiently addressed yet in previous work and 
thus require further investigation:
Expressiveness of Modern Schema Languages
Modern schema languages, e.g., W3C XSD and the new object-relational SQL versions 
(SQL:1999, SQL:2003), support many advanced modeling capabilities, such as user-
defined types and classes, aggregation and generalization, component reuse, distributed 
schemas and namespaces, leading to significant complication for schema matching 
[120]. Mostly, such design styles can be used alternatively to model the same or similar 
real-world concepts, leading to different, yet semantically similar, structures in the sche-
mas. Thus, matching schemas taking advantage of such powerful languages becomes a 
challenging task essentially depending on the detection and unification of the alternative 
modeling styles.
On the other hand, current match systems only focus on structurally simple schemas 
w.r.t. nesting levels, data types, constraints, and shared schema components. In particu-
lar, early schema languages such as DTD and SQL:1992 are mostly required as the input 
format. The traditional database notion of a schema is typically assumed where all 
instances can be described by a single monolithic schema. Likewise, most approaches 
assume tree-like schemas and ignore shared elements, such as the same complex types or 
sub-structures used at multiple places to capture the same kind of information (e.g., 
address data). Such shared elements may appear many times in a schema with a context-
dependent semantics, which need to be differentiated for a correct matching. The treat-
ment of shared elements still requires further work in order to avoid an explosion of the 
search space.
Dealing with Large Schemas
Real-world schemas are constantly growing in both size and complexity in order to cope 
with the requirements for representing and managing data in corresponding applications. 
For example, the standard schemas for E-business messages developed by OpenTrans 
and Xcbl contain several independent parts, or subschemas, for individual transaction/
message types, each of which in turn consists of up to thousands of elements in order to 
be able to capture every detail of the messages. Furthermore, the schemas often use 
shared elements to avoid unnecessarily diverse specifications and keep a low schema 
complexity for easier maintenance. At the end, the match operation needs to examine a 
huge search space to find plausible correspondences; a major challenge, which requires 
very efficient approaches to deal with.
On the other hand, we observe that current match approaches are typically applied to 
some test schemas for which they could automatically determine most correspondences. 
As surveyed in [31], most test schemas were of small size of 50-100 elements. Unfortu-
nately, the effectiveness of automatic match techniques studied so far typically decrease 
for larger schemas [29]. In particular, it is likely that large portions of one or both input 
schemas have no matching counterparts. Thus, matching complete input schemas may 
lead not only to long execution time, but also poor quality due to the large search space. 
Moreover, it is difficult to present the match result to a human engineer in a way that she 
can easily validate and correct it. A more piecemeal approach, e.g., based on the divide-
and-conquer philosophy, may be more preferable in such cases with the promise for both 
better user control and match performance.
Combination of Match Algorithms
To achieve high match accuracy for a large variety of schemas, considering a single cri-
terion (e.g., name matching) is unlikely to be successful. As a consequence, it is neces-
sary to combine and utilize multiple techniques at the same time. For this purpose, 
previous prototypes have followed either a so-called hybrid or composite combination of 
match approaches. So far the hybrid approach is most common where multiple criteria or 
properties (e.g., name and data type) are considered within a single algorithm. Typically, 
these criteria are fixed and utilized in a specific way, for example, concerning the order 
they are evaluated, making it difficult to extend and improve the overall algorithm.
By contrast, a composite match approach combines the results of several independently 
executed match algorithms, which can in turn be hybrid or composite. This allows for a 
high flexibility, as there is the potential for selecting the match algorithms to be executed 
based on the match task at hand. Moreover, there are different possibilities for combin-
ing the individual match results. We know of only few systems following such a com-
posite approach, in particular, [34, 35, 42]. They are limited to match techniques based 
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ing to improve the flexibility and quality over the hybrid approach, composite combina-
tion still requires further work in order to fully exploit its potential and to examine how 
to best combine different matchers.
Schema Matching Evaluation
For identifying a solution for a particular match problem, it is important to understand 
which of the available techniques performs best, i.e., can reduce the manual work 
required for the match task at hand most effectively. The only way to approach this goal 
is to demonstrate the quality and practicability of the developed match algorithms in 
real-world scenarios, or better, to conduct a systematic study using a range of schema 
matching tasks. Evaluation thus represents an important task in developing a match solu-
tion and has also been seriously considered in most previous work.
Unfortunately, the system evaluations reported in the literature so far were done using 
diverse methodologies, metrics, and data making it difficult to assess the effectiveness of 
each single system, not to mention to compare their effectiveness. Furthermore, the sys-
tems are usually not publicly available making it virtually impossible to apply them to a 
common test problem or benchmark in order to obtain a direct quantitative comparison. 
Hence, it is necessary to establish a common framework for future evaluations, so that 
they can be documented better, their result be more reproducible, and a comparison 
between different systems and approaches be easier. This requires a systematic analysis 
of the factors influencing the quality and performance of a match approach.
Reuse of Match Results and Data Integration
Reuse aims at exploiting different kinds of auxiliary information, such as (domain-spe-
cific or general-purpose) dictionaries, thesauri, ontologies, etc., to solve a match task. 
This can especially help in cases if schema elements cannot be compared merely using 
metadata in the schemas or available instance data. Current match prototypes mostly uti-
lize a simple form of reuse at the level of single schema elements by looking up element 
correspondences in synonym tables [88, 112, 42] or by using user-specified correspon-
dences to train machine-learning algorithms on instances of a schema element [34, 35]. 
A further generic approach is to reuse entire previously identified match results [119]. In 
fact, we observe that new schemas to be matched are often very similar to previously 
matched schemas. Reusing the existing match results can thus result in significant sav-
ings of manual effort. However, the potential of this approach has not yet been studied in 
current schema matching work.
The idea of reuse previous match results can be further generalized to cover mappings 
between different kinds of objects, which may be at both the metadata and instance level. 
This is motivated, on the one side, by the fact that often applications employ generic 
schemas and store heterogeneous information, possibly mixing both metadata and 
instance data, in a few generic tables [11, 1]. On the other side, we observe that semantic 
correspondences between objects of different types are available in many domains, such 
as bioinformatics [51, 45, 50] and peer-to-peer data management [72]. Such correspon-
dences represent valuable domain knowledge and can be re-used to inter-relate objects of 
interest and to integrate object information from different sources.
Graphical User Interface for Match
Given the fact that no fully automatic solution is possible, a user-friendly interface is 
essential for the practicability and effectiveness of a match system. On the one side, the 
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user can be actively incorporated in identifying corresponding schema elements. On the 
other side, the effort required for interactions, such as configuration of the match opera-
tion, verification and correction of automatically derived match results, should be 
reduced to a minimum so that it is still affordable compared to manually solving the 
match task from scratch. 
Unfortunately, most prototypes developed so far focus on some research aspects and 
offer no or only a rudimentary user interface. The only system that we know of providing 
a comprehensive graphical user interface is CLIO [66, 105, 114, 61], a commercial tool 
developed at IBM. However, CLIO focuses on the mapping discovery task to obtain que-
ries for transforming instances between two schemas. Hence, many GUI capabilities 
have not yet been studied, such as to customize the match operation, to visualize and deal 
with large schemas/match results, to manipulate and evaluate match results.
3.2 Contributions
Focusing on the open problems discussed above, the dissertation makes a number of con-
tributions, which can be grouped into the four following areas:
Surveys of Match Approaches and Evaluations
To obtain a better overview about the current state of the art in schema matching, we sur-
vey the existing approaches and their evaluations.
• Survey of schema matching algorithms and prototypes: There is a lot of previous work 
on schema matching done in different fields, such as schema translation and integra-
tion, knowledge representation, machine learning, and information retrieval. We adopt 
the taxonomy proposed in [119] and perform a new survey of existing schema match-
ing approaches. In particular, we differentiate and discuss schema- and instance-level, 
element- and structure-level, language- and constraint-based, and reuse-oriented 
match approaches. As for the combination of multiple matchers, hybrid and composite 
approaches are possible. Match approaches may further be distinguished according to 
the cardinalities of their results. According to the taxonomy, we review various match 
prototypes published in the literature. We characterize them in some detail and com-
pare them and our own development.
• Survey of schema matching evaluations: Evaluation aims at proving the practicability 
of a match system for real-world circumstances. We identify and discuss the major cri-
teria that influence the effectiveness of a schema matching approach, such as the cho-
sen test problems, the design of the experiments, the representation of match results, 
the metrics used to quantify the match quality and the amount of saved manual effort, 
and the overall execution performance. We use these criteria to review the evaluation 
of various state-of-the-art systems and motivate the importance of a common frame-
work to make the comparison between different systems and approaches easier.
Besides helping us to implement and test our own system, our insights on the match 
approaches and their evaluations can be of valuable help for the development of future 
schema matching systems.
Generic, Customizable, and Scalable Schema Matching Systems
The main contribution of the thesis consists in the development of two new generic and 
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COMA++2. In particular, COMA++ extends COMA by a number of significant improve-
ments and offers a comprehensive infrastructure to solve large real-world match prob-
lems.
• Architecture design: COMA++ pioneers to explicitly articulate an open multi-compo-
nent architecture for schema matching, offering high flexibility for extension and 
adaptation. It consists of five components, the Repository to persistently store match-
related data, the Schema and Mapping Pools to manage schemas and mappings in 
memory, the Match Customizer to construct and configure matchers and match strate-
gies, and the Execution Engine to execute match operations. Each component in turns 
provides an extensible library of methods for processing its data. COMA++ comes with 
a comprehensive graphical user interface, which supports interactive and iterative 
match processing with many ways for the user to provide feedback.
• Composite matcher combination: Combining individual matchers has so far only been 
studied in the context of machine learning approaches focusing on instance-level 
matchers and using a specific combination of match results. With COMA++, by con-
trast, we support a wide spectrum of matchers not confined to a particular technique 
like machine learning, as well as the customizable combination and refinement of their 
results. New match algorithms can be easily added or constructed by combining exist-
ing ones. The implementation of matchers has been highly optimized in order to 
achieve fast execution times for large match problems. Match processing is supported 
as workflows of multiple match steps, which can individually be configured. While 
supporting a default configuration set to the best strategies identified in our evalua-
tions, COMA++ also allows to tailor match strategies for a match problem at hand by 
manually selecting the matchers and strategies for combining them.
• Novel match approaches: COMA++ includes several new approaches, in particular for 
context-dependent, fragment-based, and reuse-oriented matching. Shared elements 
have become a popular modeling mechanism to reduce schema complexity and 
impose standard specifications. However, they are largely ignored in previous schema 
matching work. Context-dependent matching differentiates between different contexts 
of a shared element and tries to find match candidates for individual contexts. Frag-
ment-based matching aims at an efficient approach for dealing with very large sche-
mas. In particular, we decompose a large match problem into smaller problems by 
matching at the level of schema fragments. Finally, we propose a further match 
approach based on the reuse of previously obtained match results. It is motivated by 
the observation that many schemas to be matched are very similar to previously 
matched schemas. Reusing the previous match results may thus result in significant 
savings of manual effort.
Comprehensive Evaluations of Different Match Approaches
Due to the flexibility to configure matchers and match strategies, COMA and COMA++
can also be used to comparatively evaluate the effectiveness of different match 
approaches. In fact, we conduct several comprehensive evaluations on COMA and 
COMA++, which show high quality and acceptable execution time for complex real-
world match problems in different domains. In particular, the involved E-business mes-
sage standards represent the largest test schemas compared to previous evaluations. 
2. COMA++ [2, 33, 120] extends the COMA prototype first published in [29] and also subsumes all func-
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Using the test cases from an published ontology alignment contest, we achieve on aver-
age very high quality, which is comparable to that of the best performing participants in 
the contest. 
By systematically testing the supported match strategies with all relevant configurations, 
we are able to identify the best strategies with high and stable quality across different 
match tasks for the default match operation, thereby limiting tuning effort for later match 
operations. Our evaluations yield many insights on the quality and performance of differ-
ent match approaches and the impact of many factors, such as schema size, the choice of 
matchers and of combination strategies. We believe that our evaluation insights can be of 
valuable help for the development and evaluation of further match algorithms.
Mapping-based Approaches for Data Integration
Traditional data integration approaches, such as mediation or data warehousing, rely on 
the notion of a domain-dependent global schema to provide a unified and consistent view 
of the underlying data sources. Unfortunately, the manual effort to create such a schema 
and to keep it up-to-date is substantial. Furthermore, adding new data sources is a time- 
and effort-intensive task, making it difficult to scale to many sources or to use such sys-
tems for ad-hoc (explorative) integration needs. Further extending the idea of reusing 
match results, we have developed GENMAPPER (Generic Mapper), a new mapping-based 
approach for data integration, and applied it to the challenging field of bioinformatics 
with hundreds of highly cross-referenced web data sources managing annotation data for 
various types of molecular-biological objects, such as genes and proteins. 
GENMAPPER uses a generic data model to uniformly represent different kinds of annota-
tions physically integrated from different data sources. Existing correspondences 
between objects, i.e., cross-references, represent valuable domain knowledge. Therefore, 
they are explicitly captured and utilized to drive data integration and combine annotation 
knowledge from different sources. To serve specific analysis needs, powerful operators 
are provided to derive tailored annotation views from the generic data representation. In 
an extended version, GENMAPPER is coupled with a mediator to combine the advantages 
of both materialized and virtual integration. While frequent and intensive join processing 
to inter-relate objects from different sources is performed on the data materialized in 
GENMAPPER, the mediator retrieves on a demand-driven basis up-to-date annotations 
from relevant sources for objects of interest. GENMAPPER is fully functional and has been 
successfully used for large-scale functional profiling of genes and proteins.
3.3 Outline
In this first part of the thesis, Part I, we introduced the problem of schema matching and 
motivated the need for semi-automatic support to solve the task. We then discussed the 
open issues in the current state of the art and gave an overview about the main contribu-
tions of the dissertation. The rest of the thesis is organized in four following parts:
Part II focuses on the design and implementation of our schema matching systems 
COMA/COMA++. We first present the taxonomy of schema matching algorithms, relevant 
candidates to included in a composite match system like ours. We then elaborate on the 
techniques concerning architecture design and match processing of COMA/COMA++, and 
the novel match approaches that we have developed and employed to make our system 
generic, customizable, and scalable. Finally, we review various schema matching proto-
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Part III deals with the issues of the evaluation of a schema matching system. We first 
introduce the major criteria influencing the effectiveness of a match approaches. We then 
describe the evaluation of COMA/COMA++ and discuss the obtained results and insights. 
Finally, we survey the state of the art in schema matching evaluation and compare our 
evaluation with several other studies.
Part IV presents our mapping-based approach for data integration and its application in 
the bioinformatics domain. First we summarize the challenges and current solutions in 
integrating molecular-biological data. We then describe in detail our GENMAPPER system 
and its extension to a hybrid data integration system.
Part V concludes the thesis by summarizing the main contributions made and discussing 
relevant directions for future research.
Parts of the thesis have been published in refereed conferences and journals. In particu-
lar, the survey of schema matching prototypes and evaluations is presented in [31]. The 
COMA and COMA++ systems and their evaluations are described in [29, 120, 2]. The 
GENMAPPER system and its extension are described in [32, 77, 76].3.3. O U T L I N E 2 3
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PART II SCHEMA MATCHING APPROACHES
The need for schema matching in numerous applications and the inherent difficulty of 
the task have led to the development of many algorithms to semi-automatically solve the 
match problem. While the reuse of existing algorithms promises to reduce development 
cost for new match systems, it is still largely unclear, how to best combine different 
approaches. Therefore, we first conduct a survey of the available approaches to identify 
their strengths and applicability. We then develop the COMA schema matching system 
(Combining Matchers) as a platform to combine different match algorithms in a flexible 
way [29]. We further extend COMA to a more powerful system, COMA++ [2, 33, 120]. 
While taking over the composite approach of COMA to combine different match algo-
rithms, COMA++ implements significant improvements, in particular, graphical user 
interface, flexible construction and configuration of matchers and match strategies, uni-
form management and manipulation of schemas and mappings, new approaches for con-
text-dependent, fragment-based and reuse-oriented matching, and various performance 
optimizations to deal with large schemas.
This part, spanning from Chapter 4 to Chapter 9, describes the techniques and algorithms 
implemented in COMA/COMA++ in detail. Chapter 4 gives an overview of existing 
schema matching approaches, which can be employed to build a composite match sys-
tem like COMA/COMA++. Chapter 5 describes the overall match processing in COMA/
COMA++ and the function of single system components. Chapter 6 describes our novel 
match approach based on the reuse of existing match results to solve a new and similar 
match task. Chapter 7 presents our generic framework to combine the results of individ-
ually executed matchers. Chapter 8 extends the combination framework to cover the iter-
ative refinement of match results and discusses the construction of the new context-
dependent and fragment-based match strategies. Finally, Chapter 9 reviews relevant pro-
totypes published in literature and provides a comparison of the most representative ones 
and our own prototype COMA++.

C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 4   APPROACH CLASSIFICATION
There is a lot of work developed in different fields, such as schema translation and inte-
gration, knowledge representation, machine learning, and information retrieval, aiming 
at automating the schema matching task as much as possible. The main goal of this chap-
ter is to survey these approaches and to explain their common features and applicability. 
Not only for the development of our own system, we expect that the survey can be gener-
ally of help for designers of new approaches as well as users who need to select from a 
library of approaches.
In the next section, we briefly describe the criteria adopted from the taxonomy presented 
in [119] to classify the approaches for automatic schema matching. The classification is 
then used in the subsequent sections to discuss previously proposed techniques. In partic-
ular, we summarize the approaches exploiting schema-level information, instance data, 
and auxiliary information in Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively. The approaches to 
combine multiple match algorithms are presented in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 focuses on 
the cardinality of the result produced by a match approach. Section 4.7 concludes the 
chapter.
4.1 Classification Criteria
Match approaches may differ from each other in three areas, i.e., the input information, 
the way the input information is processed, and the characteristics of the output match 
result. As shown in Figure 4.1, we consider the following largely orthogonal criteria to 
distinguish between schema matching approaches:
• Schema vs. instance: Match approaches can consider schema-level information, i.e., 
metadata, such as element names, data types, and structural properties, or also instance 
data, i.e., data contents.
• Element vs. structure: The match operation can compare and match individual schema 
elements, such as attributes, or combinations of elements that appear together in a 
structure.
• Language vs. constraint: A matcher can use a linguistic approach (e.g., comparing 
names and textual descriptions of schema elements) or a constraint-based approach 
(e.g., considering constraints defined on elements, such as data types, uniqueness, 
keys, etc.).
Figure 4.1 Classification of match approaches
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• No-reuse vs. reuse: Matchers mostly not only rely on the input schemas and instance 
data but also reuse information from auxiliary sources, such as dictionaries, global 
schemas, previous matching decisions, and user input. 
• Hybrid vs. composite: For better applicability and accuracy, a matcher may in turn be 
a combination of several individual approaches. This can be done either in a fixed way 
within an hybrid matcher or by combining the match results produced by the single 
approaches within a composite matcher.
• Match cardinality: In a match result, one or more elements of the first schema may be 
related with one or more elements of the second one, resulting in different cardinalities 
(e.g., 1:1, n:1, 1:n, n:m). Such match relationships may in turn be represented as a sin-
gle or multiple correspondences.
Most of the criteria consider input information. We do not explicitly distinguish the 
match approaches according to the techniques employed to process the input informa-
tion, such as string matching or machine learning etc., as these typically depend on the 
type/characteristics of the data to be processed. Likewise, we do not distinguish the 
match approaches according to the types of schemas such as relational, XML, object-ori-
ented, etc., and the internal representation of the schemas, such as lists, directed graphs, 
etc., because algorithms depend mostly on the kind of information they exploit, not on its 
representation.
4.2 Schema-based Matching
Schema-based approaches only consider schema information. Depending on the expres-
siveness of the employed schema language, the available information includes different 
properties of schema elements, such as name, description, data type, constraints, etc., 
and relationships between them, such as referential constraints, is-a/part-of, or contain-
ment relationships. We first describe linguistic and constraint-based matchers, the com-
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determine their correspondences. We then discuss structure-level approaches exploiting 
element relationships to consider multiple elements at the same time.
Linguistic Approaches
Linguistic approaches exploit text-based properties of schema elements, such as name 
and description. In particular, element names are the most basic constituents of schemas 
and represent the first information source for assessing element similarity. Name similar-
ity can be estimated syntactically by comparing the name strings or semantically by 
comparing their meanings.
Syntactical name matching computes the similarity between two names solely based on 
comparing the name strings. The most straightforward method is to determine equality of 
names, i.e., exact string matching. For XML schemas defined on the same namespace, 
this method is sufficient to identify the matching elements, as a namespace ensures the 
same unique semantics of the same names. In other cases, so-called approximate string 
matching algorithms are more flexible as they can also identify similarity between a 
name and its different abbreviations, e.g., Customer - Cust. Such algorithms have been 
developed and employed in other fields such as text retrieval and automatic spelling cor-
rection [59], record linkage [138], and sequence alignment in molecular biology [42]. 
Several of them, in particular, the EditDistance, N-Gram, and SoundEx algorithms, have 
already been adopted for schema matching, for example, in [29, 92, 88]:
• EditDistance (Levenshtein): Using dynamic programming techniques, string similarity 
is computed from the number of edit operations (insertions, deletions, substitutions of 
single characters) necessary to transform one string into another one.
• N-Gram: Strings are compared according to their set of n-grams, i.e., sequences of n 
characters, leading to different variants of this matcher, e.g., Digram (2), Trigram (3). 
For example, Cust and Customer are similar as their trigram sets, {cus, ust} and {cus, 
ust, sto, tom, ome, mer}, respectively, share two trigrams cust and ust.
• SoundEx: This methods computes the phonetic similarity between names from their 
corresponding SoundEx codes. This can be useful in testing whether two names that 
have been spelled differently are likely to be the same. For example, the words 
Licence, License, and Licensing map to the same SoundEx code and are thus similar.
Semantic name matching, on the other side, estimates the similarity between names 
based on their terminological relationships, such as synonymy, hypernymy and hypon-
ymy. For example, the words Car and Automobile are synonyms and thus similar. This 
approach requires the use of auxiliary sources, such as dictionaries, thesauri, ontologies, 
or user-provided synonym tables, in which the semantic relationships are captured. Gen-
eral single- or multi-language dictionaries, such as WordNet3, can be exploited for this 
purpose [42, 53, 54]. However, element names usually do not offer sufficient context 
information to disambiguate their meaning. For example, the synonymy between Plant
and Tree does not hold for schemas where Plant is used to indicate a factory. Using a 
general language dictionary may thus result in many wrong correspondences due to the 
polysemy of words. Therefore, current match systems, like [29, 34, 88, 112], often resort 
to domain- or enterprise-specific dictionaries and taxonomies containing unique names, 
synonyms, abbreviations, etc., for a rather restricted domain. Although constructing such 
dictionaries may incur substantial manual effort, it is worth the investment for supporting 
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many match tasks in the same domain or for dealing with schemas with relatively flat 
structure, where dictionaries provide the most valuable matching hints.
Often, schemas come along with descriptions in natural language to document the 
intended semantics of schema elements. Such verbose comments can also be evaluated 
linguistically to determine element similarity. For example, descriptions may be prepro-
cessed and parsed using natural language processing techniques to obtain a set of most 
characteristic words for similarity comparison. Long descriptions may also be regarded 
as “documents” so that information retrieval techniques [132] can be employed to com-
pute document similarity and identify matching descriptions, as done, for example, in the 
DELTA prototype [23]. Considering descriptions as context information for element 
names, word sense disambiguation techniques [69] can be employed to identify the 
intended sense of single names and to find those names with the same sense. Likewise, 
we can also consider other text data given in the schemas, i.e., natural-language words in 
element names, instance data, etc., as context information to perform semantic disambig-
uation for single schema elements.
In real-world schemas, we observe several, largely orthogonal issues, which may affect 
the quality of name and description matching and require additional techniques to deal 
with:
• Multi-word names: Element names are often composed of multiple words, such as
DeliveryAddress, DevAddr, and AddrOfDel. Directly comparing those names unlikely 
yields correct similarity due to order and abbreviation of the words in the names. 
Hence, different preprocessing techniques, such as tokenization (DeliveryAddress →
{delivery, address}), removing of stopwords (such as of and the), stemming (delivery 
→ deliver), can be applied to obtain a set of the most characteristic words for compar-
ison [88, 29].
• Cryptic names: It is unlikely that words appear in their full form in element names. 
Simple abbreviations, such as Address → Addr, are very frequent and can mostly be 
detected using approximate string matching techniques. However, if element names 
are too much encrypted, such as using the initials of words in acronyms, like PO for 
PurchaseOrder, name matching mostly fails to predict any similarity or predicts some 
random, incorrect similarity. In such cases, abbreviation dictionaries are required in 
order to expand such acronyms.
• Homonyms: Name matching may lead to false matches due to homonymy. In particu-
lar, elements with the same or highly similar names may represent completely differ-
ent concepts. For example, Plant can mean both a tree or a factory. Thus, to 
differentiate between elements with such names, it is necessary to consider additional 
information or matchers to disambiguate them.
Constraint-based Approaches
Schemas often contains constraints to declare data types, allowable values, value ranges, 
uniqueness, optionality, cardinality, etc., for single elements. If such information is 
available in both input schemas, it can be exploited by a matcher to determine element 
similarity [79]. For example, similarity can be based on the equivalence of data types, 
key characteristics (unique, primary), etc.
Due to the unique semantics of such characteristics, a common approach is to provide a 
compatibility table for automatically looking up the similarity between different occur-
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data types used in different schema languages, such as string and varchar. On the other 
side, it should also be tolerant against type conflicts, such as between number and string, 
in order not to miss potential match candidates. This can be done by assigning different 
similarity values to different degrees of compatibility. 
Constraint-based matching alone often leads to imperfect n:m correspondences, as there 
are typically several elements in a schema with compatible constraints. For example, 
only considering data types, all elements of the same data type or similar data types 
would be regarded as similar. Nevertheless, constraints still represent helpful means to 
restrict the search space for match candidates and can be combined with other 
approaches to improve accuracy.
Structure-level Approaches
Structure-level approaches exploit relationships between elements and match combina-
tions of elements that appear together in a structure. Depending on the modeling capabil-
ities of the schema language, different types of relationships may be available, such as 
containment relationships, is-a/part-of relationships, or referential constraints. Usually, 
schema elements and their relationships are represented in a (directed or undirected) 
graph so that different kinds of structurally related elements can be identified for match-
ing. We observe two different ways for exploiting schema structure, namely, to deter-
mine element neighborhood for similarity computation and to restrict the match scope in 
iterative matching, which are discussed in the following.
The common use of schema structure is to consider the neighborhood of elements to esti-
mate their similarity. Many schema structures are hierarchical, based on some form of 
containment relationship. To estimate the similarity between two elements, we can com-
pare different kinds of their neighbor elements, such as the parents, children, or the 
leaves subsumed by them, as done in [88, 29, 81, 107]. In an undirected graph represen-
tation of schemas, any adjacent elements in the graph can be considered as neighbor ele-
ments [93, 112]. For example, we may use a distance-based metric to identify such 
neighbors: distance 1 includes all elements directly linked to the given element, while 
any distance n>1 comprises elements reachable by traversing through n-1 intermediate 
neighbors. The similarities between the neighbor elements can be first computed using 
an element-level matcher, e.g., based on name similarity, and then aggregated to a single 
value, for example, by taking the average [29]. A more sophisticated approach is fol-
lowed by some prototypes like DIKE [112] and SIMILARITYFLOODING [93], which per-
form a recursive propagation of the precomputed neighborhood similarities using fix-
point computation. When the fix point is reached, the similarity values stabilize in the 
schemas and are taken as structural similarity of schema elements.
Another use of schema structure is to restrict the match scope in iterative matching. This 
can be done by traversing the schemas either top-down or bottom-up. In particular, the 
similar elements identified at one level determine the scope for the next level, which then 
considers either their descendants (in the top-down approach) or ascendants (in the bot-
tom-up approach). A top-down algorithm is usually less expensive than bottom-up, 
because matches at a high level of the schema structure restrict the choices for matching 
finer grained structure only to those combinations with matching ancestors. However, it 
can be misled if top-level schema structures are very different, even if finer-grained ele-
ments match well. Top-down matching is supported among others in our COMA++ sys-
tem as the so-called fragment-based approach (see Section 8.3), and in the work of [40], 
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algorithm compares all combinations of fine-grained elements, and therefore finds 
matches at this level even if intermediate and higher level structures differ considerably.
In general, structural match approaches may be misled by structural conflicts, which 
occur due different detail levels of the information represented by schema elements. For 
example, looking at the children would yield no similarity between a detailed structure 
for address information, Address with three sub-elements Street, Zip, and City, and 
another element Address capturing all the information in a single string. This motivates 
the need for combining multiple approaches to be more robust against structural con-
flicts. For example, we can consider several kinds of neighbor elements at the same time. 
If both the Address elements above exhibit highly similar parent or sibling elements, they 
may still be predicted as similar.
4.3 Instance-based Matching
Instance-based matching examines instance data to determine corresponding schema ele-
ments. It represents the alternative of choice when useful schema information is limited 
as it is often the case for semi-structured data. In the extreme case where no schema is 
given, a schema can be constructed (to some extent) from instance data using schema 
extraction techniques, such as [56, 135]. Even when substantial schema information is 
available, considering instances can complement schema-based approaches with addi-
tional insights on the semantics and contents of schema elements. On the other side, the 
applicability of instance-based approaches depends on the availability of representative 
instance data. Furthermore, match accuracy depends much on the quality of the provided 
instance data, possibly incurring additional effort for data cleaning. The amount of data 
to be analyzed in instance-based approaches is usually larger than that in schema-based 
approaches. Therefore, execution time becomes a more critical issue, especially for inter-
active use.
Typically, elements at the finest level of granularity in a schema, such as columns in 
relational schemas or attributes in XML schemas, are considered, as these directly 
accommodate instance values in a database or instance document. We use hereafter the 
term attribute to indicate such atomic schema elements. While most of the approaches 
discussed for schema-based matching can also be employed here to characterize instance 
data, several have been specifically developed for instance-based matching. In the fol-
lowing, we discuss the approaches for instance-based matching differentiated between 
the element and structure level. At the element level, instances of a single atomic ele-
ments are considered, while the structure level examines instances of multiple attributes 
at the same time.
Element-level Approaches
For text-based attributes, information retrieval techniques can be applied to obtain lin-
guistic characteristics, such as keywords and themes, based on the relative frequencies of 
word and combination of words in the attribute instances. For example, using frequen-
cies of words we can distinguish between department names and employee names in a 
company database. By looking for occurrences of special words and abbreviations, we 
may also be able to recognize instances of geographical names and addresses. Like name 
matching, the similarity between the extracted themes and keywords can be obtained by 
using approximate string matching techniques or looking up in a lexical dictionary.32 CHAPTER 4. A P P R O A C H  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N
For numerical and string attributes, we can determine and compare constraint-based 
characteristics of their instances, such as data length, data type, numerical value ranges 
and averages, value distribution (standard deviation), key and uniqueness constraints, 
frequencies of characters, etc. For example, this information can help recognize 
instances of phone numbers and zip codes (e.g., based on character frequencies), dates 
(e.g., based on punctuation patterns), money-related entries (e.g., based on currency 
symbols). On the other side, the characteristics represent the real metadata, which may 
deviate from the specification in the schema. For instance, an attribute declared of type 
string may in reality be used to store number values. Hence, the real metadata can 
enhance the schema-based approaches to obtain more accurate match predictions.
Besides such heuristic comparisons, constraint-based characteristics can be employed in 
more sophisticated approaches to determine instance similarity of attributes. In particu-
lar, several algorithms have been proposed with techniques borrowed from the Artificial 
Intelligence (e.g., machine learning, neural network), and Information Retrieval fields 
(e.g., document clustering, text retrieval) to evaluate instance data. The approaches pro-
posed in [34, 35, 7, 8, 42, 141] employ machine learning techniques to first learn the 
instance characteristics of the matching or non-matching attributes and then use them to 
determine if a new attribute has instances with similar characteristics or not. [137] 
describes various distance functions to compare attribute instances with different value 
distributions, such as linear and nominal. [83, 84, 85] utilize a neural network to cluster 
similar attributes, whose instances are uniformly characterized using a feature vector of 
constraint-based criteria. The Whirl approach [25] employs the vector space model from 
Information Retrieval to characterize attribute instances based on the statistics of their 
common terms and to determine attribute similarity.
Structure-level Approaches
Instead of single attributes, structure-level matching considers instances of multiple 
attributes at the same time and requires characterizing the content of these attribute sets. 
Obviously, the main problem is the explosion of the number of possible attribute combi-
nations, for which the instances would have to be evaluated. In case that a schema struc-
ture is given, it can be used to identify promising combinations of attributes, such as the 
columns of single tables in a relational schema. If no schema structure is available and 
input schemas are simple collections of attributes, attribute combinations may be 
selected according to the similarity between their properties, such as equality or compat-
ibility of data types.
To characterize and compare instances of multiple attributes, the same linguistic and 
constraint-based techniques discussed for element-level matching can be employed. In 
schemas with a structure, such as XML schemas, inner elements, i.e., non-leaves, can be 
matched by comparing (concatenated) instance values of their lowest-level descendants, 
i.e., attributes, as done in the LSD system [34] using machine learning techniques. For 
schemas without structure, [71] proposes a different approach based on the correlation of 
attributes in a schema. For each input schema, it computes the “mutual information” for 
all pair-wise combinations of attributes and constructs a corresponding weighted graph. 
A graph matching algorithm is then applied to find the matching node pairs in the 
graphs. In particular, the mapping should optimize a chosen distance metric, such as the 
Euclidean distance, defined on the mutual information of intra-schema attribute pairs.
More sophisticated structure-level approaches are proposed in [28] and [141], both aim-
ing at identifying complex n:m correspondences between attributes. The IMAP system 
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and date attributes, to find promising attribute combinations. It employs machine learn-
ing techniques to compare the instances of such attribute combinations and predicts cor-
respondences involving arithmetic functions, such as roomprice = 
roomrate*(1+taxrate), or string concatenation, such as name = Concat(firstname, last-
name). The approach proposed in [141] employs machine learning techniques to first 
map the attributes of two input schemas uniformly to the concepts of a domain ontology. 
Using the relationships between the concepts in the ontology, i.e., is-a and part-of, it 
identifies correspondences between the attributes, such as union of instances, e.g., phone
= Union(day_phone, evening_phone), or composition of instances, e.g., address = Compo-
sition(street, zip, city).
4.4 Reuse-oriented Matching
Reuse-oriented matching comprises all forms of using auxiliary information, i.e., in 
addition to schema and instance information given in the input schemas/databases, to 
enhance the match process. We differentiate between schema-based and mapping-based
approaches, which support the reuse of common schema components and of previously 
determined correspondences, respectively. Like schema- and instance-based matching, 
both kinds of reuse may in turn consider single elements or structures, i.e., combinations 
of elements.
Schema-based Reuse
To reduce schema heterogeneity, commonly used names may be defined and maintained 
in a global vocabulary or namespace. To refer to the same real-world concepts, the 
names can be used to declare elements (e.g., by specifying their names, data types, value 
ranges, etc.) in different schemas. Namespaces are already supported by several XML-
based schema languages, including XSD, but can also be stored in specific dictionaries. 
A more general approach is to reuse not only globally defined names but also entire 
schema fragments, including features like data types, keys, and constraints. This is espe-
cially rewarding for frequently used entities, such as address, customer, employee, pur-
chase order, and invoice, which can be defined and maintained in a global schema 
library. Schema editors can access these libraries to encourage the reuse of predefined 
names and schema fragments. In matching schemas using the same namespaces or 
schema libraries, similar elements can be quickly identified using exact name matching 
techniques.
On the other side, it is unlikely that different organizations can agree on such standard-
ized names and structures, e.g., sharing the same vocabulary or namespace, to construct 
their schemas. Therefore, we have mostly to deal with different, but semantically similar, 
names and structures modeling the same real-world concepts. The idea, currently fol-
lowed by [92] and [62], is to identify names and structures in previously matched sche-
mas and to capture their characteristics, so that a similar occurrence can be detected in 
new schemas. In particular, [92] applies machine learning techniques to a corpus of sche-
mas to cluster similar elements and to derive characteristics concerning the co-occur-
rence and ordering of their neighbor elements. Such characteristics are then used as 
constraints to identify similar elements in new schemas. [62] considers at the same time 
multiple small, highly overlapping schemas from a limited domain. Assuming the same 
semantics for attributes with equal names, i.e., from the same vocabulary, it develops a 
statistical model based on the co-occurrence of the attributes in single schemas to predict 
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Mapping-based Reuse
Many of the discussed match approaches already implement some kinds of mapping-
based reuse by exploiting previously determined similarity relationships or correspon-
dences encoded in different kinds of auxiliary sources, such as dictionaries, thesauri, 
domain-specific synonym tables, and user-provided matches or mismatches. For exam-
ple, schema-based approaches look up in such auxiliary sources and check if element 
names are synonyms or data types are compatible to decide about element similarity [29, 
34, 88]. Instance-based approaches, e.g., [34, 35, 7, 8, 42, 141], employ user-specified 
correspondences to learn instance characteristics for single schema elements. Both cases 
represent a simple form of reuse utilizing confirmed correspondences at the level of sin-
gle schema elements.
A more general approach is to combine semantic correspondences with element relation-
ships provided by input schemas, such as the schema structure, which in fact also 
expresses some degree of relatedness, i.e., similarity, between schema elements. As a 
result, multiple correspondences are reused at the same time for a combination of ele-
ments. One technique is the exploitation of known correspondences between element 
neighborhoods to compute element similarity. For example, to obtain the similarity 
between two elements, the DIKE prototype [112] searches for semantic relationships 
between their neighbor elements and aggregate their similarities using an average func-
tion. Another technique is to transitively combine existing similarity relationships, which 
may be both semantic and structure relationships. In the MOMIS prototype [9], for exam-
ple, the input schemas are first connected with each other according to an initial set of 
synonymy and hypernymy relationships between their elements. These semantic rela-
tionships are assigned a higher similarity than containment relationships of elements in 
the input schemas. To compute the similarity between two elements a and d, MOMIS 
determines a path between them, such as a↔b↔c↔d, and multiplies the similarities of 
the relationships constituting the path, i.e., a↔b, b↔c, and c↔d, each of which may be 
a synonymy, hypernymy, or a containment relationship.
Combining existing similarity relationships to derive new ones can help increase the 
reuse potential of an auxiliary source. For example, within a taxonomy, we may reuse the 
given semantic relationships to infer similarity of the concepts that are not directly 
linked. Although the obtained relationships are typically of lower plausibility, they allow 
us to compute a similarity between schema elements that are not similar to the same, but 
to different concepts in the taxonomy. Identifying new similarity relationships from a set 
of given ones is a match problem of the auxiliary source, e.g., a taxonomy, against itself. 
A common approach to compute new similarity relationships is to apply different dis-
tance metrics on the paths between the concepts. A simple metric is the length of the 
shortest paths. For more accurate similarity, we can take into account the semantics, e.g., 
is-a, part-of, synonymy, or hypernymy, of the edges on the paths. By assigning different 
similarity values to the relationships, the similarity between two concepts can be com-
puted by multiplying the similarities of the relationships on the path connecting them 
with each other [9, 19]. More sophisticated distance metrics, which have been developed 
in the context of word sense disambiguation [123, 117, 130] to estimate the relatedness 
of terms in a taxonomy (e.g., WordNet), can also be employed for this purpose.4.4. R E U S E - O R I E N T E D  M A T C H I N G 3 5
4.5 Combination Approaches
The applicability of a match approach depends on the kind of information it exploits. A 
matcher utilizing a single approach is unlikely to achieve good match quality for a large 
variety of schemas and domains. Hence, current schema matching systems are mostly 
built on the combination of multiple approaches. This can be done in two different ways: 
hybrid and composite. A hybrid matcher integrate multiple approaches in a fixed way, 
while a composite matcher combines the results of independently executed matchers, 
which may be both hybrid or composite matchers.
Hybrid Combination
In a hybrid matcher, the single match criteria or information sources are hard-wired, 
mostly checked in a particular order according to some specific heuristics. For example, 
elements with data type similarity are first identified, before they are checked for name 
similarity. With such heuristics known in advance, it is easy to optimize the execution 
within the corresponding hybrid matcher. As a result, a hybrid matcher can offer better 
time performance than the separate execution of multiple matchers by reducing the num-
ber of passes to be performed over the input schemas. Furthermore, effectiveness may be 
improved because poor match candidates qualifying only one of several criteria can sin-
gled out early.
Most previous prototypes, for example, [88, 93, 84, 97, 9], follow this approach to com-
bine different algorithms in a specific match solution. It allows developing and imple-
menting an optimized solution to explicitly exploit some characteristics, for example, 
typically supported by the language or the domain of the schemas. On the other side, it is 
difficult to extend and improve a hybrid matcher, for example, in order to support a new 
schema type, new match criteria, or new information sources. While hybrid approaches 
are unlikely successful for a large variety of match tasks and domains, they can be com-
bined using a composite matcher discussed below to achieve high flexibility and adapt-
ability.
Composite Combination
A composite matcher combines the results of independently executed matchers, which 
may in turn be composite or hybrid matchers. Depending on the application domain or 
schema language, it allows us to select from a repertoire of matchers for combination, 
offering significant flexibility compared to the hybrid approach. For example, different 
matchers can be employed to match structured or semi-structured schemas. Moreover, 
there are different possibilities for combining the individual match results. For example, 
one could use machine learning to combine the independent matchers, as done in the LSD
system [34] to combine instance-based matchers, and in [42] to combine both schema- 
and instance-based approaches. Both the selection of the matchers and the strategy for 
combining them can also be set to default for automatic execution.
As similarity computation or match prediction is done in the individual matchers, the 
composite approach leaves little room for optimizing its execution performance. For 
instance, if name similarity is utilized by several hybrid matchers, it is difficult to share 
the computed name similarities between them if they are combined within a composite 
matcher. Nevertheless, due to its flexibility and extensibility, the composite approach 
represents the method of choice for implementing a generic match solution to support 
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currently follow this approach to combine match algorithms, among others, [34, 35, 42] 
and our systems COMA and COMA++ developed in this thesis.
4.6 Match Cardinality
The result of a match operation between two schemas S1 and S2 is a set of correspon-
dences between their elements. An S1 (or S2) element can participate in zero, one or 
many correspondences of the match result. Moreover, within an individual correspon-
dence, one or more S1 elements can match one or more S2 elements. Thus, we have the 
usual relationship cardinalities, namely 1:1 and the set-oriented cases 1:n, n:1, and m:n
between matching elements both with respect to different correspondences (global car-
dinality) and with respect to an individual correspondence (local cardinality). Element-
level matching is typically restricted to local cardinalities of 1:1, n:1, and 1:n. On the 
other side, n:m mapping elements requires considering the structural embedding of the 
schema elements, and thus, structure-level matching.
Table 4.1 Local match cardinalities
Cardinality S1 Element S2 Element Mapping Expression
1:1 Price Cost Price = Cost
n:1 FirstName, LastName Name Concat(FirstName, LastName) = Name
1:n Name FirstName, 
LastName
Split(Name) = {FirstName, LastName}
m:n P.PersName, P.DeptNo 
D.DeptNo, D.DeptName
A.Person, 
A.Department
SELECT P.PersName, D.DeptName 
FROM P, D
WHERE P.DeptNo=D.DeptNo  
= {A.Person, A.Department}
Table 4.1 illustrates the four local cardinality cases using four individual correspon-
dences. The first row show an equivalence correspondence between Price and Cost of S1
and S2, respectively. When matching multiple S1 (or S2) elements at a time, we need 
some expression to specify how these elements and their instances are related. For exam-
ple, the correspondences shown in the second and third row specify that FirstName and 
LastName are concatenated to form Name (n:1 cardinality), or conversely, are extracted 
from Name (1:n cardinality). An example for m:n correspondence is shown in the fourth 
row, which uses an SQL expression combining attributes from two source tables P and D
in S1 for personnel and department data, respectively, to populate the target table A in S2. 
The global cardinality cases with respect to the complete match result, i.e., across all cor-
respondences, are largely orthogonal to the cases for individual correspondences. If the 
source and target elements of the correspondences shown in Table 4.1 do not have any 
further match candidates, the global cardinality is the same as the local cardinality of the 
correspondences. Otherwise, the global cardinality may differ from the local cardinality. 
On the other side, a correspondence with a set-oriented global cardinality, i.e., 1:n, n:1, 
m:n, may be captured as a single correspondence of the same local cardinality, but also 
as multiple correspondences of 1:1 local cardinality, such as {FirstName part-of Name, 
LastName part-of Name} instead of the concatenation function for the second example in 
Table 4.1.
Note that in addition to the match cardinalities at the schema level, there may be different 
match cardinalities at the instance level. For the first three correspondences in Table 4.1, 
one S1 instance is matched with one S2 instance (1:1 instance-level match). The example 4.6. M A T C H  C A R D I N A L I T Y 3 7
in the fourth row corresponds to an n:1 instance-level correspondence, which combines 
two instances, one of P and one of D in S1, into one of A in S2. An example of n:m
instance-level matching is the association of sale instances of S1 with different aggregate 
sale instances, such as per month, quarter, etc., of S2.
As we can see in the examples, mapping expressions, especially the set-oriented cases 
n:1 and n:m, are typically directional and not always invertible. Due to their semantic 
diversity, it is difficult, if not impossible, to automatically derive all correct mapping 
expressions for a given match problem. Therefore, most previous match approaches only 
try to automate the identification of the most plausible correspondences, while leaving 
open the task of specifying the exact mapping expressions. Typically, one element in one 
schema is mapped to the element in the other schema with the highest similarity, result-
ing in global 1:1 or n:1 mappings. With only similarity values attached, correspondences 
are assumed undirectional and invertible, making it easy to manipulate and combine such 
mappings. So far, we observe only few efforts, i.e., [66], [28] and [141], trying to auto-
matically identify global n:m mappings with mapping expressions.
4.7 Summary
We adopted a previously proposed taxonomy to comprehensively survey existing auto-
matic approaches for schema matching. In particular, we differentiated and discussed 
schema- and instance-level, element- and structure-level, language- and constraint-
based, no-reuse and reuse-oriented matchers, and hybrid and composite approaches for 
combining matchers. With examples from the literature, we discussed the applicability 
and also pointed to the issues of the different methods. We hope that our survey is useful 
to programmers who need to implement a match algorithm as well as to researchers 
looking to develop more effective and comprehensive schema matching systems.38 CHAPTER 4. A P P R O A C H  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N
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CHAPTER 5   THE COMA AND COMA++ APPROACHES
To investigate the effectiveness of composite match approaches more comprehensively 
we have first developed the COMA system (Combining Matchers) for combining match 
algorithms in a flexible way [29]. COMA provides a large spectrum of individual match-
ers and supported different ways to combine the results of matcher executions. COMA
also includes a novel matcher based on a special compose operation for reusing previous 
match results. The extended version of COMA, COMA++ [2, 33, 120], retains the flexible 
approach of COMA to combine match algorithms. Furthermore, it implements significant 
improvements and offers a comprehensive infrastructure to solve large real-world match 
problems:
• COMA++ internally uses a generic data model to uniformly represent schemas written 
in different languages, including the powerful W3C XSD and OWL standard. Further-
more, it is able to deal with large schemas, which may be distributed over many docu-
ments and namespaces. Schemas and match results (mappings) are maintained in a 
repository, which supports a variety of high-level operators on these constructs, e.g., 
to compose, merge or compare different mappings.
• COMA++ extends COMA with a generic framework to construct more powerful match-
ers by combining existing ones and to refine previously determined match results. The 
implementation of matchers has been highly optimized in order to achieve fast execu-
tion times for large match problems. Using the matchers, we construct match strate-
gies as workflows of match processing to divide and successively solve complex 
match tasks in multiple stages.
• COMA++ provides several new matchers and match strategies, including a new scal-
able match approach to identify context-dependent correspondences between schemas 
with shared elements and a fragment-based match approach to decompose a large 
match problem into smaller problems. Furthermore, the reuse match approach imple-
mented in COMA has been further enhanced to fully exploit the potential of previously 
determined match results.
• Due to the flexibility to customize matchers and match strategies, COMA++ can be 
used as a platform for systematically and comparatively evaluating different match 
algorithms and strategies. In fact, to prove the practicability of our approach, compre-
hensive evaluations based on real-world schemas and ontologies have been performed 
for COMA++, showing high quality and acceptable execution time of our approach.
• Given that no fully automatic solution is possible, COMA++ offers a comprehensive 
graphical user interface allowing the match process to be interactively influenced in 
many ways, in particular before match to configure a match strategy, during match for 
iterative refinement, as well as after match to manipulate obtained match results.
Before elaborating on the advanced issues concerning the reuse of previous match results 
and the construction of matchers and match strategies, we first give an overview of 
COMA/COMA++ in this chapter. After a brief introduction of the architecture in Section 
5.1, we illustrate the overall match process in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 focuses on the 
import of external schemas and the unification of schema conflicts due to alternative 
modeling styles. Sections 5.4 describes the matchers currently implemented in the 
Matcher Library. Section 5.5 discusses the representation of match results and the high-
level operations for manipulating them. Section 5.6 characterizes the technical imple-
mentation and use of the COMA++ prototype. Section 5.7 briefly summarizes the chapter.
5.1 System Architecture
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of our COMA++ schema matching system. It consists of 
five components, the Repository to persistently store match-related data, the Schema and 
Mapping Pools to manage schemas and mappings in memory, the Match Customizer to 
configure matchers and match strategies, and the Execution Engine to execute match 
operations. All components are managed and used through a comprehensive graphical 
user interface (GUI).
Figure 5.1 COMA++ system architecture
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The repository centrally stores various types of data related with match processing, in 
particular a) imported schemas, b) produced mappings, c) auxiliary information such as 
domain-specific taxonomies and synonym tables, and d) the definition and configuration 
of matchers and match strategies. We use a generic data model implemented in a rela-
tional DBMS (MySQL4) to uniformly store the different kinds of schemas as well as 
mappings between them.40 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
Schemas are uniformly represented by directed acyclic graphs as the internal format for 
matching. The Schema Pool provides different functions to import external schemas, to 
load and save them from/to the repository, and to preprocess them for matching. Cur-
rently, we support W3C XML Schema Definition (XSD) and Web Ontology Language 
(OWL), XML Data Reduced (XDR), and relational schemas imported via the Open 
DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) interface. From the Schema Pool, two arbitrary schemas 
can be selected to start a match operation. Generated mappings are maintained by the 
Mapping Pool, which, like the Schema Pool, also offers different functions for further 
manipulation of the mappings.
The match operation is performed in the Execution Engine according to a match strategy
configured in the Match Customizer. As indicated in Figure 5.1, it is based on iterating 
three steps, element identification to determine the relevant schema elements for match-
ing, matcher execution applying multiple matchers to compute the element similarities, 
and similarity combination to combine matcher-specific similarities and derive a map-
ping with the best correspondences between the elements. The obtained mapping can in 
turn be used as input in the next iteration for further refinement. Each iteration can be 
individually configured using the various alternatives supported by the Match Custom-
izer, in particular, the type of elements to be considered, the matchers for similarity com-
putation, and the strategies for similarity combination, which all will be discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7.
Using this infrastructure, match processing is supported as a workflow of several match 
steps. For large schemas, we implement specific workflows (i.e., strategies) for context-
dependent and fragment-based matching. We shortly introduce these match strategies, 
which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8:
• Context-dependent matching: Shared schema elements exhibit multiple contexts, such 
as address for delivery and invoice, which should be differentiated for a correct match-
ing. In addition to a simple NoContext strategy, i.e., no consideration of element con-
texts, we support two context-sensitive strategies, AllContext and FilteredContext. 
AllContext identifies and matches all contexts by considering for a shared element all 
paths (sequences of nodes) from the root to the element. Unfortunately, this strategy 
turns out to be expensive and impractical for large schemas with many shared ele-
ments due to an explosion of the search space. Therefore, we devised the FilteredCon-
text strategy which performs matching in two steps and restricts context evaluation to 
the most similar nodes.
• Fragment-based matching: In a match task with large schemas, it is likely that large 
portions of one or both input schemas have no matching counterparts. We thus pro-
pose fragment-based schema matching, i.e., a divide-and-conquer strategy which 
decomposes schemas into several smaller fragments and only matches the fragment 
pairs with a high similarity. In addition to user-selected fragments, we currently sup-
port three static fragment types, Schema, Subschema, Shared, considering the complete 
schema, single subschemas (e.g., message formats in an XML schemas), and shared 
subgraphs, respectively.
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Figure 5.2 External and internal schema representation
CREATE TABLE ShipTo (
poNo INT,
shipToStreet VARCHAR(200),
shipToCity VARCHAR(200),
shipToZip VARCHAR(20),
PRIMARY KEY (poNo)  ) ;
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name=“DeliverTo" type="Address"/>
<xsd:element name=“BillTo" type="Address"/>
<xsd:complexType name="Address" > 
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name=“Street" type="xsd:string"/> 
<xsd:element name=“City" type="xsd:string"/> 
<xsd:element name=“Zip" type="xsd:decimal"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType> 
</xsd:schema>
DeliverTo
Address
Street
City
Zip
A) A relational schema and an XML schema
shipToCity
shipToStreet
ShipTo
shipToZip
S1 S2
0.7DeliverTo.Address.StreetShipTo.shipToStreet
0.7DeliverTo.Address.CityShipTo.shipToCity
SimS2 ElementS1 Element
BillTo
B) Graph representation and sample mapping
5.2 Match Processing
Schemas are imported from external sources, e.g., relational databases or XML docu-
ments, into an internal format on which all match algorithms operate. A schema consists 
of a set of elements, such as relational tables and columns or XML elements and 
attributes. In COMA++, we represent schemas by directed acyclic graphs for matching. 
Schema elements are represented by graph nodes connected by directed links of different 
types, e.g., for containment, is-a/part-of, and referential relationships. Figure 5.2 shows 
examples of a relational schema, S1, and an XML schema, S2, for purchase orders (PO), 
their internal graph representation, and a sample match result between them.
Figure 5.3 illustrates match processing in COMA++ with the alternative methods sup-
ported for each step. Depending on the specified match strategy, match processing either 
takes place in one or multiple iterations, i.e., match iterations, of three steps: determina-
tion of relevant schema elements for matching, the execution of different matchers, and 
the combination of the individual match results. In interactive mode, the user can interact 
with COMA++ for each iteration to select the matchers and strategies to combine their 
match results, and to accept or reject match candidates obtained after an iteration. The 
interactive approach is useful to test and compare different match approaches for specific 
schemas and to continuously refine and improve the match result. In automatic mode, the 
match operation employs a default match strategy with predefined settings for the single 
steps. This mode is especially useful for applications already knowing their most suitable 
match strategy or implementing their own user interaction interface. 
Along with the example shown in Figure 5.4, we now discuss the steps of a match itera-
tion in more detail. After being converted to the internal graph format, the schemas are 
traversed to determine all schema elements for which the match algorithms calculate the 
similarity values. Besides nodes as a common element type, COMA++ also supports 
matching between paths, which are sequences of nodes following the containment links 
from the schema root to the corresponding nodes. The main motivation for considering 42 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
Figure 5.3 Match processing in COMA++
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paths is to differentiate the contexts of shared elements in a schema. Such a element, e.g., 
Address in S2 in Figure 5.2b, results in multiple paths, i.e., DeliverTo.Address and 
BillTo.Address, for which we can independently determine match candidates. Finally, 
fragments, i.e., subgraphs of (large) schemas, can be identified from the input schemas 
for fragment-based matching.
A main step during a match iteration is the execution of multiple independent matchers 
chosen from the Matcher Library. Currently, more than 15 matchers, falling into two 
classes, hybrid and combined matchers, are supported. They exploit different kinds of 
schema information, such as names, data types, and structural properties, and auxiliary 
information, such as synonym dictionaries and previous match results. Each matcher 
determines an intermediate match result consisting of a similarity value between 0 
(strong dissimilarity) and 1 (strong similarity) for each combination of S1 and S2 schema 
elements. The result of the matcher execution phase with k matchers, m S1 elements and 
n S2 elements is a k*m*n cube of similarity values. Figure 5.4 shows in Step 2 a sample 
extract from the similarity cube computed for the path elements of the purchase order 
schemas in Figure 5.2 using two matchers Name and NamePath.
The final phase in a match iteration is to derive a combined match result from the indi-
vidual matcher results stored in the similarity cube. This is achieved in three steps, Step 3 
to 5 in Figure 5.4: aggregation of matcher-specific results, ranking elements according to 
their similarity, and selection of match candidates. First, for each combination of schema 
elements the matcher-specific similarity values are aggregated into a single similarity 
value, e.g., by taking the average (Average) leading to a similarity matrix as shown in 
Step 3 of Figure 5.4. Second, we apply a direction strategy, e.g., SmallLarge, which ranks 
the elements of the smaller schema S1 for each element of the larger schema S2, leading 
to the ranking shown in Step 4 of Figure 5.4. Finally, we apply a selection strategy to 
choose the most plausible correspondences, e.g., by selecting the top N candidates from 
the ranking or those candidates with similarity exceeding a certain threshold. As shown 
in Step 5 of Figure 5.4, by selecting the single best element (Max1) we could determine 
ShipTo.shipToCity as the match candidate of DeliverTo.Address.City with a similarity 
value, or plausibility score, of 0.7.
COMA++ support the determination of directional and undirectional match results The 
former case is already illustrated in Figure 5.4, in which all match candidates are identi-
fied with respect to one of the schemas, say S2. Hence, it is only tried to find match can-5.2. M A T C H  P R O C E S S I N G 4 3
Figure 5.4 Match processing example
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didates for S2 elements while accepting that S1 elements remain unmatched. This 
approach has been followed by most previous studies and is motivated by the fact that 
many applications require such a directional match (e.g., to integrate a new data source 
with schema S1 into a data warehouse or mediator with global schema S2). If the target 
schema S2 is small compared to S1, the match problem is substantially simplified. In the 
case of an undirectional match, match candidates are determined for both input schemas. 
Moreover, an S1 element s1 is only accepted as a match candidate for an S2 element s2 if 
s2 is also a match candidate of s1. For instance, in the above example we would accept 
ShipTo.shipToCity as the match candidate of DeliverTo.Address.City only if there are no 
better S2 match candidates for ShipTo.shipToCity than DeliverTo.Address.City.
5.3 Schema Import and Representation
Current match systems not only focus on small schemas but also on structurally simple 
schemas based on XML DTD and traditional database schema languages. However, 
many web and XML-based applications require a powerful and flexible schema support 
with advanced modeling capabilities, such as user-defined types, reuse of components, 
distributed schemas and namespaces, which are now available in several modern schema 
languages, such as W3C XSD and OWL. As a result, matching schemas taking advan-
tage of such improvements becomes much more challenging than matching DTDs or 
simple relational (e.g., SQL-92) schemas [120]. In this section we discuss the problems 
and our solution to import external schemas into our internal graph representation. While 
we choose XSD, one of the most powerful schema language, for illustration purposes, 
our approach is also applicable to other languages with similar modeling capabilities.
Alternative Schema Designs
For flexibility reasons, modern schema languages often support alternative approaches to 
model the same or similar real-world concepts. This however leads to different, yet 
semantically similar, structures to be dealt with in schema matching. In particular, we 
can observe the following common design conflicts:44 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
1 Schema designs - Monolithic vs. distributed schemas. The conventional way to con-
struct a schema is to put all components in a single schema document, which is quite 
handy for simple applications. To better deal with large schemas, especially for web 
applications, XSD, OWL, and other XML schema languages [80] allow a (large) 
schema to be distributed over multiple documents and namespaces. For example, each 
XSD document can be assigned to a so-called target namespace and XSD provides 
different directives (include, redefine and import) to incorporate component defini-
tions from one document into another. Furthermore, there are many options how to 
organize distributed schemas and namespaces [140]. A distributed XSD schema is 
often a collection of several smaller schemas or subschemas sharing common types 
and elements. For instance, each message format in an E-business schema is a sub-
schema that can - and should - be matched separately. 
2 Type designs - Composition vs. derivation. Several languages, including XSD and the 
object-relational SQL extensions SQL:1999 and SQL:2003, support a versatile system 
of user-defined types for element and attribute declarations. New types can be con-
structed using either the composition or derivation approach. In the former case, a new 
type is built of elements/attributes of existing types, while in the latter case, a new type 
is derived from a base type and automatically inherits all its components. Typically, 
composition and derivation can be recursively applied so that arbitrarily nested type 
hierarchies are possible.
3 Reuse designs - Inlined vs. shared components. The basic approach of element and 
attribute declaration is to anonymously specify types inline, resulting in tree-like sche-
mas. To avoid redundant or unnecessarily diverse specifications, previously defined 
components can be reused at different places, i.e., shared, resulting in a graph struc-
ture. A simple approach is element reuse supported by DTD and XSD. In particular, 
XSD allows global components, i.e., direct children of the <schema> element of an 
XSD document, to be referenced in other type definitions. The more versatile 
approach is type reuse, supported among others by XSD, SQL:1999, and SQL:2003. 
In particular, the types can be referenced within element or attribute declarations as 
well as (recursively) within other type definitions. While all three approaches, no-
reuse/inline, element reuse, and type reuse, may be mixed within a schema, three 
design philosophies each focusing on one of the approaches have been proposed for 
XSD [140]. The high flexibility of type reuse makes it a well-suited approach for large 
business applications.
Design Unification
The success of the match operation essentially depends on the detection and unification 
of the alternative designs discussed above during schema import. Our approach is to 
decide for a particular design and transform the other designs into it. For this purpose, we 
first parse all documents of a schema and capture different kinds of component metadata, 
among others name, namespace, type, typespace (the namespace of the type), which help 
determine the (type and reuse) designs employed. While each component is uniquely 
identified by its name and namespace, we assume hereafter that the attributes name and 
type are already namespace-qualified for better readability. As illustrated in Figure 5.5, 
the schema transformation process encompasses four following steps:
1 Unifying schema designs. For ease of handling, a distributed schema is transformed to 
a monolithic one by parsing all schema documents and capturing relevant components 
and their cross-references. In the example shown in Figure 5.5a, two XSD documents 
are parsed and their components are stored together in a single graph. Using name and 5.3. S C H E M A  I M P O R T  A N D  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N 4 5
Figure 5.5 Unification of alternative designs
po.xsd
<include schemaLocation=“PartyType.xsd”/>
<element name=“Supplier“ type=“PartyType”/>
<element name=“Buyer“ type=“PartyType”/>
<complexType name="PartyType">
<element name=“Name“ type=string/>
</complexType>
PartyType.xsd
Supplier: PartyType
PartyType
Name: string
Buyer: PartyType
<complexType name=“Supplier“>
<extension base=‘PartyType>
<element name=“Id“ type=“int”/>
</extension>
</complexType>
<complexType name=“PartyType">
<element name=“Name“ type=“string”/>
</complexType >
PartyType
Name: string
Supplier: PartyType
Id: int
A) Distributed to monolithic schema
B) Type derivation to composition
C) Type reuse to element reuse
PartyType
Name: string
Supplier: PartyType
Id: int
Name: string
Supplier
Id: int
Name:string
Supplier
Buyer
Name:string
Supplier
Buyer
Name:string
OrderParty
OrderParty
Legends: Name: Type Containment
D) Inlined to reuse declaration
namespace information, we are able to identify the (complex) type PartyType from 
document PartyType.xsd and associate it with the elements Supplier and Buyer as 
declared in document po.xsd.
2 Unifying type designs. As composition is the common way for type construction, deri-
vation is transformed to composition by propagating the components of the base type 
to the derived type. As shown in Figure 5.5b, this is done in the graph representation 
by linking the base type, PartyType, with the derived type, Supplier. The components 
of PartyType, e.g., Name, thus also become descendants of Supplier.
3 Unifying reuse designs. We aim at a schema graph of instantiable components, e.g., 
elements and attributes, as only these components appear in instance documents or 
databases. Therefore we transform type reuse to element reuse. As shown in Figure 
5.5c, we proceed with the result of Step 2 and eliminate the nodes representing types, 
such as PartyType. The element Name in the type PartyType now becomes a direct 
descendant of Supplier. At the leaf level we have components of atomic types, such as 
string and int.
4 Reducing inline declarations. To further compact the schema, we identify and col-
lapse the same components defined inline at multiple places to a single shared one. 46 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
This is done by a fast search operation for components with the identical metadata, 
e.g., name and data type. As illustrated in Figure 5.5d, two different Name elements as 
children of Supplier and Buyer are transformed to a single shared one.
The result of the import process is a connected graph of instantiable components. By 
retaining all reuse declarations and identifying further reuse opportunities, we are able to 
keep the complexity of imported schemas as low as possible. For example, for the largest 
schema of our evaluation, the E-business standard XcblOrder (see Chapter 11), the num-
ber of nodes and paths is reduced to from about 1,500 and 40,000 to 800 and 26,000, 
respectively. Furthermore, the import process performs in general very fast. For 
XcblOrder, parsing and transforming more than 100 schema documents only take around 
40 seconds on our test machine. This delay only occurs once when the schema is saved 
in the repository for later match operations.
5.4 Matcher Library
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the matchers we have implemented and tested so far. We 
characterize the kinds of schema and auxiliary information they exploit. In the following 
we first describe the hybrid matchers followed by the combined matchers.5 The more 
complex hybrid matcher, Reuse, based on the reuse of previous match results is dis-
cussed in Chapter 6.
Hybrid Matchers
Element names represent an important source for assessing similarity between schema 
elements. This can be done syntactically by comparing the name strings or semantically 
by comparing their meanings. Approximate string matching techniques [59] have 
already been employed in other fields, such as record linkage [138] and data cleaning 
[118], to detect duplicate database records concerning the same real-word entity, i.e., 
matching at the instance level. In COMA/COMA++, we implemented four hybrid matchers 
based on approximate string matching techniques:
• Affix: This matcher looks for common affixes, i.e., both prefixes and suffixes, between 
two name strings.
• N-Gram: Strings are compared according to their set of n-grams, i.e., sequences of n
characters, leading to different variants of this matcher, e.g., Digram (2-grams), Trigram
(3-grams). 
• EditDistance: String similarity is computed from the number of edit operations neces-
sary to transform one string to another one (the Levenshtein metric [59]).
• SoundEx: This matcher computes the phonetic similarity between names from their 
corresponding soundex codes.
Further hybrid matchers are the simple reuse-oriented matchers Synonym, Taxonomy, and 
Type, exploiting an auxiliary source for similarity: 
5. We use the more accurate terms hybrid and combined matchers instead of simple and hybrid matchers, 
respectively, introduced in the first publication of COMA [29]. In particular, we want to emphasize, first, 
the flexibility to integrate new match algorithms into our Matcher Library, which may already consider 
multiple criteria and properties, i.e., hybrid, and second, the flexibility to specify and change the default 
matchers of a combined matcher as opposed to traditional hybrid matchers.5.4. M A T C H E R  L I B R A R Y 4 7
• Synonym: This matcher estimates the similarity between element names by looking up 
the terminological relationships in an external dictionary. Currently, it simply uses 
relationship-specific similarity values, e.g., 1.0 for a synonymy and 0.8 for a hypern-
ymy relationship.
• Taxonomy: This matcher extends the reuse approach of Synonym and exploits a 
domain-specific taxonomy as auxiliary source. To estimate the similarity between ele-
ment names, their matching concepts are first looked up in the taxonomy. The similar-
ity of the concepts is computed using some distance metrics applied to the path 
connecting the concepts in the taxonomy and returned as the similarity between the 
element names.6
• Type: This matcher uses a synonym table specifying the degree of compatibility 
between a set of predefined generic data types, to which data types of schema ele-
ments are mapped in order to determine their similarity.
Finally, we provide a hybrid matcher exploiting structural statistics of graph nodes:
• Statistics: This matcher uses the Euclidean distance function to compute the similarity 
between structural statistics, which are determined for single schema elements using a 
feature vector uniformly capturing the number of children, parents, leaves, etc.
Table 5.1 Implemented matchers in the Matcher Library
Technique Matcher Name Schema Info Auxiliary Info Default Matchers
Hybrid Matchers
String match-
ing
Affix Element names - -
NGram Element names - -
SoundEx Element names - -
EditDistance Element names - -
Reuse-ori-
ented
Synonym Element names External dictionaries -
Taxonomy Element names Domain taxonomy -
Type Data types Compatibility table -
Reuse - Previous match results -
Structure Statistics Structural statistics - -
Combined Matchers
Element-level Name Element names - Synonym, Trigram
Comment Element comment Synonym, Trigram
NameType Names + Data types - Name, Type
Structure-
level
NameStat Name + Statistics - Name, Statistics
NamePath Names + Paths - Name
Children Child elements - NameType
Leaves Leaf elements - NameType
Parents Parent elements - Leaves
Siblings Sibling elements - Leaves
6. This matcher is under development as we are still experimenting with different distance metrics and 
methods to combine the schema-to-taxonomy and intra-taxonomy similarities. Therefore, we omit it in 
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Combined Matchers
The combined matchers utilizes multiple other matchers, which can be both hybrid or 
combined matchers, to obtain more accurate element similarity. The approach for com-
bining the results of constituent matchers in a combined matcher follows the same prin-
ciples used for combining the matcher results in the final phase of the match iteration. 
The combined matchers are in turn used to construct more complex match strategies (see 
Chapter 8).
We currently support three element-level combined matchers, Name, Comment, and 
NameType, and six structural combined matchers, NameStat, NamePath, Children, Leaves, 
Parents, and Siblings. All approaches rely to different degrees on similarities derived from 
element names for which combinations of the hybrid matchers discussed above can be 
utilized (e.g., Synonym and Trigram). We describe the main idea of the single combined 
matchers in the following, while the details of how matchers are combined within a com-
bined matcher are explained in Section 7.3. 
• Name: This matcher only considers element names but is a combined approach 
because it combines different hybrid matchers. It performs some pre-processing steps, 
in particular a tokenization to derive a set of components (tokens) of a name, e.g., 
POShipTo → {PO, Ship, To}. Moreover, it expands abbreviations and acronyms, e.g., 
PO → {Purchase, Order}. Name then applies multiple string matchers, such as Syn-
onym and Trigram, on the token sets of the names and combines the obtained similarity 
values for tokens to derive similarity values between element names (see Section 7.3).
• Comment: This matcher is identical to the Name matcher, except that it compares ele-
ment comments. Like names, comments are tokenized and known abbreviations are 
expanded to their full form. The token sets are compared using multiple string match-
ers, e.g., Synonym and Trigram. The token similarities are then combined to obtain the 
similarity between element comments. As this kind of schema information is not 
always available in schemas, the applicability of Comment is limited. 
• NameType: This element matcher combines the Name and Type matcher, i.e., it matches 
elements based on a combination of their name and data type similarity. It works best 
for elements at the finest level of granularity, such as attributes in XML and columns 
in relational schemas, as they typically offer both name and data type information.
• NameStat: This matcher determines the similarity between elements based on their 
name and structural similarity, which are computed by the Name and Statistics matcher, 
respectively. It aims at differentiating inner elements, which lack data type but provide 
rich structural information.
• NamePath: Given paths as inputs, this matcher uses Name to compute name similarities 
between the nodes on the paths and derives a combined value to indicate the path sim-
ilarity. In particular, considering the complete name path of an element provides addi-
tional tokens for name matching which may improve match accuracy. For instance, 
this can be helpful to find match candidates at different schema levels, e.g., 
ShipTo.street and ShipTo.Address.street. On the other hand, it is possible to distin-
guish between different contexts of the same element, such as ShipTo.Street and 
BillTo.Street. 
• Children: This structural matcher is used in combination with a leaf-level matcher. In 
particular, it follow a bottom-up approach to propagate element similarity. In particu-
lar, the similarity between elements is derived from the similarities between their chil-
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similarity between the inner elements is recursively computed from the similarity 
between their respective children. The similarity between the leaf elements is obtained 
from the leaf-level matcher, for which NameType is used as the default. 
• Leaves: This matcher also performs bottom-up similarity propagation and is used in 
combination with a leaf-level matcher, for which NameType is set as the default. 
Unlike Children, Leaves only considers the leaf elements to estimate the similarity 
between two inner elements. This strategy aims at more stable similarity in cases of 
structural conflicts if similar elements are modeled at different detail levels. In Figure 
5.2, for example, elements shipToStreet, shipToCity, etc., are children of ShipTo in S1, 
while in S2, their matching elements are not children of DeliverTo, but of Address. 
Children will therefore only find a correspondence between ShipTo and Address, while 
Leaves can also identify a correspondence between ShipTo and DeliverTo.
• Parents: This structural matcher propagates element similarity in a top-down manner 
and derives the similarity between elements from the similarities between their par-
ents, which are computed by default by the Leaves matcher. This allows the similarity 
between two inner elements to influence that of their descendants.
• Siblings: This matcher complements the bottom-up and top-down approaches of Chil-
dren, Leaves, and Parents, by allowing the similarity to be propagated from the neigh-
bor elements at the same level. Similar to Parents, it employs by default the Leaves
matcher to compute the similarity between the sibling elements determined for the 
input elements.
5.5 Mapping Representation and Manipulation
The result obtained from a match operation is a mapping specifying the matching ele-
ments between two input schemas.7 As already indicated in Figure 5.2b, we consistently 
capture each pair of matching elements in a single correspondence, i.e., 1:1 local cardi-
nality, together with a similarity value between 0 (strong dissimilarity) and 1 (strong 
similarity) to indicate the plausibility of the correspondence. However, one element may 
occur in multiple correspondences so that n:m match relationships (global cardinality) 
are also possible, as, for example, firstName↔Name and lastName↔Name. The uniform 
representation of match results as sets of 1:1 correspondences makes it easier to combine 
match algorithms with different or varying result cardinalities.
All generated mappings are maintained in memory by the Mapping Pool. Like the 
Schema Pool, the Mapping Pool provides several functions to perform common manage-
ment tasks on mappings, such as to load a mapping from the repository into memory, to 
persistently save a mapping from memory to the repository, and to import and export 
selected mappings. Moreover, inspired by the model management approach [12, 14, 94], 
we have implemented in the Mapping Pool various operators for automatic mapping 
manipulation. Table 5.2 shows an overview of these operators, which are briefly 
described in the following:
7. We use ↔ to denote a (similarity-based) mapping between two schemas, e.g., m: S1↔S2 or simply 
S1↔S2, or a single correspondence between two elements, e.g., c: s1↔s2 or simply s1↔s2 with s1∈S1
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Table 5.2 Operations on mappings
Operation Description/Output
Transpose(m: S1↔S2) {s2↔s1 | s1↔s2 ∈m}
Domain(m: S1↔S2) {s1 ∈S1 | ∑s2 ∈S2 ∧ s1↔s2 ∈m}
InvertDomain(m: S1↔S2) S1 \ Domain(m: S1↔S2)
RestrictDomain(m: S1↔S2, S) {s1↔s2 | s1↔s2 ∈m ∧ s1∈S}
SchemaMerge(m: S1↔S2) S1 ∪ InvertRange(m: S1↔S2) 
MappingMerge(m1: S1↔S2, m2: S1↔S2) {s1↔s2 | s1↔s2 ∈m1 ∨ s1↔s2 ∈m2}
Diff(m1: S1↔S2, m2: S1↔S2) {s1↔s2 | s1↔s2 ∈m1 ∧ s1↔s2 ∉m2}
Intersect(m1: S1↔S2, m2: S1↔S2) {s1↔s2 | s1↔s2 ∈m1 ∧ s1↔s2 ∈m2}
MatchCompose(m1: S1↔S, m2: S↔S2) {s1↔s2 | s ∈S ∧ s1↔s ∈m1 ∧ s↔s2 ∈m2}
Compare(m1: S1↔S2, m2: S1↔S2) Quality of m1 with respect to m2 containing correct corre-
spondences
• Transpose: This operator swaps the source and target elements in all correspondences 
of the input mapping. This inversion is possible as the correspondences do not have 
mapping expressions, but only similarity values, which are assumed to be undirec-
tional.
• Domain and InvertDomain: Given a mapping, Domain returns the source elements 
involved in one or more correspondences. On the other hand, InvertDomain returns the 
source elements, which are not involved in the correspondences of the mapping.
• RestrictDomain: This operator takes a mapping and a set of elements as input and 
returns those correspondences of the mapping with the source element contained in 
the element set.
• SchemaMerge: This operator takes as input a mapping and merges the element sets of 
the input schemas. In particular, it takes the element set of the source schema and fur-
ther adds those non-matching elements of the target schema. The non-matching ele-
ments to be added are identified using InvertRange, the counterpart of InvertDomain,
returning the target elements not involved in the mapping, i.e. not matched.
• MappingMerge: This operator takes as input two mappings involving the same source 
and target schemas and produces a new mapping with the unique set of correspon-
dences contained in the either mapping. Two correspondences are regarded as equal if 
both their source and target elements are the same, respectively. Otherwise, the corre-
spondences are considered distinct.
• Intersect: This operator takes as input two mappings involving the same source and tar-
get schemas and produces a new mapping containing the set of correspondences con-
tained in both input mappings. It is based on the same equality notion of 
correspondences as MappingMerge.
• Diff: This operator take as input two mappings involving the same source and target 
schemas and produce a new mapping containing those correspondences contained in 
the first mapping but not in the second one. It also employs the equality notion of cor-
respondences introduced for the MappingMerge operator.
• MatchCompose: Assuming the transitivity of similarity relationships, this operator per-
forms a join-like operation on two or more mappings, such as S1↔S2, S2↔S3, succes-
sively sharing a common schema, to derive a new mapping between S1 and S3. It 
represents the main mechanism for reusing previously identified match results to solve 
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• Compare: This operator estimates the decency of a test mapping against an expected/
real mapping according to different quality measures. With the expected mapping con-
taining all correspondences that should be found, this operator can be used to evaluate 
the results of automatic match operations. The quality measures for mapping compari-
son will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
Note that Domain, InvertDomain, RestrictDomain, and SchemaMerge are defined with respect 
to the source schema of the input mapping. Their counterparts, such as Range, Inver-
tRange, and RestrictRange, concerning the target schema can be easily defined with help 
of the Transpose operator, such as Range(m) = Domain(Transpose(m)). Except for Com-
pare, all operators yield either a set of schema elements (Domain, InvertDomain, Schema-
Merge), or a set of correspondences (RestrictDomain, MappingMerge, Intersect, Diff, and 
MatchCompose). While the correspondences are simply stored in a new mapping, we sup-
port transforming the set of schema elements to a new schema, so that it can be further be 
matched and manipulated like other schemas. This is done by preserving structural rela-
tionships between the elements and their ascendants to make the new schema structurally 
consistent with the input schemas (see Section 18.3). 
The new schemas and mappings generated by the operators are automatically added to 
the Schema and Mapping Pool, respectively, for visualization on the GUI and further 
manipulation. Besides supporting user interaction, all mapping operations can also be 
utilized in match strategies to define workflows of match processing.
5.6 Implementation and Use
In the following, we characterize the source code of COMA++ to give an impression on 
the required implementation effort. We then illustrate some representative features of the 
graphical user interface, which is described in detail in Appendix 18.2.
Figure 5.6 Distribution of COMA++ source code (in lines of code and percents)
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COMA++ (as well as COMA) has been implemented entirely in Java. Figure 5.6 gives an 
overview about the distribution of the source code of COMA++, which currently consists 
of more than 62,000 lines of code and is around 3 megabytes in size. The size of each 
package (in lines of code and percents of the total) gives an impression about the effort 52 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
Figure 5.7 Configuration of matchers
required to implement the corresponding components. The GUI package, the largest part 
of COMA++, implements the graphical user interface and constitutes with 21K lines 33% 
of the code. The Match package accommodates the hybrid and combined matchers. As 
the second-largest part, it occupies with 13K lines 22% of the code. The Evaluation 
package covers with 7K lines 12% of the code, providing optimized routines for auto-
matic execution of many match operations on large schemas, and routines for quality 
evaluation of the obtained results. The DB package contains data import and access rou-
tines on the generic repository schema and occupies with 6K lines 10% of the code. The 
Manager package comprises the Schema and Mapping Pool and the Execution Engine, 
making up with 5.8K lines 9% of the code. The parsers are of relatively small size. All 
the parsers constitute only 4.8K lines or 8% of the code. Our internal schema representa-
tion is based on the free OpenJGraph java library8, to which we have added a consider-
able amount of own work (more than 2K code lines).
Graphical User Interface
Given the fact that no fully automatic solution is possible, a user-friendly interface is 
essential for the practicability and effectiveness of a match system. The graphical user 
interface of COMA++, implemented in Java Swing, provides the user with many ways to 
interactively influence the match process, i.e., before match to configure the matchers 
and a match strategy to be employed, during match for iterative refinement of the pro-
posed correspondences, as well as after match to manipulate the obtained match results. 
Figure 5.7 shows the matchers currently available in the Matcher Library. The user can 
examine and make changes to the configuration of a matcher, such as their default con-
stituent matchers and combination strategies. Furthermore, the GUI supports different 
functions for the management of matchers, in particular to interactively create a new 
combined matcher by combining the existing ones, to delete an existing matcher, or to 
reset all matcher configurations to system defaults. Like matchers, implemented match 
strategies can also be individually configured with different matchers.
Figure 5.8 shows the main window of COMA++ containing a source and a target schema 
loaded from the Repository for matching. While schemas are internally represented as 
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Figure 5.8 Schemas loaded from the Repository for matching
graphs, they are displayed as trees to distinguish between the contexts of shared ele-
ments. In automatic mode, a selected match strategy, such as AllContext or FilteredContext, 
is executed in a single pass using the default configuration. COMA++ also supports step-
by-step execution for fragment-based and reuse-oriented strategies, allowing the user to 
verify and make changes to the outcome before proceeding with the next match iteration.
Figure 5.9 Match results in the Mapping Pool
Figure 5.9 shows the result of a match operation with the identified correspondences 
drawn as lines between tree nodes. The user can traverse through the source or target 
schema and examine the correspondences for single schema elements. To provide feed-
back, the user can switch to the edit mode and remove false correspondences or add 
missing ones by simply clicking on the relevant schema elements shown within the GUI. 
The manually added correspondences are automatically provided with the highest simi-54 CHAPTER 5. T H E  C O M A  A N D  C O M A + +  A P P R O A C H E S
larity 1.0. Operations for automatic mapping manipulation are available as push buttons 
or from the menu. The result, either a new schema or a new mapping, is automatically 
added to the Schema and Mapping Pool, respectively, and shown on the GUI. 
5.7 Summary
This chapter gave an overview about COMA/COMA++. External schemas are prepro-
cessed to resolve conflicts due to alternative modeling styles and uniformly represented 
as directed graphs for matching. We follow the composite approach to utilize multiple 
individual matchers and combine their results. The obtained match result can be further 
manipulated using different operations or manually corrected by the user. The modular 
architecture allows us to easily extend and adapt to different application domains or 
match problems. For example, it is relatively easy to add new parsers to the Schema Pool 
to support additional schema types, new match algorithms to the Matcher Library, or 
new operations for mapping manipulation to the Mapping Pool.5.7. S U M M A R Y 5 5
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C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 6   EUSE OF PREVIOUS MATCH RESULTS
Reused-oriented matching exploits auxiliary information in addition to the input sche-
mas to improve the effectiveness of the match operation. As a main contribution, we 
have developed a new match approach that aims at reusing previously obtained match 
results. It is motivated by our observation that many schemas to be matched are often 
very similar to each other or and to previously matched schemas. For example, in E-
commerce, substructures often repeat within different message formats (e.g., address 
fields and name fields). Likewise, in schema evolution, different versions of a schema 
may substantially overlap and only exhibit small changes. Reusing previously match 
results is thus very promising, as it may result in significant savings of (computational 
and manual) effort, which is otherwise required to compare such substructures and to 
verify the match results obtained for such substructures.
The use of auxiliary information, such as dictionaries, thesauri, and synonym tables, 
already represents such a reuse-oriented approach utilizing confirmed correspondences 
at the level of schema elements (names or data types). Our goal is to generalize the idea 
of element-level reuse based on dictionaries and thesauri and reuse multiple match corre-
spondences at the same time at the level of schema fragments or entire schemas. This 
generalized approach has been implemented as a standalone matcher, Reuse, in the 
Matcher Library and can be involved like other matchers. In particular, it uses a special 
compose operation, MatchCompose, which performs a join-like operation on a mapping 
path consisting of two or more mappings, such as A↔B, B↔C, and C↔D, successively 
sharing a common schema, to derive a new mapping between schemas A and D. 
In the next section, we summarize the different opportunities for reusing existing match 
results to solve a new match problem. In addition to only exploiting existing match 
results, we also consider strategies involving simple match tasks, which can be quickly 
solved and combined with existing match results. The identification of such match tasks 
is discussed in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we discuss the MatchCompose operation, fol-
lowed by the implementation of the Reuse matcher in Section 6.4. The chapter ends with 
a short summary in Section 6.5.
6.1 Reuse Strategies
To solve a given match problem by reusing previous match results, we assume a transi-
tivity nature of the similarity relation between elements. In particular, if a is known to be 
similar to b and b to c, we can infer a new similarity relationship, namely, a is also simi-
lar to c. Accordingly, our approach is to identify and evaluate those mappings, which 
form a so-called mapping path connecting the input schemas with each other, possibly 
via one or multiple intermediary schemas providing common elements for transitive sim-
ilarity relationships. In cases where the transitivity property does not hold, wrong corre-
spondences may be determined. However, as we will see later, this effect can be reduced 
to a large extent by considering multiple mapping paths or combining the result obtained 
by reuse with that of other matchers. 
Figure 6.1 Graph of schemas and mappings for reuse
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For easy identification of reuse opportunities, we maintain all schemas and mappings in 
a graph, whose nodes represent the schemas and edges the mappings between them. Rel-
evant mapping paths can be identified using common graph search algorithms, such as 
for shortest paths, paths of a particular length, or paths involving a particular node 
(schema). Figure 6.1a shows an example scenario with three schemas, S1, S2, S3 and four 
match results m1, m2, m3, m4. While m1 and m2 are mappings between S1 and S2 and 
between S2 and S3, respectively, m3 and m4 involve the same schemas S1 and S2 (e.g., 
obtained using different algorithms). Based on the concept of mapping paths, we differ-
entiate between the following opportunities for reuse:
1 Direct mappings. This is the ideal case for reuse, in which one or multiple mappings 
are already available for the given match problem. Such mappings represent the short-
est possible mapping paths, which do not involve any intermediary schemas. Consid-
ering the scenario in Figure 6.1a, if S1 and S3 are now to be matched, we can return 
both m3 and m4 as possible results. The user can manually examine the two mappings, 
select one, or derive her own mapping by selecting from the correspondences provided 
by both mappings. Another way is to automatically combine m3 and m4 to a single 
mapping as the match result to be returned. This makes it easier for the user to verify 
and/or derive her own mapping.
2 Complete mapping paths. In this case, we search for all mapping paths of different 
lengths, 2, 3, etc. (i.e., the number of the involved mappings), connecting the input 
schemas with each other. Such mapping paths are denoted as complete, as they consist 
only of existing mappings. For example, the mappings {m2: S1↔S2, m2: S2↔S3} con-
stitutes such a mapping path, connecting S1 with S3 through S2 as an intermediary 
schema. Depending on the availability of mappings, multiple mapping paths may be 
possible between two schemas and represent different opportunities for reuse. In our 
example, to derive a new mapping between S1 and S2, we can consider two different 
mapping paths, {m3, m2} and {m4, m2}.
3 Incomplete mapping paths. To obtain more reuse opportunities, we loosen the 
assumption about the availability of candidate mappings for reuse. In fact, in many 
cases, we do not have all required mappings to build complete mapping paths for a 58 CHAPTER 6. R E U S E  O F  P R E V I O U S  M A T C H  R E S U L T S
specific match problem. Hence, we also consider incomplete mapping paths involving 
mappings, which are not available yet, but may be computed with less effort than 
directly matching the input schemas. Currently, we focus on finding incomplete map-
ping paths with at most one open match task, as the effort required for two or more 
match tasks likely exceeds the effort required for the original one. In Figure 6.1a, for 
instance, S1 was already matched to S2, which is an older version of S2’. We can thus 
combine this existing mapping, m1, with the match result for the task S2↔S2’ to solve 
our task S1↔S2’. This assumes that it is easier to newly match S2↔S2’ than S1↔S2’, 
because only few S2 components are expected to change compared to S2'.
If more schemas and mappings are available, for example, as generated and collected 
over time in a repository, the potential for reuse increases with more possible mapping 
paths. However, they are also often longer involving multiple intermediary schemas, 
each of which in turn adds to the likelihood of false/missing correspondences and causes 
overhead for execution time. In order to avoid long mapping paths, we support the utili-
zation of a so-called pivot schema, e.g., a standard schema or ontology in a domain, act-
ing as the central schema, against which all new schemas are first matched. Matching 
any two schemas can then be efficiently performed by reusing the mappings between 
them and the pivot schema, resulting in mapping paths with maximal length of 2. This 
approach is mainly motivated by the use of global schemas in data integration 
approaches, such as data warehousing and mediation, in which the schemas of new data 
sources to be integrated are uniformly matched against and merged to the global schema.
Figure 6.1b shows an example graph with three schemas S1, S2, S3, all previously 
matched to a selected pivot schema PS, and an additional schema S4 not yet matched to 
PS, but to S2. In fact, matching new schemas against PS can be done offline, so that the 
schemas are step by step connected with the pivot schema. To match between two any 
schemas among S1, S2, and S3, we can use the mapping path connecting them via the 
pivot schema, such as {S1↔PS, PS↔S2} for the match task S1↔S2. Note that the pivot 
schema represents one possible intermediary schema to find the shortest mapping paths 
for a given match problem. In cases where not all schemas are matched to the pivot 
schema yet, we may still need to consider longer mapping paths despite traversing via 
the pivot schema. For example, solving the match task S1↔S4 requires evaluating the 
mapping path {S1↔PS, PS↔S2, S2↔S4} of length 3. However, the result can then be 
approved by the user and stored as a direct result between S1 and S4. 
6.2 Schema Similarity
Evaluating an incomplete mapping path requires first to solve the open match tasks, so 
that their results can be combined with the other mappings on the path. In other word, 
after solving the open match tasks, an incomplete mapping path is transformed to a com-
plete one and can be evaluated alike. The main issue of this reuse strategy thus consists 
in the identification of such “light-weight” match tasks for a given match problem 
S1↔S2. For this purpose, we employ different heuristics to determine a schema, say S, 
which is similar to at least one of the input schemas, say S1. Due to the similarity 
between the schemas, the match operation between S and S1 promises to yield a good 
result, which can be combined with other existing mappings to produce a mapping 
between S1 and S2.
The similarity between two schemas can be determined by comparing schema metadata, 
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we uniformly capture statistical information on schema structure, such as size (number 
of all elements), depth (average/maximal path length), number of roots, inner and leaf 
elements, etc., for all schemas using a feature vector. While string-based metadata, e.g., 
name, version, and namespace, can be compared using string matchers, such as Name, 
statistical data is matched using the Statistics matcher based on the Euclidean distance. 
Furthermore, multiple properties may be examined at the same time and the predicted 
similarities be aggregated to a combined schema similarity.
Another way to obtain schema similarity is to compare schema elements. From a similar-
ity matrix or match result computed for the element sets of two schemas, we can derive a 
single similarity value to indicate the schema similarity using a strategy for combined 
similarity in our Combination Scheme (see Section 7.3). This approach is apparently 
more expensive than only comparing schema metadata, as the similarities between 
schema elements are to be computed first. However, once computed, this information 
can be saved in the repository and reused in later match operations. On the other side, the 
approach exhibits two advantages. First, it typically yields a more accurate schema simi-
larity and is therefore more reliable, because the real contents of the schemas, i.e., their 
elements, are compared, instead of a few metadata fields, which may be encoded differ-
ently or not available for all schemas. Second, it opens the door to various strategies 
employing different matchers to compute element similarities or to reuse previous match 
results. As also shown in our evaluation later (see Section 11.5), schema similarity com-
puted from element similarities represents a very accurate measure to rank and identify 
high-quality mappings and mapping paths for reuse.
6.3 The MatchCompose Operation
The MatchCompose operation represents the main tool of our reuse approach to derive 
new mappings from existing ones. It evaluates a mapping path consisting of two or more 
mappings, such as A↔B, B↔C, and C↔D, successively sharing a common schema, to 
derive a new mapping between A and D. We illustrate the idea of transitively combining 
existing similarity relationships to predict new ones with the example of a simple map-
ping path of length 2. In particular, given two match results, m1: S1↔S2 and m2: S2↔S3
sharing a common schema S2, MatchCompose derives a new match result, m3: S1↔S3, 
between S1 and S3.
In the context of Information Retrieval, transitive similarity estimations have been 
applied to derive the similarity of words based on terminological relationships, such as 
synonymy and hypernymy [19, 117]. A common approach to determine the transitive 
similarity is to multiply the individual similarity values [9]. This approach, however, 
may lead to rapidly degrading similarity values. For instance, for
firstNameNamestNamecontactFir ⎯→←⎯→← 7.05.0
the similarity between contactFirstName and firstName would become 0.5*0.7=0.35, 
which unlikely reflects the similarity we would intuitively expect for the two names. We 
thus prefer the alternatives for combining the results of different matchers, such as Aver-
age, Min, and Max, for calculating transitive similarities. 
Given two correspondences c1: s1↔s2 in m1 and c2: s2↔s3 in m2 with the similarity val-
ues sim12 and sim23, respectively, the similarity of s1 and s3, sim13, can be computed by 
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1 Max: This strategy optimistically returns the maximal similarity value of sim12 and 
sim23. For our example above, it returns 0.7 as the similarity between contactFirst-
Name and firstName.
2 Average: This strategy returns the average value of sim12 and sim23. It aims at compen-
sating (possibly contradicting) similarity values offered by different mappings and 
yields a similarity value of 0.6 in the last example.
3 Min: As opposed to Max, this strategy pessimistically chooses the lowest similarity 
value of sim12 and sim23. For the example, it would assign 0.5 as the transitive similar-
ity between the two elements.
Figure 6.2 The MatchCompose operation
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A) MatchCompose example
Figure 6.2a illustrates the approach for the mapping m3: S1↔S3 derived from composing 
two match results m1: S1↔S2 and m2: S2↔S3. To efficiently calculate the MatchCompose
result, m3, we use a relational representation for the input match results. Figure 6.2b 
shows the tables representing m1, m2 and m3. In these tables, each tuple specifies a 1:1 
correspondence between elements of the respective schemas together with their similar-
ity. MatchCompose then corresponds to the natural join between the two input tables. In 
the general case to process a mapping path {m1: S1↔S2, m2: S2↔S3, ..., mk: Sk↔Sk+1} 
of an arbitrary length k>2, MatchCompose successively joins the result of composing two 
mappings with the next mapping on the mapping path.
Figure 6.3 MatchCompose with undesirable m:n matches
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The example in Figure 6.2 also shows that MatchCompose may miss some correspon-
dences, e.g., between Email of S1 and S3, due to the absence of a match counterpart in S2. 
Furthermore, MatchCompose may return undesirable correspondences when one element 
of the intermediate schema is related with several elements of the other schemas to be 
matched. In Figure 6.3, the composition of two mappings returns all possible correspon-
dences, i.e., ShipTo.Contact is matched to both DeliverTo.Contact and InvoiceTo.Con-
tact, while only the former match is likely to be correct. Both issues, missing 
correspondences and undesirable m:n correspondences, may occur in each join step per-
formed by MatchCompose and thus reduce the match quality in cases of long mapping 
paths. The choice of a pivot schema may also introduce similar problems. In particular, a 
too small pivot schema usually does not provide all candidates for composition, like S26.3. T H E  M A T C H C O M P O S E  O P E R A T I O N 6 1
in Figure 6.2, leading to missing correspondences. On the other hand, a too large pivot 
schema may in turn support too many possible transitive relationships, leading to false 
correspondences. However, the negative effects concerning both the composition of 
transitive similarities and the size of the pivot schema can be generally limited, as shown 
in our evaluation in Chapter 11, by combining multiple MatchCompose results or combin-
ing MatchCompose results with the results of other no-reuse matchers.
6.4 The Reuse Matcher
Figure 6.4 illustrates the schema-level reuse approach implemented in the Reuse
matcher. All schemas and previous match results are persistently stored the repository 
and can be exploited for reuse. In memory, a graph of existing schemas and mappings is 
maintained as described in Section 6.1 for easy identification of reuse opportunities. 
Given two schemas S1 and S2 to match, Reuse identifies all opportunities for each cate-
gory, direct mappings, complete mapping paths, and incomplete mapping paths. If a 
pivot schema is specified, only those mapping paths involving the pivot schema will be 
considered. The example in Figure 6.4 shows one direct mapping, two complete map-
ping paths, and two incomplete mapping paths for the match problem S1↔S2. 
Figure 6.4 Schema-level reuse in the Reuse matcher
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In the interactive mode, the user may choose one from the proposed reuse possibilities, 
such as the direct mapping in the example above, or combine multiple ones to derive a 
single match result. In the automatic mode, Reuse ranks the identified possibilities 
according to several criteria, such as the average schema similarity in the path, the 
expected computational effort expressed by the path length and the size of the involved 
schemas and mappings, and uses a predefined number of best mapping paths. If some 
incomplete mapping paths are to be evaluated, the default match operation is first applied 
to solve the open match tasks.
With all match results available, MatchCompose is applied for each mapping path to pro-
duce an S1↔S2 mapping, which represents a possible result for the given match task. 
Similar to the match results returned by multiple matchers, they constitute a similarity 
cube with three dimensions, S1 elements, S2 elements, and the mapping paths used to 
derive the single mappings, as shown in Figure 6.4. The similarity cube is then aggre-
gated along the mapping path dimension using an aggregation strategy (e.g., Average - 
see Section 7.3) to obtain a similarity matrix, which is in turn stored together with the 62 CHAPTER 6. R E U S E  O F  P R E V I O U S  M A T C H  R E S U L T S
results of other matchers in the similarity cube of a match iteration for aggregation and 
selection as described in Section 5.2.
For a flexible specification of reuse strategies, the Reuse matcher supports four configu-
ration parameters, Mapping path length, Top-k mapping paths, Pivot schema, and Com-
position/Aggregation strategy. While the first three are combined using the logical AND 
operator to filter the mapping paths to be considered, the last one influences how similar-
ity values are composed and aggregated:
• Mapping path length: This parameter can be used to specify the exact or maximal 
length of the mapping paths to be identified. If not specified, all mapping paths are 
taken into consideration.
• Top-k mapping paths: If specified, this parameter determines the number of the best 
mapping paths to be selected from the ranking of all mapping paths. Otherwise, all 
mapping paths are used.
• Pivot schema: If a pivot schema is given, all identified mapping paths are filtered in 
order to involve it as an intermediary schema. Otherwise, all mapping paths are taken 
into consideration.
• Composition/Aggregation strategy: This parameter, either Min, Max, or Average, sets 
the strategy to compose transitive similarities in the MatchCompose operation and to 
aggregate the MatchCompose results stored in the temporary similarity cube. That is, 
we use the same strategy for both composition and aggregation of similarity values for 
simplicity reasons.
Despite the high level of reuse in the Reuse matcher (match results at the level of entire 
schemas), we believe that there is a high probability to find the necessary match result 
pairs for MatchCompose in an environment where many schemas are managed and 
matched to each other. In particular, with a central repository, all computed match results 
can be saved, increasing the potential for reuse over time. On the other side, schemas 
from the same application domain usually contain many similar elements, which are typ-
ical to this domain, so that their mappings can provide good reusable candidates.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a new match approach based on the reuse of previously 
obtained match results. It assumes the transitivity of similarity relationships between pre-
viously identified matching elements. In particular, our approach determines relevant 
mapping paths consisting of two or more mappings successively sharing a common 
schema, and performs a join-like operation on each such mapping path to derive a new 
mapping. The results of multiple mapping paths can be aggregated and combined using 
the same combination scheme like the results obtained using multiple matchers. The 
determination of mapping paths may also consider a selected pivot schema and “light-
weight” match tasks, which can be quickly computed for combination with the existing 
mappings. The entire reuse approach is implemented as a standalone matcher and can be 
invoked like and combined with other matchers in the Matcher Library.6.5. S U M M A R Y 6 3
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CHAPTER 7   MATCHER CONSTRUCTION 
Starting with a set of hybrid matchers based on some similarity functions, such as string 
matching, dictionary lookups, reuse of previous match results, etc., we support construct-
ing more powerful combined matchers from existing matchers, i.e., both hybrid and 
combined matchers. While COMA used separate implementations of combined matchers, 
COMA++ uniformly defines them using a generic and customizable implementation, the 
so-called CombineMatcher. In the following, we first present CombineMatcher (Section 
7.1) and possible configuration strategies (Section 7.2 and 7.3). We then discuss the 
default combination of the combined matchers currently defined in the Matcher Library 
(Section 7.4). Section 7.5 briefly summarizes the chapter.
7.1 CombineMatcher
The main idea of CombineMatcher is to combine the similarities predicted by multiple 
matchers to determine correspondences between schema elements. Figure 7.1 shows the 
pseudo-code of CombineMatcher, which supports two methods, Match and Sim (Line 2 
and 18, respectively). Given two elements as input, Match determines the correspon-
dences between their related elements (e.g., ascendants or descendants) or constituents 
(e.g., name tokens), while Sim derives a single value from the similarities between the 
related elements to indicate the similarity of the input elements. As shown in Line 1, a 
combined matcher needs to be configured with 1) a strategy for determining the objects 
to match (oType), 2) a set of default matchers to compute similarity between the identi-
fied objects (defMatchers), and 3) a combination scheme (agg, dir, sel, and combSim) 
consisting of strategies for aggregation, direction, selection and combined similarity, to 
combine matcher-specific similarities.
As indicated in Figure 7.1, the Match method performs five steps. In the first step, ele-
ment/constituent identification, the elements or constituents related with the input ele-
ments s1 and s2, respectively, are identified according to the oType parameter (Line 4 and 
5). In the second step, matcher execution, the default matchers are applied, by calling 
their Sim methods (Line 11), to compute the similarity for each element pair, resulting in 
a similarity cube. The next 3 steps, aggregation, direction, and selection, aim at combin-
ing the matcher-specific similarity values in the similarity cube and determine the most 
plausible element correspondences using the given combination strategies agg, dir, and 
sel (Line 13-15). In particular, for each element pair, the matcher-specific similarities are 
first aggregated to a single value, e.g., by taking their average. The direction then deter-
Figure 7.1 Pseudo-code of CombineMatcher
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CombineMatcher(oType, defMatchers, agg, dir, sel, combSim)
Match(s1, s2) {
//Step 1: Determine elements/constituents to match
s1objs = DetermineRelated(s1, oType)
s2objs = DetermineRelated(s2, oType)
//Step 2: Matcher execution
allocate simCube[defMatchers][s1objs][s2objs]
for each m in defMatchers
for each o1 in s1objs
for each o2 in s2objs
simCube[m][o1][o2] = m.Sim(o1, o2)
//Step 3,4,5: Similarity combination
matchResult = Selection(
Direction(
Aggregation(simCube, agg), dir), sel)
return matchResult
}
Sim(s1, s2) {
matchResult = Match(s1, s2)
//Step 6: Compute combined similarity
sim = CombinedSim(matchResult, combSim)
return sim
}
mines one schema, elements of which are ranked w.r.t. each element of the other schema 
according to the aggregated similarities. Finally, the best elements, e.g., the single best 
one or all those with similarity above a given threshold, are selected from the ranking as 
match candidates and returned as the match result.
The Sim method proceeds with the match result returned by Match and derives a single 
value to indicate the similarity between the input elements s1 and s2. In particular, it 
applies the specified strategy combSim on the identified correspondences (Line 22). One 
possible approach for combSim is to compute the average of the similarities exhibited by 
all correspondences. Note that Figure 7.1 shows the Sim method of combined matchers 
and that hybrid matchers also provide a Sim method whose result is directly computed 
and not from the result of another match operation.
When a high number of elements are to be considered, we observe long execution times 
due to the mutual calls of the Match and Sim methods between the combined matchers 
and their default matchers.9 As a consequence, we have technically optimized Combine-
Matcher in different ways. First, we allow both methods to process and compare two sets 
of elements at a time, i.e., set-valued s1 and s2 input parameters. In particular, by deter-
mining the related elements/constituents for all relevant elements at once, we are able to 
use the (much smaller) set of unique elements/constituents for similarity computation. 
Second, we introduced a central cache of similarity values to avoid repeated computa-
tion in individual matchers. These optimizations allow us to solve very large match tasks 
in acceptable time as reported in Chapter 11.
9. Using the unoptimized algorithm, i.e., as implemented in the COMA prototype [29], we were not able 
to solve the largest match task of our evaluation with a complexity of about 2,500 x 26,000 paths (see 
Section 11.1) after an entire day even using only one matcher (Name).66 CHAPTER 7. M A T C H E R  C O N S T R U C T I O N
7.2 Determination of Elements/Constituents
This initial step determines the objects to be compared in the Match method. Combine-
Matcher can be configured to perform matching at different granularities, in particular 
for entire schemas (by considering all descendants of the root elements), restricted neigh-
borhoods of elements, and constituents of individual elements to compute element simi-
larity. Table 7.1 illustrates the most common types of related elements and constituents, 
which are briefly described in the following:
• Constituents: Constituents are derived directly from the properties of the input ele-
ments, such as name tokens (NameTokens), data types (Type), but also comments, pre-
viously determined structural statistics or instance characteristics, etc.
• Elements: Related elements of the input elements are identified using structural rela-
tionships given in the schema. In particular, common types of neighbor elements 
include Children, Leaves, Parents, Siblings, Ascendants, and Descendants of the input ele-
ments. The Self object type allows to pass the input elements further to the default 
matchers. Finally, AscPaths and DescPaths determine the paths from the schema root to 
the input elements and the paths from the input elements to all their descendants, 
respectively.
Table 7.1 Examples for types of constituents/related elements
Type Object Type Result Set Example Schema Graph
Constituents NameTokens {tokenize(3.name)}
1
2 3
4
5 6 7
CommentTokens {tokenize(3.comment)}
Type {3.type}
Elements Self {3}
Children {4}
Leaves {5, 6, 7}
Parents {1}
Siblings {2}
Ascendants {1, 3}
Descendants {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
AscPaths {1.3}
DescPaths {3, 3.4, 3.4.5, 3.4.6, 3.4.7}
7.3 Combination of Similarity Values
Combination of similarity values is used in two main cases: within the implementation of 
our combined matchers to combine the results of the default matchers and in the final 
step of a match process (or iteration) to combine the results of independent matchers to 
obtain a complete match result. Both cases are implemented by a series of aggregation, 
ranking, and selection operations on the similarity cube containing the similarity values 
calculated by a set of matchers M (Figure 7.2). To determine the complete match result 
for two input schemas three main steps are needed; Step 4 is optional:
1 Aggregation of matcher-specific results. In the first step, similarity values computed 
by multiple matchers are aggregated to a single similarity value for each pair of 
schema elements. With m S1 elements and n S2 elements, we obtain an m*n matrix of 
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2 Direction for ranking match candidates. This step determines one schema, from 
which the elements are then ranked w.r.t. each element from the other schema accord-
ing to the aggregated similarities.
3 Selection of match candidates. To determine the best match candidate(s), this step 
applies a filter strategy to determine the most plausible correspondences from the 
ranking. The result of this step is a match result with 0, 1 or more match candidates per 
schema element. In the case of an undirectional match, the match candidates for both 
schemas are determined and combined.
4 Computation of combined similarity. The match result from the previous step can be 
aggregated into a single similarity value for the two schemas, called schema similar-
ity. It depends on the chosen matchers and their combination strategy.
Figure 7.2 Combination of match results
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These four steps are also needed for combined matchers to combine the similarity values 
of their default matchers. However, in this case, these steps are applied to similarity val-
ues for the related objects (neighbors, constituents) of schema elements. For instance, a 
name matcher determines the similarity of names from the similarities of the name 
tokens, and a structural matcher can derive the similarity of inner nodes from the similar-
ity values of their children or leaves. As a result, the sets S1 and S2 in Figure 7.2, for 
which similarity values are processed, now refer to these related objects of schema ele-
ments. For combined matchers, these similarity values can be determined by different 
matchers resulting in a similarity cube which has to be aggregated. Now, the fourth step 
is no longer optional but required to derive a single similarity value, the element similar-
ity, for a pair of schema objects (names, inner nodes) by combining the similarity values 
of the match candidates determined in Step 3.
To sum up, we use Steps 1-3 for combining similarity values to obtain the complete 
match result. For combined matchers we need the additional Step 4. In the following we 
present the approaches for these steps that COMA and COMA++ currently support; addi-
tional approaches can easily be added.
Aggregation of Matcher-specific Results
With sim(s1, s2, m), we denote the similarity between s1 and s2 computed by the matcher 
m in M. For every pair s1 and s2, one of the following strategies can be used to aggregate 
their matcher-specific similarity values: 68 CHAPTER 7. M A T C H E R  C O N S T R U C T I O N
1 Max: This strategy returns the maximal similarity value of any matcher. It is optimis-
tic, in particular in case of contradicting similarity values. Furthermore, matchers can 
maximally complement each other.
)sim()MaxSim( max ,m,ss,ss 21
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2 Weighted: This strategy determines a weighted sum of similarity values of the individ-
ual matchers and needs relative weights which should correspond to the expected 
importance of the matchers.
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3 Average: This strategy represents a special case of Weighted and returns the average 
similarity over all matchers, i.e., considers them equally important.
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4 Min: This strategy chooses the lowest similarity value of any matcher. As opposed to 
Max, it is pessimistic.
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Direction for Ranking Match Candidates
As discussed in Section 5.2, COMA and COMA++ support determination of directional 
and undirectional match results. To select match candidates for one element from one 
schema, all elements from the other schema are ranked in descending order of their simi-
larity value. In particular, given two schemas S1 and S2 with |S2| ≤ |S1|, match candidate 
ranking can be performed in the following directions:
1 LargeSmall: In this directional approach, we match the larger schema S1 against the 
smaller target S2, i.e., elements from S1 are ranked with respect to each S2 element.
2 SmallLarge: As opposed to LargeSmall, match candidate selection is performed based 
on ranking S2 elements for each S1 element.
3 Both: This strategy considers the results from both match directions, LargeSmall and 
SmallLarge. Furthermore, an S1 and an S2 element are only accepted as a matching pair 
if it is identified as such in both directions.
Selection of Match Candidates
Given a ranking, for example, of all S1 elements for a particular S2 element, one of the 
following strategies can be used for selecting the match candidates: 
1 MaxN: The n S1 elements with maximal similarity are selected as match candidates. 
n=1, i.e., Max1, represents the natural choice for 1:1 correspondences. Generally, n>1 
is useful in interactive mode to allow the user to select among several match candi-
dates.
2 MaxDelta: The S1 element with the maximal similarity Max is determined as match 
candidate plus all S1 elements with a similarity differing at most by a tolerance value 
d, which can be specified either as an absolute or relative value. In particular, the toler-
ance range is defined as [Max-d, Max] and [Max-Max*d, Max] for the absolute and 7.3. C O M B I N A T I O N  O F  S I M I L A R I T Y  V A L U E S 6 9
relative case, respectively. The idea is to return multiple match candidates when there 
are several S1 elements with the same or almost the same similarity value.
3 Threshold: All S1 elements showing a similarity exceeding a given threshold value t are 
selected.
A single approach may return imprecise match candidates. While Threshold may return 
too many match candidates, MaxN and MaxDelta may return match candidates with too lit-
tle similarity. Thus, we support considering several criteria at the same time, in particular 
MaxN or MaxDelta in combination with Threshold using a low threshold value, e.g., 0.5.
Computation of Combined Similarity
As discussed above, combined matchers require an additional step to obtain a combined 
similarity value for sets of element constituents or related elements. For this purpose we 
support two strategies, namely Average and Dice. They work on the output of Step 3 using 
a particular a selection strategy mc(s1, S2)10, such as Max1, that simply returns one match 
candidate in S2 with the highest similarity for an S1 element s1. Assuming at most one 
match candidate per S1 and S2 element we determine the combined similarity as follows: 
1 Average: The average similarity is determined by dividing the sum of the similarity 
values of all match candidates of both sets S1 and S2 by the total number of set ele-
ments, |S1|+|S2|.
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2 Dice: This strategy is based on the Dice coefficient [21] and returns the ratio of the 
number of elements which can be matched over the total number of set elements.
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Unlike in Average, the individual similarity values do not influence in Dice the overall 
similarity of the sets. Hence, Dice is more optimistic than Average and typically return 
higher similarity values than Average. With all element similarities set to 1.0, as, for 
example, in manually derived match results, both strategies return the same similarity. 
We will illustrate the two strategies together with other steps of the combination scheme 
in the next section using the combined matcher Name.
7.4 Configuration of Combined Matchers
Table 7.2 shows the default configuration, consisting of the element/constituent type, the 
default matchers, and a tuple of 4 combination strategies, for the single combined match-
ers. In particular, they exploit different kinds of constituents or neighborhoods of indi-
vidual elements to compute element similarity. While the Name and Comment matchers 
cover all four steps of our combination scheme, other approaches either require only the 
first step (NameType, NameStat) or the last three steps (Children, Leaves, Parents, Siblings). 
To illustrate the use of the combination scheme in a combined matcher, we explain the 
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Name matcher in more detail, while only briefly discussing the configuration of the other 
matchers. 
Table 7.2 Construction of combined matchers
Combined 
matcher
Elements/
Constituents Default matchers
Default combination strategy 
(Agg, Dir, Sel, CombSim)
Name NameTokens Trigram, Synonym Max, Both, Max1, Avg
Comment CommentTokens Trigram, Synonym Max, Both, Max1, Avg
NameType Self Type, Name Weighted(0.3, 0.7), -, -, -
NameStat Self Name, Statistics
NamePath Ascendants Name -, Both, Max1, Avg
Children Children NameType
Leaves Leaves NameType
Parents Parents Leaves
Siblings Siblings Leaves
The Name matcher computes element similarities by combining the similarity values for 
the names' token sets. Figure 7.3 exemplifies the process for two element names Deliv-
erTo and POShipTO. After tokenizing the names and expanding abbreviations, we 
obtain the token sets {deliver, to} and {purchase, order, ship, to}, which are then com-
pared using the default matchers Trigram and Synonym. In Step 1, we use Max for aggre-
gating the matcher-specific similarity values from the similarity cube, motivated by the 
fact that tokens are typically similar according to only some default matchers. For exam-
ple, string matchers, such as Trigram, find no similarity for ship and deliver, while a 
semantic matcher such as Synonym can detect the synonymy and assign a high similarity 
value. Both is employed in Step 2 to obtain undirectional similarity values. Step 3 applies 
Max1, resulting in two sets of (directional) token correspondences. In Step 4, the similar-
ity between the token sets can be computed either using Average as in the default setting 
or Dice, resulting in 0.70 and 0.83, respectively, which represent the name similarity of 
DeliverTo and POShipTo.
Figure 7.3 Computing combined similarity in the Name matcher
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NameType and NameStat combine Name with Type and Statistics, respectively. The Self
object type is used to delegate the input elements to the default matchers, each of which 
produces a single similarity value for each pair of schema elements. For Step 1, we use 
the Weighted strategy. The remaining steps are not necessary as they do not affect the 
aggregated similarity. In both NameType and NameStat, the name similarity is assigned a 
larger weight, 0.7, to emphasize its importance over the type and statistics similarity, 
both with a weight of 0.3. This permits to match elements with similar names but differ-
ent data types or different structures. When elements exhibit about the same name simi-
larity, candidates with higher data type or structural compatibility are preferred.
NamePath, Children, Leaves, Parents, and Siblings are similar to each other in that they 
compare two sets of structurally related elements of two input elements. In particular, 
NamePath considers the nodes on the paths, i.e., including the ascendants, of the input 
elements, while Children, Leaves, Parents and Siblings their children, leaves, parents, and 
siblings, respectively. Because only one matcher is specified for computing the similar-
ity between the related elements, i.e., Name in NamePath, NameType in Children and 
Leaves, and Leaves in Parents and Siblings, we do not need to perform aggregation (Step 
1), but directly obtain a similarity matrix. Steps 2-4 are then applied on the similarity 
matrix to obtain a combined similarity as the similarity between the input elements.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we described a generic approach to combine the results of individually 
executed matchers. In particular, each matcher produces for two sets of elements a simi-
larity matrix. By uniformly storing such matcher-specific results in a similarity cube, we 
can apply a variety of methods to aggregate the similarity values, to rank the match can-
didates, to select the best correspondences, and eventually to derive a combined similar-
ity. The combination scheme can be applied in different situations, in particular, 
matching the elements of two schemas to determine their correspondences, or matching 
the neighbors/constituents of two single elements to compute their similarity. Likewise, 
the notion of the combined similarity derived from a similarity cube can be used to indi-
cate not only element similarity, but also the similarity of schema fragments and entire 
schemas. In particular, it is employed in the reuse-oriented match approach to determine 
similar schemas and in the fragment-based match approach to determine similar schema 
fragments as discussed in the next section.72 CHAPTER 7. M A T C H E R  C O N S T R U C T I O N
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CHAPTER 8   MATCH STRATEGIES
Besides the combination of individual matcher results, the ability to refine a previously 
identified match result is a further prerequisite for building workflows of match process-
ing. We thus extended CombineMatcher in such a way that it can utilize a combination 
of matchers to derive a new mapping from a preliminary one. Using this mechanism, we 
were able to define scalable strategies, in particular for context-dependent and fragment-
based matching, each comprising multiple steps of successive mapping combination and 
refinement. In the following, we first describe our approach to mapping refinement (Sec-
tion 8.1) and then discuss the supported match strategies (Section 8.2 and 8.3). Finally, 
Section 8.4 gives a short summary of the chapter.
8.1 Refinement of Match Results
Refinement focuses on matching between elements that were previously identified as 
potential match candidates. Such elements may be selected by the user or determined 
automatically by a previous match step. Figure 8.1 shows the pseudo-code of the 
extended CombineMatcher. In addition to the Match and Sim methods, it offers a new 
method, Refine (Line 4), which takes as input an existing mapping, prevMapping, and 
produces a new mapping, newMapping, using the given configuration, i.e., the type of 
related elements, the default matchers, and the strategies for similarity combination.
The Refine operation does not match two complete input schemas but only considers the 
elements represented in the input mapping. To further improve performance, we prepro-
cess the 1:1 correspondences in the input mapping. In particular, we group the original 
correspondences in prevMapping into a set of distinct grouped correspondences gc1, ..., 
gck (Line 8) to avoid repeatedly processing elements involved in multiple correspon-
dences. Each grouped correspondence starts from an 1:1 correspondence s1↔s2 and 
recursively includes all further correspondences for either s1 or s2 from prevMapping, so 
that n:m relationships are represented. For instance, Address↔ShipAddr and 
Address↔BillAddr would be grouped together. Each such grouped correspondence is 
individually refined. 
Refine first determines the unique source and target elements, s and t, of a grouped corre-
spondence using the Domain and Range operation, respectively (Line 11 and 12). For the 
example above, s only contains Address, while t is the set {ShipAddr, BillAddr}. The 
Match method is then applied to match s and t (Line 13). The result, map, contains the 
correspondences between the related elements of s and t as specified by the configuration 
Figure 8.1 CombineMatcher extended with the Refine method
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CombineMatcher(oType, defMatchers, agg, dir, sel, combSim) 
Match(s1, s2) { … }
Sim(s1, s2) { … }
Refine(prevMapping) {
//Allocate match result
newMapping = {}
//Group related correspondences
{ gc1, …, gck } = GroupCorrespondences(prevMapping)//Iterate over all grouped correspondences 
for each gc in { gc1, …, gck } {
s  = Domain(gc)
t  = Range(gc)
map = Match(s, t)
newMapping = MappingMerge(newMapping, map)
}
return newMapping
}
parameter oType. They are merged to newMapping using the MappingMerge operation 
(Line 14). Both s and t are unique over all grouped correspondences, so that map usually 
adds new correspondences to newMapping. However, MappingMerge is also able to detect 
and ignore duplicate correspondences, i.e., between the same source and target elements. 
After all grouped correspondences are processed, newMapping is returned as the final 
result. Note that the employed functions Domain, Range, MappingMerge, as well as Group-
Correspondences, are general mapping operators implemented in the Mapping Pool (see 
Section 5.5).
Figure 8.2 illustrates the use of refinement in a simple match strategy, SimpleStrategy. A 
match strategy supports the same interface with three methods, Match, Sim, and Refine, as 
CombineMatcher. While Sim and Refine are the same as in CombineMatcher, Match exe-
cutes the intended workflow with each step supported by a previously defined Combine-
Matcher or match strategy instance. In SimpleStrategy, two steps are performed, the first 
one to generate a preliminary mapping using the given preMatching strategy (Line 4) 
and the second one to refine it, using the given refMatching strategy (Line 6). With the 
same interface methods, CombineMatcher instances and match strategies can be used 
interchangeably, making it easy to construct new match strategies from existing ones.
Figure 8.2 A simple match strategy
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SimpleStrategy(preMatching, refMatching)
Match(s1, s2) {
//Generate preliminary result
preMapping = preMatching.Match(s1, s2)//Refine preliminary result
refMapping = refMatching.Refine(preMapping)
return refMapping
}
Sim(s1, s2) { … }  //As in CombineMatcher
Refine(mapping) { … } //As in CombineMatcher74 CHAPTER 8. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S
8.2 Context-dependent Match Strategies
Element reuse represents a powerful mean to reduce schema complexity and impose 
standard specifications in different schemas. As a result, the same element may appear in 
many different contexts, for example, DeliverTo.Address and BillTo.Address of S2 in 
Figure 5.2, which should be differentiated for a correct matching. In addition to a simple 
NoContext strategy, which yields context-independent correspondences, we support two 
context-sensitive match strategies, AllContext and the new FilteredContext strategy. In the 
following, we describe these strategies and then compare their complexity.
NoContext
Previous match approaches typically assume tree-like schemas without shared elements. 
In such cases, node-level matching, which we denote as the NoContext strategy, is suffi-
cient due to the unique context of all elements. However, if one input schema contains 
shared elements, this approach typically returns many false matches. For example, a cor-
respondence between the nodes shipToStreet of S1 and Street of S2 in Figure 5.2 would 
indicate that the single context of shipToStreet, ShipTo.shipToStreet, matches both con-
texts of Street, DeliverTo.Address.Street and BillTo.Address.Street. However, only the 
former likely represents the correct match candidate. 
In our system, NoContext can be implemented using CombineMatcher as follows:
NoContext = new CombineMatcher(Descendants, {Name, Leaves}, ...)
matchResult = NoContext.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots)
In particular, it is configured with the object type Descendants, which determines all 
nodes subsumed by the input nodes as elements for matching (see Section 7.2). One or 
several combined matchers, such as Name and Leaves (excluding NamePath, as this would 
perform exactly like Name for nodes), can be specified as the default matchers for com-
puting node similarity. To match two schemas, NoContext is applied by calling its Match
method with the schema roots as input. Note that all roots are considered as a schema 
may contain multiple subschemas, each resulting in a different root in the schema graph.
AllContext
To our knowledge, only COMA [29], CUPID [88], PROTOPLASM [15], and [87] currently 
address the problem of context-dependent matching. Although based on different imple-
mentations, they follow the same approach by resolving all shared elements and match-
ing between all their unique contexts, which we denote as the AllContext strategy. In 
particular, COMA differentiates all paths from the schema root to a shared element, 
thereby capturing all its possible contexts. The other prototypes, i.e., CUPID, PROTO-
PLASM, and [87], maintain multiple copies of shared elements in a (voluminous) tree-like 
schema representation and determines node correspondences. Both implementations 
consider the same number of components (paths or copied nodes), which may be very 
high in large schemas with many shared elements, as observed in our evaluation (see 
Chapter 11).
To keep the input schemas unchanged, we support the path-based implementation of All-
Context, which can be specified as a CombineMatcher instance as follows:
AllContext = new CombineMatcher(DescPaths, {NamePath, Leaves}, ...)
matchResult = AllContext.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots)
In particular, AllContext is configured with the object type DescPaths, which returns the 
paths from the input nodes to all their descendants (see Section 7.2). To accurately com-
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bined matchers as the default matchers. Like other match strategies, AllContext is utilized 
to match two schemas by calling the Match method with the schema roots as input.
FilteredContext
Intuitively, if two nodes are not similar, they will unlikely yield matching paths, i.e con-
texts. Furthermore, in schemas with many shared elements, the number of paths is typi-
cally much higher than that of nodes as each shared node results in multiple paths. Based 
on these observations, we have developed the FilteredContext strategy aiming at a more 
efficient approach for context-dependent matching. It performs two matching steps, node 
matching to filter the similar nodes between two schemas and path matching to match 
the paths, i.e., contexts, of those similar nodes. The pseudo-code of FilteredContext is as 
follows:
NodeMatching = new CombineMatcher(Descendants, {Name, Leaves}, ...)
PathMatching = new CombineMatcher(AscPaths, {NamePath}, ...)
FilteredContext = new SimpleStrategy(NodeMatching, PathMatching)
matchResult = FilteredContext.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots)
 = PathMatching.Refine(
NodeMatching.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots) )
Both steps, NodeMatching and PathMatching, are sequentially executed within a Sim-
pleStrategy instance as shown in Figure 8.2. NodeMatching utilizes object type Descen-
dants to identify the nodes for matching, while PathMatching determines all paths from 
the schema root to a given node using object type AscPaths. Each step is also configured 
with different default matchers. Currently, we use NamePath in PathMatching due to its 
context-sensitiveness, while NodeMatching involves, like in NoContext, a combination of 
the other combined matchers. 
Figure 8.3 Combining node and path matching in FilteredContext
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In the example of Figure 8.3 using the schemas from Figure 5.2, NodeMatching predicts 
among others a correspondence between shipToStreet and Street, which is unique and 
processed as a single grouped correspondence by the Refine method of PathMatching. 
Here, the single path of shipToStreet in S1 needs only to be compared with the two paths 
of Street in S2, but not with all paths as performed by AllContext. We obtain the correct 
correspondence between ShipTo.shipToStreet and Deliver.Address.Street, which is 
added to the final result. As we can also see in the example, it is not meaningful to com-
pare the paths of dissimilar nodes, such as shipToStreet and City.76 CHAPTER 8. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S
Complexity
The complexity of NoContext and AllContext is determined by the number of nodes and 
paths, respectively, in the input schemas. The main effort required by FilteredContext is 
for the first phase to match the nodes, as the second phase only considers (a few) paths of 
small groups of similar nodes at a time. Thus, its complexity is comparable to that of 
NoContext. If both input schemas do not exhibit any shared elements, all three strategies 
yield the same complexity. In most cases, however, FilteredContext achieves a significant 
reduction of complexity compared to AllContext, as the number of nodes is usually much 
lower than the number of paths in schemas with shared elements (see Section 11.1). Fil-
teredContext (and also NoContext) further benefits from our principle to retain all reuse 
declarations and to identify further shared elements during schema import, keeping the 
number of nodes to be compared as low as possible.
8.3 Fragment-based Match Strategies
For a match task with large schemas it is likely that large portions of one or both input 
schemas have no matching counterparts. The standard approach trying to match the com-
plete input schemas will often lead not only to performance problems (long execution 
times), but also poor match quality with many false match candidates. Furthermore, it is 
very difficult to present the match result to a human engineer in a way that she can easily 
validate and correct it. 
We thus have developed the fragment-based match approach, i.e., a divide-and-conquer 
strategy which decomposes a large match problem into smaller sub-problems by match-
ing at the level of schema fragments. By reducing the size of the problem we not only 
aim at better performance but also at improved match quality compared to schema-level 
matching. Moreover, the fragment approach can be used for interactive match process-
ing. For instance, the user may manually select a fragment of interest for which matches 
from the second schemas are determined automatically. Then the fragment result may be 
controlled and corrected by the user before proceeding with another fragment.
In the following we first explain the formation of schema fragments and then describe 
our fragment-based match approach. Finally, we discuss the complexity of the approach 
for different fragment granularities.
Fragment Formation 
By fragment we denote a rooted sub-graph down to the leaf level in the schema graph. In 
general, fragments should have little or no overlap to avoid repeated similarity computa-
tions and overlapping match results. Besides user-selected fragments for interactive use, 
we currently support the three strategies for automatic fragment identification, Schema, 
Subschema, and Shared, which are shortly motivated in the following. (Note that like the 
object types discussed in Section 7.2, new fragment types can be easily added.)
• Schema: The complete schema is considered as one fragment. Matching complete 
schemas is thus supported as a special case of fragment-based matching.
• Subschema: Subschemas represent parts of a schema which can be separately instanti-
ated, such as XML message formats or relational table definitions. Match results for 
such fragments are thus often needed, e.g., for data transformations. Each subschema 
is identified by a schema root as the fragment root. Matching a subschema (e.g., one 
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all formats) at once. In fact, the user may only be interested in a particular message 
format. 
• Shared: Each shared fragment is identified by a node with multiple parents, which is 
the root of the fragment. Due to the similar usage in schemas, such fragments exhibit a 
high potential for match candidates. Furthermore, their match results may be reused 
many times thereby improving performance. 
The Fragment-based Match Approach
Based on the same refinement idea as the FilteredContext strategy, our fragment-based 
approach also encompasses two matching steps, which are illustrated in Figure 8.4:
1 Identify similar fragments. The goal of this step is to identify fragments of the two 
schemas that are sufficiently similar to be worth matching in more detail. This aims at 
reducing match overhead by not trying to find correspondences for a fragment of one 
schema in irrelevant fragments of the second schema. According to the specified frag-
ment type, the corresponding fragments are identified from the input schemas. In the 
example of Figure 8.4, we obtain the fragment sets {F11, F12, F13} and {F21, F22}, for 
S1 and S2, respectively. As a fragment is uniquely identified by its root, similarity 
between fragments can be determined by comparing their roots and contexts, i.e., the 
paths from the schema roots to the fragment roots.
2 Match similar fragments. This step performs refinement of the result from the first 
step. In particular, the similar fragments identified are fully matched to obtain the cor-
respondences between their elements. Each group of the similar fragments represents 
an individual match problem, which is solved independently. For example, F11 and 
F12 need only to be matched against their similar fragments F21 and F22, respectively, 
thereby reducing match complexity. The match results for the single groups of similar 
fragments are then merged to one mapping, which is returned as the final result.
Figure 8.4 Fragment-based match approach
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Each step can be configured with an individual match strategy. For simplicity, we cur-
rently use either NoContext, AllContext or FilteredContext for both identifying similar frag-
ments and matching them. To illustrate this, Figure 8.5 shows the pseudo-code for the 
two steps, IdentSimFrags and MatchSimFrags. As fragments represent individual 
(smaller) schemas, the match strategies can be employed “as is” for MatchSimFrags. For 
IdentSimFrags, however, they need to be re-configured to consider the fragment type. In 
particular, AllContext compares the fragment contexts, i.e., paths from schema roots to the 
fragment roots as specified by the FragPaths object type. NoContext and FilteredContext, on 
the other side, consider the fragment root nodes identified by the FragRoots object type. 
Both FragRoots and FragPaths are defined specifically for each fragment type. For exam-
ple, for Shared fragments, FragRoots returns all shared nodes in a schema, while Frag-78 CHAPTER 8. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S
Paths determines all paths from the root to the shared nodes of a schema. Like other 
match strategies, the fragment-based match strategy, FragmentMatch, is utilized to match 
two schemas by calling the Match method with the schema roots as input.
Figure 8.5 Implementation of the fragment-based match algorithm
//Definition of IdentSimFrags and MatchSimFrags
//Using NoContext
IdentSimFrags = new CombineMatcher(FragRoots, {Name, Leaves}...)
MatchSimFrags = NoContext  
//Using AllContext
IdentSimFrags = new CombineMatcher(FragPaths, {NamePath, Leaves}, ...)
MatchSimFrags = AllContext 
//Using FilteredContext
RootNodeMatching  = new CombineMatcher(FragRoots, {Name, Leaves}, ...)
RootPathMatching  = new CombineMatcher(AscPaths, {NamePath}, ...)
IdentSimFrags = new SimpleStrategy(RootNodeMatching, RootPathMatching)
MatchSimFrags = FilteredContext
//Usage
FragmentMatch = new SimpleStrategy(IdentSimFrags, MatchSimFrags)
matchResult = FragmentMatch.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots)
 = MatchSimFrags.Refine(
IdentSimFrags.Match(S1.roots, S2.roots) )
Complexity
The complexity of the fragment-based match approach consists of the complexity 
required by each phase. For Phase 1, it is defined by the number of fragment roots or 
fragment contexts depending on the employed match strategy, i.e., NoContext, Filtered-
Context, or AllContext. Likewise, the complexity of Phase 2 is defined by the number of 
the elements, i.e., nodes or paths, in the corresponding fragments. There is a trade-off 
between the two phases. Large fragments, such as of type Schema and Subschema, lead to 
long execution times of Phase 2. However, Phase 1 can perform fast comparing only few 
fragments. On the other side, small fragments, such as Shared, lead to a fast execution of 
Phase 2. However, due to the high number of fragments, Phase 1 typically requires 
longer execution time. 
8.4 Summary
This chapter presented our approach of using a matcher combination to refine a previ-
ously determined match result. Similar to the combination of individual matcher results 
described in the previous chapter, the refinement method is implemented in a generic 
way, so that new match strategies can be constructed as workflows of multiple steps of 
mapping combination and refinement. Using this infrastructure, we implemented spe-
cific workflows for context-dependent matching. In particular, we support two context-
sensitive match strategies, AllContext and FilteredContext, in addition to a simple NoContext
strategy, which yields context-independent correspondences. The match strategies can in 
turn be used within a new fragment-based approach, which decomposes a large match 
problem into smaller sub-problems by matching at the level of schema fragments. Based 
on the refinement mechanism, the FilteredContext and fragment-based match strategies 
represent efficient alternatives to deal with very large schemas.8.4. S U M M A R Y 7 9
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CHAPTER 9   OTHER PROTOTYPES AND COMPARISON 
We review the match prototypes previously published in the literature using the criteria 
from Chapter 4. The survey in [119] already considered several prototypes, in particular, 
CUPID [88], DELTA [6, 23], ONION [98, 99], SEMINT [83, 84, 85], LSD [34], DIKE [112], 
SIMILARITYFLOODING (SF) [93], TRANSCM [97], and MOMIS [9]. Since then, numerous 
new approaches have been published, such as [7, 8, 15, 16, 28, 29, 35, 39, 42, 62, 64, 71, 
81, 87, 91, 92, 105, 131, 134, 141]. Furthermore, ontology matching, which have now 
become an important application domain with various relevant approaches, e.g., [40, 41, 
49, 53, 54, 68, 100, 107, 109], was not considered in the survey.
While not claiming to perform a complete survey of previous work, we try to consider as 
many prototypes as possible, especially those making significant contributions or closely 
related to our approach. In Section 9.1 and 9.2, we focus on schema-based and instance-
based systems, respectively. Section 9.3. presents several prototypes specifically devel-
oped for ontology matching. Section 9.4 compares some selected prototypes and our 
own development, COMA/COMA++. Section 9.5 summarizes the chapter.
9.1 Schema-based Prototypes
These approaches exploit the metadata available in schemas, such as names, comments, 
data types, and schema structures, to estimate element similarity. In addition to COMA
and COMA++, this category includes CUPID [88], DELTA [23], DIKE [112], MOMIS [9], 
SIMILARITYFLOODING (SF) [93], PROTOPLASM [15], TRANSCM [97], XCLUST [81], 
WISE-INTEGRATOR [64], and the works of [39, 62, 63, 87, 131]. To give an impression 
about the evolution of the techniques over time, we discuss the prototypes in the chrono-
logical order of their first-time appearance in the literature. 
DELTA (1995)
DELTA [6, 23] is one of the earliest effort to semi-automatic schema matching. It uses a 
simple approach to identify attribute correspondences between relational schemas. For 
each attribute, it concatenates all available metadata, such as name, description, data 
type, into a simple text string, which is presented as a document to a full-text retrieval 
tool. The IR tool can interpret such a document as a query to search for similar docu-
ments. The attributes represented by the identified documents are ranked using a 
weighted similarity of the search terms. The result list can be manually searched by the 
user for the correct match candidates. The approach is easy to implement, but depends 
largely on the availability and expressiveness of attribute descriptions.
TRANSCM (1998)
TRANSCM [97] uses schema matching to semi-automatically derive rules to transform 
instances of different schemas. Input schemas (DTD or OODB) are transformed to 
labeled graphs. The match process is performed node by node in the top-down manner, 
starting at the schema roots, and presumes a high degree of similarity between the sche-
mas. TRANSCM supports a multitude of rules, i.e., matchers, to find correspondences 
between schema nodes, although it is sufficient for a match to be predicted by a single 
rule (i.e., Max aggregation). Each rule may in turn combine multiple match criteria, e.g., 
name similarity and the number of descendants. The rules are assigned distinct priorities 
and checked in a fixed order. If no or multiple target elements are found as possible 
match candidates for an source element, user interaction is needed, e.g., to specify a new 
rule or to select the correct match candidate.
DIKE (1998)
DIKE [110, 111, 112] represents a hybrid approach to automatically determine semantic 
(synonymy, hypernymy, homonymy) relationships between elements of Entity-Relation-
ship (ER) schemas. The prototype depends on an initial set of synonymy, homonymy, 
and inclusion relationships, which can be either provided by a domain expert or looked 
up in a dictionary. The main algorithm is a structural matcher, which performs a pairwise 
comparison of elements in the input schemas. The number of edges on the shortest path 
between elements is used as a distance metric to identify the “related” elements of a par-
ticular distance for a given element. The similarity of two elements is derived from that 
of their related elements, which is assigned a weight that is inversely proportional to the 
distance. Based on fix-point computation, the newly computed element similarities are 
recursively used as input to the algorithm to infer further relationships. Finally, elements 
with a similarity exceeding a given threshold are regarded as matching.
MOMIS (1999)
MOMIS [9, 20] employs schema matching to integrate multiple source schemas into a vir-
tual global schema for mediation purposes. The match algorithm operates on schemas of 
a specific object-oriented language. It looks up synonymy and hypernymy/hyponymy 
relationships between element names in external dictionaries (WordNet) and derives 
relatedness relationships between elements from the given schema structure. The rela-
tionships are assigned different affinity values to indicate different degrees of similarity. 
Additional name similarities are first computed as the product of the affinities of the rela-
tionships forming a path between two elements, thereby considering all available synon-
ymy, hypernymy, and relatedness relationships. In the next step, structural similarity of 
elements is computed as the fraction of the neighbor elements showing name similarity 
exceeding a threshold over all neighbor elements (i.e., the Dice strategy). For each pair of 
elements, the name and structural similarity are aggregated to a global similarity using a 
weighted sum. According to the global similarities, similar elements are clustered using 
a hierarchical clustering algorithm, leading to m:n local and global match cardinality.
CUPID (2001)
CUPID [88] represents a sophisticated hybrid match approach combining a name matcher 
with a structural one. It is intended to be generic and has been applied to XML and rela-
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which additional nodes are added to resolve the multiple relationships between a shared 
node and its parent nodes. The name matcher exploits auxiliary sources for synonyms 
and abbreviations to obtain linguistic similarity between element names. The structural 
matcher then determines structural similarity of nodes from the name and data type simi-
larity of their leaves. For each pair of nodes, their linguistic and structural similarity are 
aggregated to a weighted similarity using a weighted sum. If the weighted similarity 
exceeds a threshold, the structural similarity of the leaf pairs is increased. Otherwise, it is 
decreased. The process is iterated over all node pairs of the input schemas in the post-
order tree traversal to make sure that the changes in structural similarity of the leaves are 
taken into account at the upper levels in the schema structure. Finally, CUPID direction-
ally selects for each target element the source element with the highest weighted similar-
ity exceeding a given threshold as the match candidate, resulting in element-level 
correspondences of 1:1 local and possibly m:n global cardinality.
SIMILARITYFLOODING (2002)
SIMILARITYFLOODING (SF) [93] converts schemas (Relational, RDF, XML) into labeled 
graphs and uses fix-point computation to determine correspondences of 1:1 local and 
m:n global cardinality between corresponding nodes of the graphs. The algorithm has 
been employed in a hybrid combination with a simple name matcher, which suggests an 
initial element-level mapping to be fed to the structural SF matcher. Unlike other 
schema-based match approaches, SF does not exploit terminological relationships in an 
external dictionary, but entirely relies on string similarity between element names. In the 
last step, different filters based on the stable marriage principle are supported to select a 
subset of the result produced by the structural matcher as the final match result. In a 
modular architecture, the components of SF, such as schema converters, the name and 
structural matchers, and filters, are available as high-level operators and can be flexibly 
combined within a script for a tailored match operation.
XCLUST (2002)
Given a large DTD collection, XCLUST [81] aims at identifying and clustering those sim-
ilar DTDs for integration. A hybrid approach is employed to find the matching elements 
of DTDs. Given two elements, their basic similarity is a weighted sum of the name and 
cardinality similarity looked up in WordNet and a type compatibility table, respectively. 
For each element pair, three structural similarities are computed as the average of the 
basic similarities of the ascendants (i.e., elements on the path from the schema root to an 
element), the leaves, and the direct children, respectively. The structural similarities are 
in turn aggregated to a global similarity using a weighted sum. Elements with global 
similarity exceeding a particular threshold are matched and the average similarity of the 
matching elements is considered the similarity between the input DTDs. DTD or schema 
similarity is a special case of the combined similarity that can be computed using differ-
ent strategies in our Combination Scheme (see Section 7.3).
WISE-INTEGRATOR (2003)
WISE-INTEGRATOR [64] uses schema matching to identifying similar attributes of web 
search forms so that they can be unified under an integrated interface. The integrated 
interface is built incrementally by successively matching against a local interface and 
adding the local attributes without a match candidate in the integrated interface. WISE-
INTEGRATOR employs various heuristics to compute attribute similarity, including exact 
and approximate string matching, dictionary lookup for semantic name similarity, spe-
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(e.g., average), and of default values, all exploiting information from interface specifica-
tions. For each pair of attributes, the similarities predicted by the single criteria are sim-
ply summed to obtain a global weight. Elements showing the highest global weight 
exceeding a threshold are considered matching and one element is decided as the global 
attribute to be used in the integrated interface. Otherwise, the local attributes are consid-
ered distinct and added as new attributes to the integrated interface.
He and Chang (2003)
Like WISE-INTEGRATOR, He et al. focus in [62, 63] on the problem of obtaining an inte-
grated interface for a set of web search forms. They observe that the aggregate vocabu-
lary of schemas in a (restricted) domain, such as book, tends to converge at a small 
number of unique concepts, like author, subject, title, and ISBN, although different inter-
faces may use different names for the same concept. Based on four assumptions, inde-
pendence of attributes, non-overlapping semantics, uniqueness within an interface, and 
the same semantics for the same names, they propose a statistical approach to identify 
and cluster synonym attributes by analyzing the co-occurrence of attributes in different 
interfaces.
PROTOPLASM (2004)
PROTOPLASM [15] aims at an industrial-strength schema matching solution by providing 
a flexible and customizable platform for combining different match algorithms. External 
schemas (SQL or XSD) are converted into a labeled graph representation, which is based 
on the W3C Document Object Model (DOM). Currently, CUPID and SIMILARITYFLOOD-
ING are integrated as the base matchers to compute element similarity. Similarity matri-
ces represent the main mechanism for combining the results of different match 
algorithms. Like our combination scheme, PROTOPLASM supports various operators for 
computing, aggregating, and filtering similarity matrices. Using a script language, PRO-
TOPLASM allows to flexibly define and customize the workflow of the operators in a 
match operation. Although implemented differently, COMA and COMA++ are similar to 
PROTOPLASM in that they support both independent and pipelined execution of matchers. 
In particular, the dependency hierarchy of matchers in COMA and COMA++ specifies that 
the matchers at a higher level aggregate component similarities previously computed by 
multiple individual matchers at the lower level.
Dragut and Lawrence (2004)
The work described in [39] by Dragut and Lawrence is based on a public source-code 
distribution of COMA [29]. The authors introduce a domain ontology, against which all 
schemas are first matched. Two selection strategies Max and noMax are supported, which 
select for each schema element “up to one” match candidate and “a variable number” of 
match candidates, respectively. According to such description, the strategies correspond 
to the MaxN(1) and MaxDelta, respectively, already implemented by COMA. However, the 
authors left the details open of how their strategies were implemented and how they dif-
fer from those available in COMA. To obtain a mapping between two schemas, the Match-
Compose operation is employed to combine the mappings between the schemas and the 
domain ontology. Reusing match results involving a domain ontology as the pivot 
schema is one of various reuse strategies supported by COMA++.
Lu et al. (2005)
In [87], Lu et al. describe a hybrid approach to match XML schemas (XSD) as part of 
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into trees with shared elements duplicated to resolve their multiple contexts. Correspon-
dences are determined based on name, data type and structure similarity of nodes. Name 
similarity is computed either by looking up in WordNet or using the EditDistance func-
tion. Data type similarity is derived from to a manually constructed compatibility table. 
Unfortunately, the authors did not describe the structural matcher, the main component 
of their approach, but referred to an unpublished article. Moreover, it remains unclear 
how the different kinds of similarity are combined and used to identify element corre-
spondences. 
Tu and Yu (2005)
Also based on a source-code distribution of COMA [29], Tu and Yu developed an 
approach to automatically compute a weighting scheme for the aggregation of matcher-
specific similarities [131]. In particular, each matcher is associated with a specific so-
called credibility predictor, which uses machine learning to compute an individual 
weight for each similarity value computed by the matcher. For each element pair, 
matcher-specific similarities are multiplied with their respective weights and divided by 
the sum of the weights. Each credibility predictor utilizes a feature vector to specifically 
characterize the input information exploited by the corresponding matcher, such as the 
length of element names and the number of words in the names for the Name matcher. 
Currently, credibility predictors are available only for three matchers, Type, Name and 
Leaves. 
9.2 Instance-based Prototypes
Typically, techniques from machine learning (Neural networks, Naive Bayes), informa-
tion retrieval (Whirl [25], mutual information and entropy), and statistics (e.g., feature 
vectors of character frequencies, numerical averages) are employed to characterize and 
compare patterns of attribute instances. Prototypes of this category include AUTOPLEX
[7], AUTOMATCH [8], CLIO [66, 105, 114, 61], DUMAS [16], LSD [34], IMAP [28], SEM-
INT [83, 84, 85], the corpus-based approach [91, 92], and the works presented in [42, 71, 
141, 134]. We describe the approaches in the chronological order in the following.
SEMINT (1994)
SEMINT [83, 84, 85] represents a hybrid approach exploiting both schema and instance 
information to identify corresponding attributes between relational schemas. The 
schema-level constraints, such as data type and key constraints, are derived from the 
DBMS catalog. Instance data is analyzed to obtain further metadata, such as actual value 
distributions, numerical averages, etc. For each attribute, SEMINT determines a signature 
consisting of values in the interval [0,1] for all involved matching criteria. The signatures 
are used first to cluster similar attributes from the first schema and then to find the best 
matching cluster for attributes from the second schema. The clustering and classification 
process is performed using neural networks with an automatic training, hereby limiting 
pre-match effort. The match result consists of clusters of similar attributes from the input 
schemas, leading to m:n local and global match cardinality.
AUTOPLEX (2001) and AUTOMATCH (2002)
AUTOPLEX [7] and its enhancement AUTOMATCH [8] represent single-strategy schema 
matching approaches based on machine learning. In particular, a Naive Bayesian learner 
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previously constructed global schema. For each source attribute, both match and mis-
match probability with respect to every global attribute are determined. These probabili-
ties are normalized to sum to 1 and the match probability is returned as the similarity 
between the source and global attribute. The correspondences are filtered to maximize 
the sum of their similarity under the condition that no correspondences share a common 
element (maximal weighted matching in bipartite graphs). The match result consists of 
attribute correspondences of 1:1 local and global cardinality.
CLIO (2001)
CLIO [66, 105, 114, 61], developed at IBM, aims at assisting the user in creating map-
pings for data transformation between two sources. Like COMA++, it provides a compre-
hensive graphical user interface. Currently XML schemas (XSD) and relational schemas 
are supported and internally represented using a nested relational model. The matching 
engine employs a hybrid approach combining an approximate string matcher for name 
matching and a Naive Bayes-learning algorithm for instance matching. Using the GUI, 
the user may verify, remove and add correspondences between the input schemas, or 
specify mapping expressions for the correspondences. Based on the correspondences, 
CLIO can generate queries (SQL, XQuery, or XSLT) to transform instances of the source 
schema to the target schema. In particular, it selects enough of the correspondences to 
cover a maximal set of elements of the target schema and uses reasoning techniques to 
suggest join clauses to tie together the corresponding elements in the source schema. The 
query generation functionality distinguishes CLIO from other prototypes, which typically 
focus on identifying correspondences according to element similarity.
LSD (2001), Corpus-based Matching (2003), and IMAP (2004)
LSD [34] uses a composite approach to combining different matchers. It depends on a 
domain-specific global schema, against which new data sources are matched. Machine-
learning techniques are utilized for both individual matchers and automatic combination 
of match results. In addition to a name matcher, LSD uses several instance-level match-
ers, such as Whirl and Naive Bayes, which discover during the learning phase character-
istic instance patterns and matching rules for single elements of the target schema. These 
patterns and rules are then applied to match other data sources to the global schema. The 
predictions of individual matchers are combined by a so-called meta-learner, which 
weights the predictions from a matcher according to its accuracy shown during the train-
ing phase. LSD also exploits constraints manually specified by the user to capture typical 
match and mismatch information of the domain. The match result consists of element-
level correspondences with 1:1 local and n:1 global cardinality. 
Based on LSD, Madhavan et al. developed an approach called MKB (Mapping Knowl-
edge Base) exploiting a corpus of existing schemas and instances to match between new 
schemas [91]. It was further enhanced in [92]. The input schemas are first matched 
against the corpus and augmented with the information of similar elements found in the 
corpus, before they are matched against each other. Both matching the input schemas 
against the corpus and matching the augmented schemas are performed using machine 
learning-based matchers as in LSD. In addition, the approach performs an intra-corpus 
match process to cluster similar elements in the corpus. Structural statistics of clusters, 
such as co-occurrence/neighborhood and ordering of elements, are used as constraints 
for match candidate selection. 
Dhamankar et al. extends LSD to the IMAP system aiming at finding both 1:1 and com-
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machine learning-based matchers, each of which focuses on discovering a specific type 
of complex matches, such as arithmetic functions like roomprice = room-
rate*(1+taxrate), or string concatenation like name = Concat(firstname, lastname). Like 
LSD, IMAP extensively makes use of domain constraints to filter automatically identified 
correspondences. Compared to other prototypes, IMAP contains a unique component to 
generate the explanation about the evidence based on which a correspondence was pre-
dicted or not.
Xu and Embley (2001)
In [42], Embley et al. describe a composite match approach, which supports several 
instance-level matchers based on machine learning and a name matcher requiring an 
external dictionary (WordNet). Element similarities computed by the individual match-
ers are combined using an average function. The approach is further improved in [141] in 
two ways. First, domain-specific ontologies are used to determine more specific 
matches. In particular, the instances of source and target elements are compared against 
the concepts in the domain ontology. The relationships among the concepts in the ontol-
ogy help discover complex matches, such as union (phone = Union(day_phone, 
evening_phone) and composition (e.g., address = Composition(street, city, state). Second, 
a structure matcher is added to derive element similarity from the similarities between 
the neighbor elements previously computed using the name or instance matcher.
Kang and Naughton (2003)
Kang and Naughton describe in [71] a hybrid approach exploiting mutual information to 
match attributes of relational schemas. Within each input schema, mutual information is 
computed for all attribute pairs from attribute values and represented in a weighted 
graph. Assuming schemas of the same size, the approach searches for a full mapping 
(covering the complete schemas) of (local and global) 1:1 correspondences, which yields 
the smallest distance on mutual information between the input schemas according to a 
given distance function, such as the Euclidean metric.
Wang et al. (2004)
Like [64] and [62, 63], Wang et al. also focus in [134] on matching web search forms, 
however by looking at instance data. The approach depends on a previously constructed 
domain-specific global schema as well as representative instances. Using query probing, 
it exhaustively submits attribute values of the known instances to query each attribute of 
the websites to be matched. Based on the number of the re-appearance of each submitted 
value in the query result, mutual information and vector similarity based on the vector 
space model from Information Retrieval are computed for all pair-wise combination of 
source and target attributes. From the matrix of mutual information or vector similarity, 
attribute pairs showing the highest value are considered matching.
DUMAS (2005)
Bilke and Naumann describe in [16] the DUMAS approach to match attributes of rela-
tional schemas by analyzing previously determined duplicate tuples. Regarding a tuple 
as a document and a table as a document base, DUMAS employs the Whirl algorithm uti-
lizing the TFIDF measure from Information Retrieval to compute tuple similarity and to 
identify similar tuples, i.e., candidate duplicates. Given a pair of duplicates, DUMAS per-
forms a pairwise comparison of attribute values to obtain attribute similarities. For this 
purpose, it utilizes a variant of the TFIDF measure, which also considers similar terms 
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attribute similarities is considered as a bipartite weighted matching problem and the 
matching maximizing the sum of the similarities is selected as the match result. If multi-
ple matchings are possible, the algorithm iterates back to the first step to find more dupli-
cates, which hopefully can help to identify a unique match result.
9.3 Ontology Matching Prototypes
We discuss several prototypes specifically developed for ontology matching, i.e., GLUE
[35], OLA [49], ONION [99, 98, 100], PROMPT [107, 109], QOM [40, 41], SCM [68], S-
MATCH [53, 54, 3], and the work of [101]. Several of them, in particular, OLA, PROMPT, 
QOM, and SCM participated in the EON Ontology Alignment Contest in 2004 [44, 48]. 
Except for GLUE and SCM considering class instances, the other prototypes are schema-
based and only utilize metadata, such as class/concept name and structure in ontologies.
ONION (2000)
The ONION (Ontology Composition) system [99] focuses on managing and manipulating 
mappings between ontologies for semantic integration of knowledge bases. It first 
employed SKAT (Semantic Knowledge Articulation Tool) [98] to identify correspon-
dences between ontologies. SKAT follows a rule-based approach with rules specified in 
first-order logic to express match and mismatch relationships. SKAT also supports meth-
ods to derive new correspondences, such as name matching and simple structural match-
ing techniques based on is-a hierarchies. SKAT was later superseded by ARTGEN
(Articulation Generator) [100], which provides two linguistic matchers exploiting termi-
nological relationships in WordNet and frequency statistics of keywords in a corpus, 
respectively. A structure matcher is supported to search for further correspondences in 
the neighborhood of those matching elements suggested by the linguistic matchers.
PROMPT (2000)
PROMPT [107, 109] was originally developed as a tool for ontology merging, which 
guides the user through the process with suggestions about classes and properties to be 
merged. Such suggestions are generated by two modules, ANCHORPROMPT and PROMPT-
DIFF, following different match approaches. ANCHORPROMPT converts ontologies into 
directed labeled graphs. Provided with a set of correspondences between the so-called 
anchor nodes, ANCHORPROMPT identifies the paths between the anchors in single ontol-
ogies, and compares the classes on the paths with each other. The similarity between the 
classes is increased if they appear at the same position on the paths. Finally, classes with 
similarity exceeding the median of all computed similarities are considered matching. 
PROMPTDIFF focuses on matching different versions of an ontology. It uses a multitude 
of matchers based on different heuristics, such as type and name equality, similar sib-
lings, similar name suffixes and prefixes. A global result table is maintained containing 
all combinations of source and target elements of the same category, e.g., class or prop-
erty. Each matcher scans through the table, picks those element pairs that are not yet 
matched and makes predictions for them if possible. As such, it is sufficient for two ele-
ments to be matched according to one of the matchers (i.e., Max aggregation). The execu-
tion of the matchers is iterated in the fix-point computation manner until no changes in 
the result table, i.e., no more correspondences, are observed.88 CHAPTER 9. O T H E R  P R O T O T Y P E S  A N D  C O M P A R I S O N
GLUE (2002)
GLUE [35] extends the previous schema matching system LSD [34] to perform matching 
between taxonomies. As input taxonomies come with different sets of instances, GLUE
first performs a classification process to associate the instances of classes in the source 
taxonomy to the classes of the target taxonomy and vice versa. To do this, GLUE employs 
the composite approach of LSD utilizing several machine learning-based matchers and a 
meta-learner to combine their predictions. The similarity between two classes is then 
computed from the numbers of the identified common and distinct instances between the 
classes. Finally, a so-called relaxation labeling technique is applied on the similarity 
matrix of classes to search for a mapping configuration that best satisfies the given 
domain constraints specifying match and mismatch rules.
OLA (2003)
OLA (OWL-Lite Alignment) [49] was specifically developed to match ontologies written 
in the OWL-Lite dialect. OLA performs a pairwise comparison of source and target ele-
ments of the same category, such as class, property, instance, data type, etc. In particular, 
the similarity between two elements of a particular category, e.g., class, is a weighted 
sum of the similarities for all relevant features of this category, such as names, super-/
subclasses, properties. While data type similarity is to be pre-specified, OLA uses syn-
onym relationships in WordNet and a string matching function based on common sub-
strings to compute name similarity. As there is a recursive relationship between elements 
and their related features/elements in the comparison, OLA employs fix-point computa-
tion to successively compute and propagate similarity from the features/elements at the 
lowest level of dependency, i.e computed without looking at the related elements, to their 
neighborhood.
QOM (2004)
QOM (Quick Ontology Mapping) [40, 41] focuses on matching ontologies in the RDF(S) 
format. Similarity between elements of the same category is computed by comparing 
names of their related elements, such as super-/subclasses, instances, and properties of a 
class, using the EditDistance algorithm. The similarities computed for different kinds of 
related elements are aggregated using a weighted sum. Like in COMA, correspondences 
are identified as element pairs with the aggregated similarity exceeding a threshold from 
both directions for the source and target ontologies. To cope with very large ontologies, 
QOM supports an iterative match approach to successively reduce the search space for 
match candidates. In particular, candidate correspondences to be examined next are iden-
tified from the neighborhood of previously matched elements according to name similar-
ity or ontology structure.
SCM (2004)
SCM (Semantic Category Matching) [68] performs a statistical analysis on instance data 
to find correspondences between classes and properties of two ontologies. For each ele-
ment, SCM determines a feature vector containing occurrence statistics of all keywords 
found in the instances. It then performs a pairwise comparison of the feature vectors, 
thereby restricting only to the keywords contained in both vectors. Elements with similar 
feature vectors are further examined by a structural matcher. This successively chooses 
an element pair as reference and weights the other ones according to their location con-
sistency, e.g., if both elements are respective descendants of the reference elements. 
Finally, correspondences are selected according their average structural consistency 
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S-MATCH (2004)
S-MATCH [53, 54, 3] represents a logic-based approach to identify semantic relationships 
(equivalence, more or less general, overlapping, mismatch) between concepts of taxono-
mies. In the first step, relations of nodes are derived from their name similarity by either 
looking up in auxiliary sources, such as WordNet, domain ontologies and thesauri, or 
using string matching algorithms. In the second step, S-MATCH tries to determine rela-
tions of paths, i.e. sequences of nodes from the root to a node. Each pair of paths is suc-
cessively checked with the different semantic relationships to find the best suitable one 
as the match result. On the one side, an axiom is constructed as the conjunction of all 
relations known from the first step between the nodes of the two paths. On the other side, 
the semantic relationship to be checked is represented as a propositional formula, in 
which each path appears as the conjunction of its nodes. The match problem, i.e., decid-
ing if a particular relationship holds between two paths, is translated to a boolean satisfi-
ability problem by testing if the propositional formula can be derived from the axiom. To 
solve it, S-MATCH exploit established techniques from the SAT field (SAT solvers). 
Mork and Bernstein (2004)
Mork and Bernstein [101] adapt the existing prototypes CUPID and SIMILARITYFLOOD-
ING to perform matching on very large medical ontologies. Their approach merges the 
results of three phases, lexical, structural, and hierarchical matching (i.e., Max aggrega-
tion). Using CUPID, lexical matching identifies concepts with similar names, thereby 
exploiting external dictionaries for synonym and word usage information. Structural 
matching is based on a variant of SIMILARITYFLOODING and searches for concepts with 
similar neighbors. Finally, hierarchical matching identifies concepts with similar descen-
dants. To reduce the match complexity for large ontologies, structural matching only 
focuses on matching relationships, while hierarchical matching only considers direct 
children and grand children.
9.4 Prototype Comparison
We compare our own system COMA++ and eight state-of-the-art match prototypes, 
which include two other schema-based, CUPID and SF, five instance-based, CLIO, LSD, 
GLUE, IMAP, and SEMINT, and the ontology matching tool PROMPT. LSD, GLUE, and 
IMAP are similar in many aspects and thus grouped. In addition to the classification crite-
ria from Section 4.1, we also take further aspects into account in order to characterize an 
entire system and not only its match approach. Table 9.1 focuses on the overall architec-
ture and the representation of schemas and mappings, while Table 9.2 captures the input 
information, the match algorithms, and the execution of the match process. While we 
have to restrict our study to a few candidates due to space reasons, additional prototypes 
can be examined, for example, by their own authors, using our criteria.
Architecture
COMA++, CUPID, SF, and CLIO supports multiple schema languages and aim at solving 
the match problem for different applications. On the other side, LSD, GLUE, IMAP, SEM-
INT, and PROMPT, like the large number of other match prototypes, such as [7, 8, 16, 39, 
41, 42, 49, 53, 54, 62, 64, 68, 71, 81, 87, 91, 92, 100, 131, 134, 141], focus on a specific 
application domain and only consider a particular schema type, such as DTDs, relational 
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COMA++ and PROMPT among the research prototypes and the commercial system CLIO
support a comprehensive graphic user interface.
Table 9.1 Characteristics of representative schema matching prototypes (1)
Criteria
COMA/
COMA++ CUPID SF CLIO
LSD, GLUE, 
IMAP SEMINT PROMPT
Architecture
Generic yes yes yes yes no no no
GUI yes no no yes no no yes
Approach composite hybrid hybrid hybrid composite hybrid composite
Extensibil-
ity
matchers, 
combinations
- - - learners - matchers
Schema Representation
Schema XSD, XDR, 
SQL, OWL 
XDR, 
SQL
SQL, 
RDF
SQL, XSD DTD, Taxono-
mies, SQL
SQL Ontology
Internal 
Rep
directed 
graph
tree RDF 
graph
directed 
graph
attribute-based attributed-
based
directed 
graph
Elements nodes, paths nodes nodes nodes attributes attributes nodes
 Result Representation
Local/glo-
bal card
1:1/m:n 1:1/m:n 1:1/1:1 1:1/1:1 1:1/n:1, IMAP: 
m:n/m:n
m:n/m:n 1:1/m:n
Direction-
ality
undirectional source-
target
undirec-
tional
source-tar-
get
source-target undirec-
tional
source-tar-
get
Mapping 
Expression
- - - query IMAP: func-
tions
- merge sug-
gestions, 
version 
change
Most prototypes combines multiple criteria and properties in a hybrid algorithm, making 
it difficult to extend and improve. COMA/COMA++, GLUE, IMAP, LSD, PROTOPLASM, and 
PROMPT, are a few tools following the composite approach to combine independently 
executed matchers. Accordingly, the extensibility of the composite prototypes consists in 
adding new matchers or learners and new methods for combining their results. Only
COMA++ supports a flexible infrastructure for constructing new matchers and match 
strategies from existing ones.
Schema Representation
Generic match systems typically use directed graphs as the internal schema representa-
tion and provide corresponding parsers to uniformly transform external schemas into the 
internal representation. So far, COMA ++ supports the most comprehensive set of parsers, 
including for XSD, XDR, relational schemas via ODBC, and OWL. To our knowledge, 
COMA++ is the first tool to support distributed (XML) schemas and namespaces. On the 
other side, non-generic, especially instance-based, approaches only use a simple, attrib-
uted-based representation of schemas, such as LSD, GLUE, IMAP, SEMINT, but also 
AUTOMATCH, AUTOPLEX, DUMAS, WISE-INTEGRATOR, and [42, 62, 68, 71, 134].
Mostly, tree-like schemas are assumed, in which all elements have unique contexts, 
allowing to match at the node level. To our knowledge, only COMA/COMA++, CUPID, 
PROTOPLASM, and [87] currently support context-dependent matching to deal with 
graph-like schemas containing shared elements. While CUPID, PROTOPLASM, and [87] 
add multiple copies of entire shared substructures to a schema to resolve all contexts of 
shared elements, COMA and COMA++ consider paths, i.e., sequences of nodes from the 
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TOPLASM, and [87] is to match all contexts, resulting in high complexity for schemas 
with many shared elements. The new strategy FilteredContext of COMA++ was shown to 
perform much faster in cases of shared elements, while offering the quality of the expen-
sive approach to match all contexts.
Mapping Representation
Typically, the match result is represented as a set of correspondences of 1:1 local cardi-
nality. Exceptions include IMAP returning complex matches between combinations of 
elements, and SEMINT, MOMIS, and [62] returning clusters of similar elements, both 
resulting in m:n local cardinality. Mostly, m:n global cardinality is supported, allowing 
one element to occur in multiple correspondences of the same mapping. However, some 
approaches are restricted to 1:1 global cardinality, such as SF as well as AUTOPLEX, 
AUTOMATCH, and DUMAS, allowing an element in one schema to map to at most one ele-
ment in the other schema. Depending on the approach to select match candidates, the 
match result may be directional, distinguishing between the source and target schema, as 
in CUPID, CLIO, LSD, GLUE, IMAP, PROMPT, or undirectional, as in COMA/COMA++, SF, 
and SEMINT (see the next subsection).
The majority of match prototypes only returns a similarity value for a correspondence to 
indicate its plausibility. Beyond that, DIKE and S-MATCH try to identify semantic rela-
tionships, such as synonymy and hypernymy/hyponymy, of schema elements. Based on 
element similarity, PROMPT generates as the match result suggestions how to merge cor-
responding elements or how they have been changed between different ontology ver-
sions (PROMPTDIFF). CLIO, IMAP, and [141] address the query discovery problem and 
also suggest mapping expressions for the correspondences. In particular, CLIO includes a 
query inference engine to identify join paths in the schemas and generate query map-
pings to transform instances from the source into the target schemas. IMAP and [141] try 
to find complex matches, such as arithmetic functions or string concatenations, between 
combinations of schema elements. 
Input Information and Match Algorithms
COMA/COMA++, CUPID, SF and PROMPT only uses schema information for computing 
element similarity. Most commonly exploited element properties include names and data 
type. Besides synonym lookup in external dictionaries, approximate string matching is 
often employed to deal with the cases where no semantic similarity can be derived. Type 
similarity is mostly to be looked up in a compatibility table. Structure represents the next 
important source for match information, typically used to propagate element similarity to 
the neighborhood. For this purpose, the systems utilize containment relationships avail-
able in most schema languages, but also referential constraints in relational schemas 
(COMA++, CUPID), is-a hierarchy (COMA++, PROMPT), and RDF predicates (SF).
On the other side, CLIO, LSD/GLUE/IMAP, and SEMINT largely depend on instance infor-
mation to find attribute correspondences, although some of them also exploit schema 
information, such as element names (CLIO, LSD, GLUE, IMAP), and element hierarchy 
(LSD). Typically, machine learning techniques, such as Naive Bayes, is used to charac-
terize attribute instances (CLIO, LSD, GLUE and IMAP). LSD also uses a Whirl-based 
learner for matching attribute names. SEMINT employs neural networks to compare the 
real metadata derived from attribute instances. 
We observe various forms of reuse, including domain-specific synonyms or constraints 
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Table 9.2 Characteristics of representative schema matching prototypes (2)
Criteria
COMA/
COMA++ CUPID SF CLIO
LSD, 
GLUE, 
IMAP SEMINT PROMPT
Input Information
Element 
properties
name, com-
ment, type
name, type name name name type, length, 
value distri-
bution, ...
name
Structure containment, 
referential, is-
a 
contain-
ment, ref-
erential
RDF 
predicate 
links
- LSD: contain-
ment
- is-a, con-
tainment, 
Instance - - - attribute 
values
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XCLUST), lexical dictionaries like WordNet for semantic relationships (e.g., in MOMIS, 
S-MATCH, OLA, and [42]), vocabularies for instance classification (e.g., county name 
recognition in LSD), schema corpora for additional match information (e.g., in [91, 92]). 
Instance-based approaches reuse manually specified correspondences for training the 
learners (e.g, in LSD, GLUE, IMAP, but also AUTOPLEX, AUTOMATCH, and [131]). On the 
other hand, COMA and COMA++ have generalized the reuse of correspondences for sin-
gle elements to the level of schema fragments and entire schemas. Using a special com-9.4. P R O T O T Y P E  C O M P A R I S O N 9 3
pose operation, previous (fragment- or schema-level) match results sharing a common 
schema can be joined to derive a new mapping. 
Various techniques have been employed to combine the results of individual matchers. 
COMA/COMA++, PROMPT, and several other prototypes, including MOMIS, XCLUST, 
TRANSCM, and WISE-INTEGRATOR, combine matcher-specific similarities using a static 
aggregation method (min, max, weighted, average, or sum). The machine learning-based 
prototypes LSD and GLUE use a meta-learner to automatically derive a weighting scheme 
for similarity aggregation. Except for COMA/COMA++, which supports different alterna-
tives for this purpose, other prototypes are typically restricted to one particular method.
Likewise, there are different methods to select match candidates/correspondences. Many 
prototypes, like COMA/COMA++, CUPID and LSD, perform a directional selection for sin-
gle elements in one schema by ranking the elements in the other schema according to 
their similarity. An absolute or relative cutoff is applied to decide between matching and 
non-matching candidates, resulting in m:n global cardinality. COMA/COMA++ can also 
consider both directions to obtain undirectional match results. Another approach fol-
lowed by, for example, PROMPT is to perform a global (undirectional) selection, i.e., not 
by ranking and selecting elements for single elements but by regarding any pair of ele-
ments satisfying the cutoff as matching. A few systems, such as SF and DUMAS, repre-
sent a similarity matrix as a bipartite graph and identify the maximal weighted matching 
from the graph, leading to undirectional match results of 1:1 global cardinality. Finally, 
some systems, like SEMINT, MOMIS and [62], use clustering techniques for this purpose, 
leading to undirectional match results of m:n local and global cardinality.
Match Execution
We first examine the pre-match effort generally needed by the single prototypes. 
Depending on the reuse capabilities, manual effort is necessary for the specification of 
synonyms (COMA/COMA++, CUPID, LSD) and domain constraints (LSD, GLUE, IMAP). 
Furthermore, the machine learning-based prototypes (LSD, GLUE, IMAP) depend on the 
effort to train the individual learners. These efforts are not needed by other systems that 
do not utilize auxiliary information or learning techniques (SF, CLIO, SEMINT, PROMPT).
While a default configuration is desirable, the flexibility to customize the match opera-
tion is crucial to deal with heterogeneous domains and match problems. Composite pro-
totypes typically allows to select different matchers (COMA/COMA++, LSD, GLUE) and a 
strategy for their combination (COMA/COMA++), while hybrid approaches are more lim-
ited in this aspect and only allow to set relevant weights and thresholds (CUPID, CLIO). 
For SF, different filters can be chosen for match candidate selection. With a pre-speci-
fied configuration, match prototypes typically execute their matchers in a single pass. 
COMA++ also supports an iterative execution of matchers for successive refinement. On 
the other side, several prototypes, such as SF and DIKE, QOM, OLA, and PROMPTDIFF, 
apply fix-point computation to automatically iterate matcher execution.
One important issue for match execution is the scalability to large schemas, which is 
unfortunately ignored by most previous work. Besides our work, matching large sche-
mas currently is only addressed in QOM, PROTOPLASM, and [101]. In particular, QOM
employs simple techniques such as random picking and sorting element names, to iden-
tify candidate upper-level elements, which are worth to descend and match in detail. 
PROTOPLASM proposes to apply a hash-join like match approach and to cache intermedi-
ate match results to improve execution time. [101] restricts element neighborhood to the 
direct children and grandchildren while computing structural similarity of elements. On 94 CHAPTER 9. O T H E R  P R O T O T Y P E S  A N D  C O M P A R I S O N
the other hand, COMA++ supports iterative refinement and relevant elements can be fil-
tered first before matching them and their neighborhood in detailed. Based on this princi-
ple, our FilteredContext and fragment-based strategy were shown to achieve high quality 
and fast execution time for large schemas.
Finally, we examine the support for post-processing of the obtained match results. We 
observe only few prototypes addressing this issue. The GUI of COMA++ visualizes the 
match result and allows the user to scan through the correspondences, to verify and cor-
rect them. Furthermore, various high-level operators are supported for automatic manip-
ulation and combination of mappings. Similar to COMA++, the graphic user interface of 
CLIO also allows the user to add missing and remove wrong correspondences to a match 
result. IMAP offers an interesting component to generate explanations concerning the 
presence/absence and ranking of a predicted correspondence.
9.5 Summary
In this chapter, we surveyed schema matching prototypes published in the recent litera-
ture. The majority of approaches was developed with focus on a specific problem 
instance in mind, making it difficult to adopt for other applications. Schema-based and 
instance-based approaches still form separated worlds, although a combination of both 
would promise to be robust and to achieve good results for many schemas. Furthermore, 
most prototypes do not provide a GUI, making it impossible to study the effectiveness of 
such a component and the role of user feedback in the match process. 
On the other hand, the large number of proposed techniques and algorithms indicates a 
high potential of the solution space. Therefore, like our work in COMA and COMA++, we 
think that it is necessary to develop more powerful and flexible platform for combining 
different match algorithms, especially, from both automatic and manual, as well as 
schema- and instance-based paradigms. While such a solution is promising for treating 
schema matching as an independent problem, it also poses challenges to the integration 
with the consuming applications, such as data integration and data transformation. This 
integration needs to be addressed in future work to practically demonstrate the useful-
ness of schema matching.9.5. S U M M A R Y 9 5
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PART III SCHEMA MATCHING EVALUATION
To prove the practicability of a schema matching system, it is necessary to conduct an 
evaluation simulating the real-world conditions, under which the system will be 
employed. Unfortunately, the evaluations of previous systems were mostly done using 
diverse methodologies, metrics, and data, making it difficult to assess the effectiveness 
of each single system. Therefore a common framework is needed for future evaluations, 
so that they can be better designed and documented, and a comparison between different 
systems and approaches be easier.
This part, spanning from Chapter 10 to Chapter 13, describes our effort towards this 
goal. Chapter 10 introduces the evaluation framework with the major criteria that influ-
ence the effectiveness of a schema matching approach. Chapter 11 and Chapter 12 pre-
sents the results obtained from the evaluation of our COMA/COMA++ system on E-
business schemas of our own selection and bibliographical ontologies specified by an 
ontology alignment contest. In Chapter 13, we use our criteria and the information avail-
able in the literature to review previous evaluations and compare them with our own 
evaluation. Based on the observed strengths and weaknesses, we discuss the problems 
that future system implementations and evaluations should address.

C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 10   EVALUATION CRITERIA
For identifying a solution for a match problem at hand, it is important to understand 
which of the available match techniques performs best, i.e., can reduce the manual work 
required for the match task at hand most effectively. In previous work, to show the effec-
tiveness of a system, the authors have usually demonstrated its application to some real-
world scenarios or conducted a study using a range of schema matching tasks. Unfortu-
nately, the system evaluations were done using diverse methodologies, metrics, and data, 
making it difficult to assess the effectiveness of each single system, not to mention to 
compare their effectiveness. Furthermore, the systems are usually not publicly available 
making it virtually impossible to apply them to a common test problem or benchmark in 
order to obtain a direct quantitative comparison.
As a consequence, a uniform framework is necessary so that future evaluations can be 
documented better, their result be more reproducible, and a comparison between differ-
ent systems and approaches be easier. To establish such an evaluation framework, we 
identify and discuss the major criteria determining the effectiveness of a schema match-
ing approach. In particular, we consider criteria from the following important areas: 
• Input: What kind of input data has been used (schema information, data instances, dic-
tionaries etc.)? The simpler the test problems are and the more auxiliary information is 
used, the more likely the systems can achieve better effectiveness. However, the 
dependence on auxiliary information may also lead to increased preparation effort.
• Output: What information has been included in the match result (mappings between 
attributes or whole tables, nodes or paths etc.)? What is the correct result? The less 
information the systems provide as output, the lower the probability of making errors 
but the higher the post-processing effort may be.
• Quality measures: What metrics have been chosen to quantify the accuracy and com-
pleteness of the match result? Because the evaluations usually use different metrics, it 
is necessary to understand their behavior, i.e., how optimistic or pessimistic their qual-
ity estimation is.
• Effort: How much saving of manual effort is obtained and how is this quantified? 
What kind of manual effort has been measured, for example, pre-match effort (train-
ing of learners, dictionary preparation etc.), and post-match effort (correction and 
improvement of the match output)?
• Runtime performance: How are the CPU, memory, and time requirements and how 
much do these depend on the complexity of the input information (i.e., schemas/
instance data and auxiliary information)? These criteria determine the practicability of 
a system in supporting interactive matching and the ability to scale to large match 
problems.
In the five subsequent sections we elaborate on the criteria of each area in more detail, 
before Section 10.6 concludes the chapter.
10.1 Input: Test Problems and Auxiliary Information
To document the complexity of the test problems, we consider the following information 
about the test schemas:
• Schema language: Different schema languages (relational, XML schemas, etc.) can 
exhibit different features to be exploited by match algorithms. However, relying on 
language-specific features will cause the algorithms to be confined to the particular 
schema type. In current evaluations, we have observed only homogeneous match 
tasks, i.e., matching between schemas of the same type. 
• Number of schemas and match tasks: With a high number of different match tasks, it 
is more likely to achieve a realistic match behavior. Furthermore, the way the match 
tasks are defined can also influence the problem complexity, e.g., matching indepen-
dent schemas with each other vs. matching source schemas to a single global schema. 
• Schema information: Most important is the number of the schema elements for which 
match candidates are to be determined. The bigger the input schemas are, the greater 
the search space for match candidates will be, which often leads to lower match qual-
ity. Furthermore, matchers exploiting specific features will perform better and possi-
bly outperform other matchers when such information is present or given in better 
quality and quantity. 
• Schema similarity: Intuitively, a match task with schemas of the same size becomes 
"harder" if the similarity between them drops, i.e., fewer correspondences exist in 
same search space. Here we refer to schema similarity simply as the ratio between the 
number of matching elements (identified in the manually constructed match result) 
and the number of all elements from both input schemas (the Dice strategy discussed in 
Section 7.3).
• Auxiliary information: Examples are dictionaries or thesauri, or the constraints that 
apply to certain match tasks (e.g., each source element must match at least one target 
element). Availability of such information can greatly improve the result quality.
10.2 Output: Match Result
The output of a match system is a mapping indicating which elements of the input sche-
mas correspond to each other, i.e., match. To assess and to compare the output quality of 
different match systems, we need a uniform representation of the correspondences. Cur-
rently, most match prototypes determine correspondences between schema elements 
(element-level matches [119]) and use similarity values between 0 (strong dissimilarity) 
and 1 (strong similarity) to indicate the plausibility of the correspondences. However, the 
quality and quantity of the correspondences in a match result still depend on several 
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• Element representation: Schema matching systems typically use a graph model for the 
internal representation of schemas. Hence, schema elements may either be represented 
by nodes or paths in the schema graphs which also impacts the representation of corre-
spondences. Figure 10.1 shows a simple match problem with two small (purchase 
order) schemas in directed graph representation; a sample correspondence between 
nodes would be Contact↔ContactPers. However, shared elements, such as Contact-
Pers in S2, exhibit different contexts, i.e., DeliverTo and BillTo, which should be con-
sidered independently. Thus, some systems return matches between paths, e.g., 
Contact↔DeliverTo.ContactPers. Considering paths possibly leads to more elements, 
for which match candidates can be individually determined, and thus, possibly to more 
correspondences. Furthermore, the paths implicitly include valuable join information 
that can be utilized for generating the mapping expressions.
• Cardinality: An element from one schema can participate in zero, one or several corre-
spondences (global cardinality of 1:1, 1:n/n:1, or n:m). Moreover, within a correspon-
dence one or more elements of the first schema may be matched with one or more 
elements of the second schema (local cardinality of 1:1, 1:n/n:1, n:m) (see Section 
4.6). For example, in Figure 10.1, Contact of S1 may be matched to both Deliv-
erTo.ContactPers and BillTo.ContactPers of S2. Grouping these two match relation-
ships within a single correspondence, we have 1:n local cardinality. Representing 
them as two separate correspondences leads to 1:n global and 1:1 local cardinality. 
Most match approaches are restricted to 1:1 local cardinality by selecting for a schema 
element the most similar one from the other schema as the match candidate.
Figure 10.1 Schema examples for a simple match task 
Legends:
DeliverTo
ContactPers
Name Address Phone
BillTo
S2
Name Address
Contact
Phone
S1
Containment link
Schema node
10.3 Quality Measures
To provide a basis for evaluating the quality of automatic match strategies, the match 
task first has to be manually solved. The obtained real match result can be used as the 
"gold standard" to assess the quality of the result automatically determined by the match 
system. Comparing the automatically derived correspondences with the real correspon-
dences results in the sets shown in Figure 10.2 that can be used to define quality mea-
sures for schema matching. In particular, the set of automatically derived 
correspondences is comprised of B, the true positives or correct correspondences, and C, 
the false positives or false correspondences. False negatives, A, are correspondences 
needed but not automatically identified. Finally, true negatives, D, are false correspon-
dences, which have also been correctly discarded by the match operation. Intuitively, 
both false negatives and false positives reduce the match quality. The union of all sets A, 
B, C, D represents the cross-product of the element sets of two input schemas.
Based on the cardinality of these sets, two common measures, Precision and Recall, 
which actually originate from the Information Retrieval field, can be computed:10.3. Q U A L I T Y  M E A S U R E S 1 0 1
Figure 10.2 Comparing real and automatically derived correspondences
Real correspondences Suggested correspondences
A B C
A: False negatives
B: True positives
C: False positives
D: True negativesD
• Precision reflects the share of real correspondences among all found ones:
CB
B
Precision +=
• Recall specifies the share of real correspondences that is found:
BA
B
Recall +=
In the ideal case, when no false negatives and false positives are returned, we have Preci-
sion=Recall=1. However, neither Precision nor Recall alone can accurately assess the 
match quality. In particular, Recall can easily be maximized at the expense of a poor Pre-
cision by returning as many correspondences as possible, for example, the cross product 
of two input schemas. On the other side, a high Precision can be achieved at the expense 
of a poor Recall by returning only few but correct correspondences.
Hence it is necessary to consider both measures or a combined measure. Several com-
bined measures have been proposed so far, in particular:
•
( ) ( ) RecallPrecision
RecallPrecision
CBA
B
measureF
**1
*
**1
)( ααααα +−=++−=
Fmeasure(α) also stems from the Information Retrieval field [132]. The intuition 
behind this parametrized measure (0≤α≤1) is to allow different relative importance to 
be attached to Precision and Recall. In particular, Fmeasure(α) converges to Precision, 
when α converges to 1, i.e., no importance is attached to Recall; and Fmeasure(α) 
converges to Recall, when α converges to 0, i.e., no importance is attached to Preci-
sion. When Precision and Recall are considered equally important, i.e., α=0.5, we 
have the following combined measure:
•
( ) ( ) RecallPrecision RecallPrecisionCBBA
B
measureF +=+++=
**2
*2
Fmeasure represents the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall and is the most com-
mon variant of Fmeasure(α) in Information Retrieval. Currently, it is used among oth-
ers in [42, 92, 126] for estimating match quality.102 CHAPTER 10. E V A L U A T I O N  C R I T E R I A
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Overall has been introduced in [93] under the name Accuracy and is also used in [29]. 
Unlike Fmeasure(α), Overall was developed specifically in the schema matching con-
text and embodies the idea to quantify the post-match effort needed for adding false 
negatives and removing false positives.
To compare the behavior of Fmeasure and Overall, Figure 10.3 shows them as functions 
of Precision and Recall, respectively. Apparently, Fmeasure is much more optimistic 
than Overall. For the same Precision and Recall values, Fmeasure is much higher than 
Overall. On the other side, Overall is more sensitive to Precision than to Recall. In par-
ticular, Overall quickly degrades to 0 when Precision decreases to 0.5. If the number of 
the false positives exceeds the number of the true positives, i.e., Precision<0.5, Overall 
can have arbitrary negative values, while the minimum value of the other measures is 0. 
Both Fmeasure and Overall reach their highest value 1.0 with Precision=Recall=1.0. In 
all other cases, while the value of Fmeasure is within the range determined by Precision 
and Recall, Overall is smaller than both Precision and Recall.
Figure 10.3 Fmeasure and Overall as functions of Precision and Recall
10.4 Methodology: What Effort is Measured and How
Given that the main purpose of automatic schema matching is to reduce the amount of 
manual work, quantifying the user effort still needed is a major requirement. However 
this is difficult because of many subjective aspects involved and thus a largely unsolved 
problem. To assess the manual effort, one should consider both the pre-match effort 
required before an automatic matcher can run as well as the post-match effort to add the 
false negatives to and to remove the false positives from the final match result. In fact, 
extensive manual effort may wipe out a large fraction of the labor savings obtained 
through the automatic matcher and therefore needs to be specified precisely.10.4. M E T H O D O L O G Y :  W H A T  E F F O R T  I S  M E A S U R E D  A N D  H O W 1 0 3
Pre-match effort includes:
• Training of the machine learning-based matchers
• Configuration of the various parameters of the match algorithms, e.g., setting different 
threshold and weight values
• Specification of auxiliary information, such as domain synonyms and constraints
In all evaluations so far the pre-match effort has not been taken into account for deter-
mining the quality of a match system or approach.
The simple measures Recall and Precision only partially consider the post-match effort. 
In particular, while 1−Recall gives an estimate for the effort to add false negatives, 1−
Precision can be regarded as an estimate for the effort to remove false positives. In con-
trast, the combined measures Fmeasure(α) and Overall take both kinds of effort into 
account. Overall assumes equal effort to remove false positives and to identify false neg-
atives although the latter may require manual searching in the input schemas. On the 
other hand, the parameterization of Fmeasure(α) already allows to apply individual cost 
weighting schemes. However, determining that a match is correct requires extra work 
not considered in both Overall and Fmeasure(α).
Unfortunately, the effort associated with such manual pre-match and post-match opera-
tions varies heavily with the background knowledge and cognitive abilities of users, their 
familiarity with tools, the usability of tools (e.g., available GUI features such as zoom-
ing, highlighting the most likely matches by thick lines, graying out the unlikely ones 
etc.) making it difficult to capture the cost in a general way.
Finally, the specification of the real match result depends on the individual user percep-
tion about correct and false correspondences as well as on the application context. 
Hence, the match quality can differ from user to user and from application to application 
given the same input schemas. This effect can be limited to some extent by consulting 
different users to obtain multiple subjective real match results [93].
10.5 Runtime Performance
As no fully automatic solution is possible, automatic schema matching should effectively 
assist the user in interactively and iteratively solving the match problem. Besides the 
accuracy of match predictions and the capabilities of the user interface, the acceptance 
and practicability of a match system are further determined by its runtime performance, 
which can largely be characterized by the CPU and memory requirements, and most 
importantly, the observed execution times. Unfortunately, previous evaluations mostly 
ignore these aspects and often assume that matching is an offline process.
Typically, the performance of a match approach depends on the size and complexity of 
the input information to be processed, i.e., the number of schema elements, the amount 
of instance data, and auxiliary sources, such as synonym dictionaries. Match algorithms 
are intensive, usually requiring quadratic complexity to compare all elements of the input 
schemas with each other. Hence, it is important to study the behavior of a match 
approach for problems of different sizes and to estimate its scalability for large schemas. 
This requires a careful design of the test problems and detailed documentation of the test 
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10.6 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced and discussed the major criteria influencing the effective-
ness of a schema matching approach, in particular, the chosen test problems, the repre-
sentation of the match results, the design of the experiments, the metrics used to quantify 
the match quality and the amount of saved manual effort, and the runtime performance. 
We hope that our criteria provide a useful framework for conducting and describing 
future evaluations, so that their results can be more reproducible and a comparison 
between different systems be easier.10.6. S U M M A R Y 1 0 5
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CHAPTER 11   COMA++ EVALUATION: SCHEMA MATCHING
Following the criteria described in the last chapter, we performed several comprehensive 
evaluations of COMA++ on complex real-world schemas, including large E-business 
standards. The main goal was to systematically investigate the impact of different combi-
nation strategies, i.e., for aggregation, direction, selection, computation of combined 
similarity, on match quality, and to compare the quality and execution time of different 
match strategies, i.e., for context-dependent and fragment-based matching, and of differ-
ent matchers, i.e., single matchers and their combinations, with reuse and no reuse. In 
this chapter, we first describe the test schemas and experiment design, and then discuss 
our findings and insights obtained in the single evaluations.
11.1 Test Schemas and Series
For our evaluations we used five XDR schemas for purchase orders (PO), CIDX, Excel, 
Noris, Paragon, and Apertum, originally taken from www.biztalk.org, and two XSD E-
business standards, OpenTrans (www.opentrans.org) and XcblOrder (www.xcbl.org). 
For short, we refer to them as 1, 2, ..., 7, respectively. Table 11.1 summarizes the charac-
teristics about the test schemas. In all schemas, the number of paths is different from the 
number of nodes, indicating the use of shared elements. The high ratio of shared ele-
ments lead to a high number of paths to be considered. Unlike the PO schemas, the E-
business standards contain several subschemas, indicated by the number of the schema 
roots. They also exhibit a more deeply nested structure, resulting in longer paths.
Table 11.1 Characteristics of the test schemas
No Name Type Nodes/Paths
Root/Inner/Leaf/Shared 
Nodes
Max/Avg 
Path Len
1 CIDX XDR 27 / 34 1 / 7 / 20 / 7 4 / 2.9
2 Excel 32 / 48 1 / 9 / 23 / 11 4 / 3.5
3 Noris 46 / 65 1 / 8 / 38 / 18 4 / 3.2
4 Paragon 59 / 77 1 / 11 / 48 / 13 6 / 3.6
5 Apertum 74 / 136 1 / 22 / 52 / 24 5 / 3.6
6 OpenTrans XSD 195 / 2,500 8 / 85 / 110 / 129 11 / 7.0
7 XcblOrder 843 / 26,228 10 / 382 / 461 / 702 18 / 8.8
 
In order to examine the impact of schema size, we organized the schemas in three series
with different complexity, Small, Medium, and Large, as shown in Table 11.2. The average 
problem size for each series is indicated by the average number of the source and target 
nodes and paths. The Small series matches the PO schemas against each other, resulting 
in ten tasks, which are the same tasks in the first evaluation of COMA [29]. The Medium
series matches the PO schemas against OpenTrans, respectively, resulting in five tasks. 
The Large series consists of one match task involving the two large schemas OpenTrans 
and XcblOrder.
For each task, we manually derived the real match result by specifying all relevant corre-
spondences between paths, i.e., element contexts, of the input schemas. Table 11.2 also 
shows the average number of the required correspondences, the average number and 
ratio of global 1:1 correspondences, and the average schema similarity in each series. We 
observe for all series that only around half of the correspondences are unique 1:1 match 
relationships and the remaining constitute m:n global correspondences. Schema similar-
ity was computed by applying the Dice strategy (the ratio of the matching paths over all 
paths in both input schemas - see Section 7.3) on the real match results. Due to the large 
size of OpenTrans and XcblOrder, schema similarity is very small in their series. In the 
Large series, for example, only 331 correspondences are required from a huge search 
space, i.e., the cross-product, of 2,500 x 26,228 paths.
Table 11.2 Statistics of the test series
Series Tasks
Avg Source 
Nodes/Paths
Avg Target 
Nodes/Paths
Avg 
Corresp
Avg Global 
1:1 Corresp
Avg 
Schema Sim
Small 10 36 / 49 60 / 95 48 25 / 55% 0.57
Medium 5 48 / 72 195 / 2,500 55 36 / 68% 0.04
Large 1 195 / 2,500 843 / 26,228 331 159 / 48% 0.02
To illustrate the hardness of matching large schemas with shared elements, we now take 
a closer look at the largest match task OpenTrans-XcblOrder. Figure 11.1a and b show 
the distribution of nodes w.r.t. the number of their paths in the two schemas. The number 
of unique nodes (i.e having only 1 path) is 66 in OpenTrans and 141 in XcblOrder. Com-
paring with Table 11.1, we can see that most nodes in both schemas have multiple con-
texts. Furthermore, there are several "generic" elements (e.g., Type in OpenTrans and 
Ident in XcblOrder), which are widely shared and thus yield very high numbers of paths 
(up to 160 in OpenTrans and 700 in XcblOrder). Figure 11.1c shows the global cardinal-
ities of the real match result between the two schemas. Only around half of the corre-
spondences (159 out of 331) also represent unique 1:1 match relationships. The 
remaining encode global m:n match relationships, especially 1:2. In such cases, the 
approach to select the best match candidates (Max1), as often employed by previous 
work, would lead to missing correspondences. Furthermore, the large number of paths 
essentially aggravates the scalability problem of the AllContext match strategy.
11.2 Experiment Design
To determine the effectiveness of the match operation, we used COMA/COMA++ only in 
automatic mode in our evaluations, i.e., we did not consider possible improvements by 
user feedback or manual refinements. The result returned by the automatic match opera-
tion was directly compared against the corresponding manually determined match result 
to compute four quality measures, Precision, Recall, Fmeasure and Overall.11 Because of 
the unequal importance of Precision and Recall in Overall (see Section 10.3), we mostly 108 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
Figure 11.1 Shared elements and match cardinalities in the Large series
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use Fmeasure to rank the observed match quality in our discussion. Still, when appropri-
ate, we show the values of all four measures for a comparison.
Each series defined in Section 11.1 was executed a number of times, in each of which we 
applied a different configuration, i.e., a match strategy, a fragment type, a matcher com-
bination, and a tuple of strategies for similarity combination, to solve the match tasks of 
the series. Hereafter, we denote each execution of a series as an experiment comprising 
the match operations using a particular configuration and the match results obtained for 
the tasks in the series. The quality measures were first determined for the single match 
tasks and then averaged over all tasks in the experiment. When talking about match qual-
ity of an experiment, we refer to the average values of the measures, i.e., average Preci-
sion, average Fmeasure, etc.
Due to the flexibility of COMA/COMA++ in configuring match strategies and matchers, 
an exhaustive evaluation to investigate the effectiveness of all possible configurations is 
virtually impossible. Furthermore, it is difficult to investigate all match parameters at the 
same time. Therefore, we performed three following evaluations successively investigat-
ing different aspects of match processing in COMA/COMA++:
1 Evaluation of combination strategies: This evaluation aimed at identifying the best 
strategies for similarity combination, i.e., aggregation, direction, selection, and com-
puting combined similarity, in order to specify as the default strategies for combining 
matchers.
2 Evaluation of match strategies and matchers: This evaluation compared the context-
dependent match strategies, NoContext, AllContext, and FilteredContext, applied on dif-
ferent fragment types, i.e., Schema, Subschema, and Shared.
3 Evaluation of reuse strategies: This evaluation compared the quality of various reuse 
possibilities supported by the Reuse matcher and its combination with the no-reuse 
matchers.
For semantic name matching in the Synonym matcher, we constructed a synonym file 
with 22 trivial abbreviations, such as no and num for number, and 40 domain-specific 
synonyms, such as (ship, deliver), (bill, invoice). This auxiliary information was used 
uniformly in all three evaluations. All time measurements were performed using Sun 
Java 1.4.2 libraries on a Linux machine equipped with a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon processor 
and 1GB RAM.
11. Recall that the correspondences in our match results capture single pairs of matching elements, i.e., lo-
cal 1:1 cardinality. A global 1:n/n:1 match will be represented and counted as n correspondences.11.2. E X P E R I M E N T  D E S I G N 1 0 9
The three evaluations are discussed in Section 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5, respectively. For 
each evaluation, we begin with a more detailed description of the test methodology 
before discussing our findings. Finally, Section 11.6 summarizes the most important 
results obtained from all evaluations of COMA++.
11.3 Combination Strategies
Methodology
To determine the best combination strategies, we performed a systematic evaluation for 
all relevant matchers and combination strategies (see Table 11.3). Due to high number of 
possible configurations, we considered in this evaluation only the Small series and the All-
Context match strategy, which consists of a single iteration of similarity combination and 
hence suits best for this purpose. Furthermore, we only tested the more powerful com-
bined matchers and their combinations, as the hybrid matchers do not perform well due 
to their limited focus. As element comments are not available in most test schemas, we 
did not consider the Comment matcher in this evaluation. We observe that NamePath out-
performs all other matchers due to the ability to distinguish between different contexts of 
shared elements [29]. Therefore, we only report the results for the most promising 
matcher combinations involving NamePath and 7 other combined matchers, i.e., Name, 
NameType, NameStat, Children, Leaves, Parents, and Siblings, resulting in 127 combinations 
in addition to the single NamePath matcher.
Table 11.3 Test configuration for combination strategies
Matcher Aggregation Direction Selection Combined Sim
1 single NamePath - LargeSmall
SmallLarge
Both
MaxN(1-4)
Delta(0.001-0.01)
Thr(0.3-1.0)
Thr(0.5)+ MaxN(1-4)
Thr(0.5)+ Delta(0.001-0.01)
Average
Dice127 Combinations Max
Average
Min
Sum: 128 3 3 28 2
12
Each matcher/matcher combination was exhaustively tested with all possible combina-
tions of the strategies for aggregation, direction, selection, and computation of combined 
similarity, whereby the aggregation strategies are not relevant for a single matcher. The 
Weighted aggregation strategy was not considered because we did not want to make any 
assumption about the importance of the individual matchers. For each selection strategy, 
we chose a generous parameter range, in which the best result is to be expected. In par-
ticular, we tested MaxN with up to 4 candidates, MaxDelta (or short Delta) with 6 relative 
Delta values between 0.001 and 0.01, Threshold (or short Thr) with 8 threshold values 
between 0.3 and 1.0. Furthermore, we tested the combinations of MaxN and MaxDelta, 
respectively, with Threshold using a low threshold of 0.5. To test the strategies for com-
puting combined similarity, we set the configuration of the combined matchers uni-
formly to either the Average or Dice strategy.
12. The previous evaluation of COMA [29] only considered pair-wise combinations of matchers and the 
combination of all matchers (All). Here, we re-performed the evaluation on COMA++ and also tested 
with combinations of 3, 4, ..., 8 matchers.110 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
In the rest of this section, we first describe our general observations and then discuss the 
quality of the strategies for single combination steps, i.e., aggregation, direction, selec-
tion, and computing combined similarity, respectively, and the quality of their combined 
use.
Figure 11.2 Best average quality and experiment distribution w.r.t Fmeasure
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General Observations
Figure 11.2a shows the best average quality for the 10 match tasks of the Small series. 
For the PO schemas in the Small series, we achieve high accuracy with the best average 
Precision, Recall, Fmeasure, and Overall of 0.94, 0.84, 0.89, and 0.79, respectively. 
Compared to the best average quality observed in the earlier evaluation of COMA for the 
no-reuse matcher combinations [29], Precision 0.95, Recall 0.78, Fmeasure 0.85, and 
Overall 0.73, we can see an improvement of Recall, Fmeasure, and Overall by 7%, 4% 
and 6%, respectively. This is possible due to the new matchers NameStat, Parents, and 
Siblings added to COMA++.
Figure 11.2b shows the distribution of the 64,176 performed experiments with respect to 
different Fmeasure ranges. In particular, the x-axis covers the entire value range of 
Fmeasure, [0-1], which is divided into successive ranges of constant size [0.0-0.1), [0.1-
0.2), ..., [0.8-0.9), and [0.9-1.0). The y-axis shows the number of the experiments with 
average Fmeasure within a particular range. We observe that around two thirds of the 
experiments exhibit a low or moderate quality with average Fmeasure below 0.5. On the 
other side, no experiment achieves an average Fmeasure greater than 0.9.
Due to the exhaustive evaluation, the alternative strategies for a combination step, such 
as Min, Max, and Average for aggregation, are each involved in the same number of exper-
iments. We make use of this observation and compare the strategies according to the dis-
tribution of their experiments over the Fmeasure ranges. For this purpose, we determine 
for each strategy the share of its experiments in each Fmeasure range, i.e., the ratio of the 
experiments involving it over all experiments in the range. The distribution of the exper-
iments indicates the quality of the respective strategy: a strategy of high quality should 
show a high presence, i.e., high experiment share, in higher Fmeasure ranges.
Aggregation
Figure 11.3 shows the distribution of the experiments, and the best average Fmeasure 
and Overall for each aggregation strategy. Despite their unproportional appearance, each 
strategy is involved in 21,336 experiments. We observe that Max is only represented in 
Fmeasure ranges below 0.6 and achieves the best average quality with Fmeasure 0.55 11.3. C O M B I N A T I O N  S T R A T E G I E S 1 1 1
Figure 11.3 Experiment distribution and quality for aggregation
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and Overall 0.15. This is because of, first, the optimistic nature of Max, and second, the 
inaccuracy of the combined matchers, which, except for NamePath, do not consider ele-
ment contexts. In such cases, the pessimistic strategy Min and compensating strategy 
Average are more stable. While both can reach the highest Fmeasure range beyond 0.8, 
the experiments with Average dominates this range with a high ratio of 90% of all exper-
iments encountered in the range. Furthermore, with Average we can also achieve a better 
quality (Fmeasure 0.89, Overall 0.79 - the best average quality for the Small series) than 
with Min (Fmeasure 0.86, Overall 0.75). Thus, while Max is only suitable for combining 
accurate matchers, Min and Average are also able to cope with inaccurate ones.
Figure 11.4 Experiment distribution and quality for direction
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A) Direction (21392 exp/strategy)
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Figure 11.4 show the distribution of the experiments and the best average quality for the 
direction strategies, each of which yields 21,392 experiments. SmallLarge is only repre-
sented in Fmeasure ranges below 0.7, while LargeSmall and Both can reach average Fmea-
sure beyond 0.8. The highest range of Fmeasure>0.8 is dominated by Both, which takes 
up about 90% of the experiments encountered in the range. This shows the impact of the 
different size between the source and the target schema on the quality of directional 
matching. SmallLarge tries to find match candidates from the smaller source schema for 
the larger target schema, resulting in a larger match result apparently with a greater inac-112 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
curacy than for LargeSmall. On the other side, Both can produce much better results than 
both LargeSmall and SmallLarge and is less sensitive to the size of the input schemas. Both
also yields the best average quality for the Small series with Fmeasure 0.89 and Overall 
0.79, which are much higher than those of the directional approaches.
Figure 11.5 Experiment distribution and quality for selection
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Selection
From the many tested selection strategies, we first determined the most effective param-
eter settings for each approach. Figure 11.5 shows the distribution of the experiments 
and the best average Fmeasure and Overall for these selection strategies. Each strategy is 
involved in 2,292 experiments. The Threshold approach shows the worst result, indicating 
the difficulty of choosing an appropriate threshold for many match tasks. The average 
Fmeasure values for its best variant Thr(0.8) are always below 0.7 with a maximum of 
only 0.63, which corresponds to a much lower Overall value, 0.37. The remaining strate-
gies, i.e., MaxN(1) and Thr(0.5)+MaxN(1), Delta(0.008), and Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.008) can 
produce average Fmeasure greater than 0.8. In particular, the combination with Thr(0.5) 
improves slightly the quality of the single strategies MaxN(1) and Delta(0.008). Due to the 
high number of 1:n matches, MaxN(1) and Thr(0.5)+MaxN(1) miss some correspondences 
and show slightly worse quality than Delta(0.008) and Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.008). In particu-
lar, Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.008) also yields the best average quality in this evaluation with 
Fmeasure 0.89 and Overall 0.79. 
Computation of Combined Similarity
We observe in general some degradation of match quality using Dice, compared to Aver-
age, for computing combined similarity in the combined matchers. As we can see in Fig-
ure 11.6, Dice and Average yield 32,088 experiments, respectively, and are quite 
competitive with each other. However, in the highest Fmeasure range (>0.8), Average is 
represented in 60% of the experiments and thus dominates over Dice. With Average, we 
also obtain the best quality of average Fmeasure 0.89 and average Overall 0.79, which is 
slightly better than the best average quality achieved using Dice. Thus, we choose Aver-
age as the default strategy for computing combined similarity in our combined matchers.11.3. C O M B I N A T I O N  S T R A T E G I E S 1 1 3
Figure 11.6 Experiment distribution and quality for combined similarity
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Combined Use of Strategies
So far, the results indicate that the best single strategies for aggregation, direction, selec-
tion and computation of combined similarity are Average, Both, Thresh-
old(0.5)+Delta(0.008) or Delta(0.008), and Average, respectively. To verify whether the 
combined use of these strategies can also yield the best match results, we identify the 
best experiment (with the highest average Fmeasure) for each matcher/matcher combina-
tion and examine the employed combination strategies. Table 11.4 shows the occurrence 
of the combination strategies in 128 experiments for the single matcher NamePath and 
127 matcher combinations. In particular, we can make the following observations:
Table 11.4 Occurrence of combination strategies in the best experiments
Step Strategy Occurrence Sum
Aggregation Average 124 127
Min 3
Max 0
Direction Both 128 128
LargeSmall 0
SmallLarge 0
Selection Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.01) 44 128
Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.008) 28
Thr(0.5)+Delta(0.006) 22
Delta(0.008) 11
Delta(0.01) 10
Others (4 strategies) 13
Combined Sim Average 117 128
Dice 11
 
• 124 of 127 matcher combinations achieve their best quality with Average for aggrega-
tion. Min is observe only for 3 matcher combinations. (Recall that aggregation is not 
needed for single matchers.) 
• All 128 matchers/matcher combinations employ Both as direction in their best config-
uration.114 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
• Most matchers/matcher combinations achieve their best quality using the combined 
strategy of Threshold and MaxDelta for selection. The best Delta values are 0.01, 0.008, 
and 0.006, observed for 44, 28, and 22 matcher combinations, respectively.
• Most of 128 matchers/matcher combinations use Average for computing combined 
similarity. Dice yields the best quality for only 11 matchers/matcher combinations.
Average, Both, and Average are clearly the best strategies for aggregation, direction, and 
computing combined similarity, respectively, and thus specified as the default strategies 
for the corresponding steps. While the combination Threshold(0.5)+MaxDelta is identified 
as the best strategy for selection, the choice of an appropriate Delta value is still an open 
issue. Therefore, we also considered this in the next evaluations to obtain better insights 
on this parameter. In particular, we found out later on that the quality of the Delta value 
largely depends on the match strategy employed, the size of input schemas, and the num-
ber of matchers involved.
11.4 Match Strategies and Matchers
Methodology
The main goal of this evaluation was to compare the effectiveness and time performance 
of different context-dependent match strategies, and to investigate the impact of other 
parameters on match quality, such as fragment types, matchers, and schema size. We 
performed test experiments with all three series, Small, Medium, and Large. Based on the 
insights from the first evaluation, we focused on the parameters most likely to yield the 
best quality:
• We applied the match strategies NoContext, AllContext and FilteredContext to the frag-
ment types, Schema, Subschema and Shared, respectively. For short, we denote them 
hereafter as NoC+Schema, AllC+Schema, FiltC+Schema, etc. Each was tested with the 
same matcher combinations and combination strategies as follows.
• As pointed out in the previous evaluation, considering hierarchical names as imple-
mented in NamePath is a prerequisite to achieve high quality in context-dependent 
matching. Like in the last evaluation, we only considered NamePath as a single 
matcher and 127 different combinations of NamePath with 7 other combined matchers 
(excluding the Comment matcher), resulting in 128 alternatives altogether.
• We used the best combination strategies identified in the previous evaluation as pre-
sets to combine the matchers, in particular, Average for aggregation, Both for direction, 
and Average for computing combined similarity. For selection, we used the combined 
strategy Threshold+MaxDelta. In particular, MaxDelta is able to dynamically vary the 
number of match candidates for each element according to their similarities, and thus, 
can best deal with m:n match cardinalities for schemas with many shared elements, 
such as OpenTrans and XcblOrder. Like in the last evaluation, we varied the relative 
tolerance range Delta between 6 data points 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and 
0.01, while fixing the Threshold value to 0.5.
Performance of Context-dependent Match Strategies
We first compare the quality of the context-dependent match strategies across the differ-
ent test series. Figure 11.7a shows the best average Fmeasure of NoContext13, AllContext, 
and FilteredContext applied to match complete schemas (i.e., with fragment type Schema). 
In general, match quality decreases with increasing schema size. Compared to the other 11.4. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S  A N D  M A T C H E R S 1 1 5
Table 11.5 Test configuration for match strategies
Series Strategy Fragment Matcher Similarity Combination
Small
Medium
Large
NoContext
AllContext
FilteredCon-
text
Schema
Subschema
Shared
1 single Name-
Path
127 combinations 
of NamePath
Aggregation: Average
Direction: Both
Selection: Threshold(0.5)+MaxDelta(0.001-0.01)
Combined Similarity: Average
Sum: 3 3 3 128 6
strategies, NoContext shows the worst quality in all series as shared elements in the input 
schemas lead to many wrong correspondences. With the increasing ratio of shared ele-
ments in input schemas from the Small series to the Large series, average Fmeasure of 
NoContext decreases from 0.6 to 0 due to degrading precision. On the other side, AllCon-
text and FilteredContext are very competitive with each other. Although performing 
slightly worse than AllContext in the Small series, FilteredContext achieves almost the same 
quality as AllContext in the Medium and Large series. The best average Fmeasure achieved 
is 0.89, 0.68, and 0.66 for the Small, Medium and Large series, respectively, which are 
quite promising, especially if considering the complexity of the match tasks.
Figure 11.7 Quality and execution times of context-based match strategies
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Besides match quality, execution time is another critical factor for the practicability of a 
match strategy. We thus estimate the time range required by each strategy by testing it 
with two extreme matcher combinations, the least expensive approach only using the sin-
gle matcher NamePath, and the most expensive approach utilizing all 8 combined match-
ers, hereafter All. Figure 11.7b shows the average execution times of the match strategies 
observed in the single series. In general, execution time increases with schema size and 
the number of involved matchers. In the Small and Medium series, all three strategies per-
form similarly, however, exhibit largely differing execution times in the Large series. In 
particular, AllContext using NamePath and All requires about 7 and 10 minutes, respec-
13. The manually derived match results, i.e., the gold standard, contain correspondences between paths. 
Therefore, to determine the quality of NoContext results, node correspondences are transformed to path 
correspondences by specifying all path pairs of two matching nodes as correspondences. This also 
truthfully represents the context-independent nature of NoContext.116 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
tively, to solve the OpenTrans-XcblOrder match task, while the other strategies, even 
with All, require only around 50 seconds for the same match task. Furthermore, we 
observe in general similar execution times between NoContext and FilteredContext, indicat-
ing the high efficiency of FilteredContext to obtain context-dependent match results.
Performance of Fragment-based Match Strategies
We now examine the performance of the context-dependent match strategies applied to 
different fragment types. Due to the low quality of NoContext, we do not consider it fur-
ther but only report the results for the remaining strategies, AllContext and FilteredContext. 
Figure 11.8a shows the best average Fmeasure of the match strategies for the single 
series. In the Small series, matching complete schemas using AllC+Schema and 
FiltC+Schema yields the same quality as matching subschemas using AllC+Subschema and 
FiltC+Subschema, respectively, as the PO schemas do not have subschemas. However, in 
the Medium and Large series, both AllContext and FilteredContext yield slightly better qual-
ity with Subschema than with Schema due to the reduced search space in the former case. 
Using Shared fragments, as in AllC+Shared and FiltC+Shared, generally performs worse 
than other fragment strategies due to incomplete schema coverage. However, it is still 
promising for schemas with a high ratio of shared elements like OpenTrans and 
XcblOrder. 
Figure 11.8 Quality and execution times of fragment-based match strategies
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Figure 11.8b shows the execution times of different fragment-based match strategies for 
the Large series. AllC+Shared does not improve execution time over AllC+Schema despite 
the reduced fragment size. This is because of the high number of shared elements, i.e., 
fragments, which requires to match almost the complete schemas in order to identify 
similar fragments and their matching contexts. Only combined with Subschema, AllCon-
text is feasible for large schemas. In particular, AllC+Subschema using NamePath and All
requires only around 40 and 100 seconds, respectively, for the OpenTrans-XcblOrder 
match task. On the other side, FilteredContext generally shows very good time perfor-
mance and thus represents the better match strategy for large schemas. In particular, the 
three fragment types yield similar execution times of less than 5 seconds using NamePath
and around 40 seconds using All for the same match task.11.4. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S  A N D  M A T C H E R S 1 1 7
Impact of Matchers and Delta
To investigate the impact of the employed matcher combination and Delta value, we 
determine the value range, i.e., the minimum, maximum and average, of average Fmea-
sure achieved by all 128 matchers/matcher combinations for each Delta value in the sin-
gle series. Due to the similar behavior across fragment types, we only show the results 
for AllContext and FilteredContext with Schema. In Figure 11.9, each diagram illustrates 
one match strategy in one series with the x-axis representing the Delta values and the y-
axis the Fmeasure values. The vertical line at a Delta value represents the value range of 
average Fmeasure achieved by the 128 matchers/matcher combinations with the corre-
sponding Delta value, while the curve in a diagram connects the average of average 
Fmeasure across different Delta values.
Figure 11.9 Quality variation of AllContext and FilteredContext
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We first take a look at AllContext (top row in Figure 11.9). In the Small series, the quality 
variation at each Delta value is relatively small, indicating the robustness against the 
choice of matchers. The average values are close to the maximum, indicating the high 
quality of most matcher combinations. The best quality is achieved with Delta between 
0.006 or 0.008. With increasing schema size, the variation range at each Delta value 
increases significantly and the quality degrades with increasing Delta. For the Medium
and Large series, the best quality is only to be achieved with the smallest Delta, 0.001. 
This is to be explained with the fact that a very high number of candidate correspon-
dences is found in the same similarity space [0, 1]. The average Fmeasure value for the 
smallest Delta is closest to the maximum, indicating that most matcher combinations still 
perform well with this Delta value.
As for the FilteredContext strategy (bottom row in Figure 11.9), we notice a large variation 
range of average Fmeasure in all series. However, the average values are mostly close to 
the maximum, indicating that most matcher combinations achieve good quality and only 
few are outliers with bad quality. Furthermore, FilteredContext is more robust against the 
choice of Delta than AllContext, thereby limiting tuning effort. In particular, the average 
values of average Fmeasure remain in all series almost constant despite increasing Delta.
Choice of Matchers
Given a library of individual matchers, one important question is the choice of a matcher 
combination for a given match task. We approach this by first analyzing the statistics of 118 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
the best matcher combinations. We rank all matchers/matcher combinations (128) in the 
ascending order according to their best average Fmeasure in each series. Focusing on the 
10 best matcher combinations, we determine the average number of the involved match-
ers and the occurrence of the single matchers, i.e., the number of the matcher combina-
tions involving a particular matcher. As NamePath is contained in all matcher 
combinations, we omit it from this analysis. 
Figure 11.10 Matcher occurrence in 10 best matcher combinations
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Due to the similar behavior across fragment types, we only show the results for AllContext
and FilteredContext with Schema in Figure 11.10. We observe in Figure 11.10a that with 
increasing schema size, less matchers should be combined. AllContext is more sensitive 
than FilteredContext to this aspect. In particular, the 10 best matcher combinations of All-
Context involve around 4-5 matchers in the Small series, and around 3 matchers in the 
Medium and Large series. On the other side, those of FilteredContext generally involve 
around 4 matchers in all series.
Figure 11.10b and c show the occurrence of the matchers for AllContext and FilteredCon-
text, respectively. On the x-axis, the matchers are sorted according to their average occur-
rence (Average) over all three series. For AllContext, we observe a strong fluctuation of 
matcher occurrence w.r.t schema size. In particular, only Leaves show a constantly high 
occurrence in all series (>5, i.e., involved in at least 5 of the top-10 combinations). The 
behavior of the matchers becomes more predictable in FilteredContext. In particular, 
Name, NameType, Leaves, and Parents are the best matchers showing constantly high 
occurrence (>5) in all series. Siblings and Children are unstable with occurrences strongly 
varying between the series. On the other side, sorting the matchers according to their 
average occurrence over all three series exhibits the same ranking as we can observe on 
the x-axis of Figure 11.10b and c. Therefore, in addition to NamePath, we take three best 
matchers, Parents, Name and Leaves, to build our default matcher combination (hereafter 
Default).
In the next step, we analyze the behavior of four most important matcher combinations: 
a) Best, the best matcher combination showing the highest average Fmeasure, b) Default, 
our default matcher combination, c) All, the combination of all 8 combined matchers, and 
d), the single NamePath matcher. We determine the value range, i.e., the minimum, max-
imum and average, of average Fmeasure achieved by the corresponding matcher combi-
nations in the entire Delta range [0.001-0.01] for the single series. Figure 11.11 shows 
the observed variation of average Fmeasure (left) and the best average quality with all 
four measures (right) for AllContext (top) and FilteredContext (bottom).11.4. M A T C H  S T R A T E G I E S  A N D  M A T C H E R S 1 1 9
Figure 11.11 Quality variation of Best, Default, All, and NamePath 
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With respect to quality variation, we observe that AllContext shows a stable behavior, i.e., 
low variation, either for small schemas or for large schemas but with only few matchers 
involved. In particular, NamePath generally exhibits very little variation, while All shows 
the strongest variation, especially in the Medium and Large series. On the other side, Fil-
teredContext generally shows a stable behavior against different Delta values. In particu-
lar, the variation of average Fmeasure is almost negligible (+/-0.03) for all matcher 
combinations in all series. For both match strategies and all series, we observe that the 
quality behavior of Default is very close to that of Best, indicating the high quality and 
stability of our default matcher combination.
Regarding the best average quality achieved, we observe that all matcher combinations 
outperform NamePath, motivating the use of multiple matchers instead of a single 
matcher. The best quality of Default is close to that of the Best combination. Although All
also exhibits very good quality, its use with AllContext is not recommended for large sche-
mas due to the high execution time. We achieve high average Precision (>0.9) and aver-
age Recall (>0.8) in the Small series. The quality degrades in the Medium and Large series 
to average Precision and Recall of around 0.7 and 0.5, respectively. We can also see that 
Overall is very pessimistic as compared to Fmeasure by returning a much lower value for 
the same Precision and Recall.
11.5 Reuse Strategies
Methodology
The main goal of this evaluation was to determine and compare the effectiveness of dif-
ferent reuse strategies with each other and with that of the no-reuse match strategies. As 120 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
no mapping path can be constructed with the manually derived match results for the 
match task OpenTrans↔XcblOrder, we only tested with the Small and Medium series. For 
these, 15 different mappings are available involving the five PO schemas and Open-
Trans. Figure 11.12a shows the graph of the schemas and mappings, and illustrates dif-
ferent mapping paths for a sample match task. In particular, to solve a particular task, we 
can exploit different mapping paths built from the match results for the remaining 14 
tasks. In addition to the manually derived match results, we used the Best matcher com-
bination (see the last section) to generate the automatic match results with the highest 
average quality for the two Small and Medium series, respectively. By testing with these 
results, we aimed at estimating the quality of reuse strategies, which use incomplete 
mapping paths. 
Figure 11.12  Graph of previous mappings and examples for mapping paths
CIDX
Excel
Noris
Apertum
ParagonOpenTrans
Match task: CIDX↔OpenTrans
CIDX ↔ Excel ↔ Noris ↔ Paragon↔ OpenTrans4
CIDX ↔ Excel ↔ Noris ↔ Apertum↔ OpenTrans
CIDX ↔ Excel ↔ Noris ↔ OpenTrans
Mapping PathsLength
CIDX ↔ Excel ↔ Paragon ↔ OpenTrans
3
CIDX ↔ Noris ↔ OpenTrans
CIDX ↔ Excel ↔ OpenTrans2
A) Graph of previous mappings B) Examples for mapping paths
We performed test experiments for the Small and Medium series, respectively, using the 
Reuse matcher (described in Section 6.4) and its combination with other combined 
matchers. As summarized in Table 11.6, the quality of different reuse strategies was sys-
tematically determined and compared using the following configurations:
• The Reuse matcher was tested with both automatically and manually derived match 
results, which are indicated by two variants, ReuseA and ReuseM, respectively. In addi-
tion to the standalone reuse, we also utilized the Reuse matcher as an additional 
matcher to each of 128 matchers/matcher combinations tested in the last evaluation. 
That is, a matcher combination in this evaluation contains NamePath and either ReuseA
or ReuseM. The matchers were combined using the AllContext match strategy for com-
plete schemas, i.e., AllC+Schema, which was configured with the default combination 
strategies, Average, Both, Threshold+MaxDelta, Average, for aggregation, direction, 
selection, and combined similarity, respectively. As for selection, we also fixed the 
Threshold value to 0.5 and varied the relative tolerance range Delta between 0.001 and 
0.01 as done in the last evaluations.
• An important task was to identify the best strategies for the Reuse matcher to compose 
transitive similarities and aggregate similarities obtained by different mapping paths. 
Similarly to evaluating the aggregation step in our combination scheme, we tested and 
compared the Reuse matcher configured with three strategies for similarity composi-
tion and aggregation, Average, Max, and Min, respectively.
• The negative effects of MatchCompose, i.e., missing and undesirable m:n correspon-
dences, are expected to be aggravated with the increasing length of mapping paths. 
We studied this issue by testing the Reuse matcher with mapping paths of different 11.5. R E U S E  S T R A T E G I E S 1 2 1
lengths, in particular, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 11.12b. With 6 
schemas and 15 (either automatically or manually derived) mappings between them, 
we obtain for each match task 4 different mapping paths of length 2, 12 of length 3, 
and 24 of length 4.
• The choice of a pivot schema is a further impact factor for reuse quality. Hence, in 
addition to the basic scenario without a pivot schema, we also experimented with three 
schemas as the pivot schema, namely CIDX, Apertum, and OpenTrans, which are the 
smallest, middle-sized, and largest schema, respectively, among the 6 schemas. All 
mapping paths were filtered to involve the selected pivot schema, resulting in 1, 6, and 
18 mapping paths of length 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for a match task.
• Often, many mapping paths are available (up to 24 in our scenario) and can all be 
combined to solve a single match task. The high number of mapping paths, besides 
causing performance overhead, may also affect match quality. To systematically study 
this issue, we first ranked for each match task the mapping paths in both descending
and ascending order of their average schema similarity. Depending on the number of 
the available mapping paths, we then successively tested with different selections of k
mapping paths, with k ranging from 1 up to 24, the maximal number of mapping paths 
available for a match task. In particular, only the top k mapping paths in the ranking 
are considered by the Reuse matcher to derive a match result.
Table 11.6 Test configuration for reuse
Series Matcher Composition Path Len Pivot Schema Top-K Paths
Small
Medium
2x single ReuseA and 
ReuseM
2x 128 combinations 
with NamePath and Reu-
seA or ReuseM
Average
Max
Min
2
3
4
No pivot
Small: CIDX
Medium: Apertum
Large: OpenTrans
Asc: 1-24
Desc: 1-24
Sum: 2 2 x 129 3 3 4 2 x 24
 
Composition of Transitive Similarities
We first examine the impact of different strategies for composing transitive similarities 
on the quality of the Reuse matcher. Figure 11.13 shows the best average quality 
obtained using the variants of the Reuse matcher, ReuseA and ReuseM, with different 
composition strategies for the Small and Medium series, respectively. No pivot schemas or 
top-k mapping paths are applied but all available mapping paths are considered and com-
bined to solve each match task. The results are similar for different lengths of mapping 
paths. We therefore only discuss our findings for length 2. 
Both reusing automatically and manually match results, i.e., ReuseA and ReuseM, per-
form best with Max, which yields the highest Fmeasure value compared to Average and 
Min. While the Average strategy is most successful to combine matcher-specific similari-
ties, i.e., unfiltered match results (see Section 11.3), the Max strategy with its optimistic 
nature is most efficient for high-quality match results containing only correct or most 
likely correct correspondences. Max can identify most of the required correspondences, 
leading to the highest Recall values compared to the other strategies. However, Max also 
usually predicts more false correspondences, leading to the lowest Precision values 
among the strategies. Min is pessimistic and typically returns only few, but mostly correct 
correspondences, leading to high Precision but low Recall. Average represents the com-
pensating strategy between the two extremes Max and Min, yielding reasonable values for 
both Precision and Recall. Using manually derived match results, Average even delivers a 122 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
Figure 11.13 Quality for composition strategies
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better average Overall than Max due to the high Precision achieved. However, because of 
the generally high average Fmeasure of Max, we set it as the default strategy for compos-
ing transitive similarities in the MatchCompose operation.
Figure 11.14 Quality for mapping path lengths
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Length of Mapping Paths
Figure 11.14 shows the best average quality obtained using both ReuseA and ReuseM for 
each mapping path length in the single test series. We do not consider pivot schemas or 
top-k selection of mapping paths here, but combine all mapping paths available for each 
match task. While we present the results only for the Max composition strategy, they also 
apply to the Average and Min strategies. In general, match quality linearly degrades with 
increasing length of mapping paths. This confirms our expectation about the issues of 
combining transitive similarities as discussed for the MatchCompose operation in Section 
6.3. The degradation is sensitive to the complexity of the match tasks. In particular, in 
the Medium series, by increasing the path length by 1, we loose about 10% of Precision 
and Recall, while the decrease is only about 4% in the Small series.
Pivot Schema
In this step, we compare the quality obtained without a pivot schema and with the three 
pivot schemas, CIDX, Apertum, and OpenTrans, respectively. Without a pivot schema, 
4, 12, and 24 mapping paths of length 2, 3, and 4, respectively, are available for each 
match task. A pivot schema reduces the number of the relevant mapping paths of length 
2, 3, and 4 to 1, 6, and 18, respectively. Figure 11.15 shows the best average quality 11.5. R E U S E  S T R A T E G I E S 1 2 3
Figure 11.15 Quality for without and with a pivot schema
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obtained for the single series using four different configurations of the Reuse matcher: 
without a pivot schema and with each of the three pivot schemas. While we again report 
for the Max strategy, the results also apply to the other composition strategies.
The match quality varies between the different sizes of the pivot schema. In both Small
and Medium series and with both ReuseA and ReuseM, the smallest schema, CIDX, and 
largest one, OpenTrans, yield a lower quality (Fmeasure) than Apertum, the schema of 
an average size. CIDX offers too few candidates for transitive combination (lower Recall 
than Apertum), while OpenTrans often too many (lower Precision than Apertum). We 
observe that Apertum mostly yields the same high quality as in the case of no pivot 
schema, i.e., all available mapping paths are taken into account. This motivates the utili-
zation of such an average pivot schema in order to limit the number and length of map-
ping paths to be considered.
Figure 11.15 only shows the results for mapping paths of length 2, i.e., 1 mapping path 
involving the pivot schema for each match task, which represents the typical scenario 
with a pivot schema. With greater path lengths, i.e., 3 and 4, we obtain more mapping 
paths, i.e., 6 and 18, respectively, also involving the pivot schema. In these cases, we 
observe only marginal variation of average match quality between the pivot schemas and 
the absence of a pivot schema. This confirms our expectation that the negative effects 
concerning the size of the pivot schema can be limited by considering multiple mapping 
paths, i.e., multiple MatchCompose results.
Top-K Mapping Paths
Given a mapping path, we compute the schema similarity for the single mappings in the 
path using the Average strategy for computing combined similarity (see Section 7.3). In 
particular, we prefer Average over the Dice strategy as the latter does not take similarity 
values of element correspondences into account and also performs worse in our first 
evaluation (see Section 11.3). All mapping paths identified for a match task are ranked in 
both descending and ascending order according to the average of the schema similarities 
computed from the mappings for each path. Figure 11.16a and b shows the best average 
Fmeasure values returned by ReuseA and ReuseM for both Small and Medium series using 
the descending and ascending ranking, respectively. Similarly to previous analysis, the 
results presented here for the Max strategy also apply to the other composition strategies. 
Without utilizing a pivot schema, we obtain 4, 12, and 24 mapping paths of length 2, 3, 
and 4, respectively, for each match task. Therefore, we vary k accordingly from 1 to 4, 124 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
Figure 11.16 Quality for top-K mapping paths
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12, and 24, respectively, resulting in the corresponding data points of the curves repre-
senting the single path lengths in each diagram.
We observe that a single mapping path in general does not yield the best quality. The 
quality increases and stabilizes with additional mapping paths considered. This shows 
that the problems of missing or false correspondences due to transitive similarities can be 
greatly compensated by considering multiple MatchCompose results. However, this 
behavior also depends on the ranking of the mapping paths. With descending sort, the 
best mapping paths with the most similar schemas are processed first. The quality 
achieves its maximum after few mapping paths (4 or 6). Considering additional mapping 
paths results in only minor changes, typically degradation, in quality, which then remains 
constant if more than 12 mapping paths are used. On the other side, with ascending sort, 
the mapping paths with the lowest average schema similarity are considered first. They 
yield fewer correspondences for reuse than the other mapping paths, leading to lower 
quality than in the descending ranking. While the quality increases with additional map-
ping paths, it typically requires the entire range of mapping paths, i.e., up to 24, in order 
to achieve the maximum. This again proves the importance of mapping paths with high 
average schema similarity, which are only found at the end of the ranking.
Comparison No-reuse vs. Reuse
We now discuss the quality of different combinations of reuse and no-reuse matchers. 
First, we compare NamePath, the best combined matcher, and the Reuse matcher to see 
how they perform as individual matchers. We then examine matcher combinations with 
and without the Reuse matcher to see how it improves the quality of the no-reuse match-
ers. The results are shown in Figure 11.17a and b for the single matchers and matcher 
combinations, respectively. For the Reuse matcher, we consider the common configura-
tions, namely, utilizing automatically and manually derived match results, i.e., ReuseA
and ReuseM, with the composition strategies Average and Max, respectively. Furthermore, 
we only consider mapping paths of length 2, which has shown the best quality compared 
to other path lengths. Recall that the matchers (Reuse and no-reuse) are combined within 
the AllContext match strategy (AllC+Schema) using the best combination strategies as iden-
tified in the last evaluation.11.5. R E U S E  S T R A T E G I E S 1 2 5
Figure 11.17 Comparison of no-reuse and reuse matchers
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A) Quality of single matchers NamePath and Reuse
B) Quality of no-reuse and reuse matcher combinations
We first look at the quality of the single matchers in Figure 11.17a. In general, we 
observe a significant quality improvement, by more than 10%, of Reuse over NamePath. 
In the Small series, ReuseA and ReuseM achieve the best average Fmeasure of 0.82 and 
0.88, both outperforming NamePath showing the best average Fmeasure of only 0.68. 
Likewise in the Medium series, the best average Fmeasure for ReuseA, ReuseM, and Name-
Path is 0.66, 0.78, and 0.55, respectively. In all tested configurations, i.e., with different 
path lengths, pivot schemas, and numbers of mapping paths, both ReuseA and ReuseM
show a high stability with respect to Delta values in both Small and Medium series. In par-
ticular, the entire Delta range 0.001-0.01 causes only a negligible variation of less than 
+/-1% for average Fmeasure, which is thus not shown in the diagrams. On the other side, 
NamePath exhibits a slightly higher variation with respect to Delta, +/-1-3%, which how-
ever further depends on the size of the input schemas (see Section 11.4).
To study the effect of the Reuse matcher in combination with other matchers, we refer to 
the insights from the last evaluation (Section 11.4) and consider the four most important 
no-reuse matcher combinations, namely a) Best, the best matcher combination showing 
the highest average Fmeasure in a series, b) Default, our default matcher combination 
involving NamePath, Parents, Name and Leaves, c) All, the combination of the 8 combined 
matchers, and d), the single NamePath matcher. In particular, we compare their quality 
without and with the Reuse matcher added. Figure 11.17b shows the variation of average 
Fmeasure with respect to Delta for the single matcher combinations. We observe that 
Reuse significantly improves quality of the matcher combinations as well as increases 
their stability against Delta. Both can be best observed for the larger match tasks in the 
Medium series. In particular, ReuseA and ReuseM increase the quality of the matcher com-126 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
binations by about 10% and 20%, respectively. Furthermore, the quality variation is 
reduced from about +/-20% to less then +/-5%, most notably for the All matcher combi-
nation. The combination of Reuse with NamePath is very effective and performs closely 
to the corresponding Best and Default combinations. Comparing Figure 11.17a and b, we 
can further see that the combination with no-reuse matchers also improves the quality of 
the single Reuse matcher, typically by 2-10% of average Fmeasure.
The superiority of the reuse approaches over no-reuse ones indicates that both the auto-
matically and manually derived match results have provided many candidates for reuse. 
As expected, the manually derived match results allow for a substantial improvement 
over the reuse of automatically determined match results, which can be observed by 
comparing the quality of ReuseM and ReuseA in all diagrams. However, the maximal 
average Recall observed for the reuse approaches in our evaluation is 0.93, indicating 
that previous match results, even manually approved, cannot always provide all reuse 
candidates required for a new match task. This motivates the combination of reuse and 
no-reuse strategies to further improve match quality.
Figure 11.18 Execution times of the Reuse matcher
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Execution Time
Figure 11.18 shows the average execution times of ReuseA and ReuseM according to the 
number (top-k) and length (2, 3 and 4) of the considered mapping paths for the Small and 
Medium series, respectively. We observe that ReuseA and ReuseM show the same execu-
tion time in both Small and Medium series. This is because the Reuse matcher does not 
depend on the complexity of the input schemas, but on that of the match results, which, 
on average, exhibit a relatively small number of correspondences for both series (see 
Section 11.2). In general, execution time does not vary between different path lengths, 
indicating the fast execution of MatchCompose. Although the elapsed time linearly 
increases with the number of mapping paths to be considered, a maximum of 3 seconds 
required for processing 24 mapping paths of length 4 still makes Reuse the fastest 
matcher compared to the no-reuse ones. Thus, combined with other matchers, Reuse only 
causes a negligible overhead to the overall execution time of the match operation.
11.6 Summary
We systematically investigated the quality of the context-dependent match strategies 
using different fragment types, reuse and no-reuse matchers, and combination strategies. 
In particular, we essentially broadened the range of aspects and parameters to be exam-
ined as compared to the first evaluation of COMA [29]. With a small amount of manual 
effort to prepare a few domain-specific synonyms and abbreviations, we were able to 11.6. S U M M A R Y 1 2 7
achieve high quality in all test series. The best average Fmeasure achieved using the 
approaches was around 0.9 for small match tasks, and between 0.6 and 0.7 for the large 
match tasks of the Medium and Large series. Using the new match strategy FilteredContext, 
we can also solve very large match tasks in acceptable time.
We were able to determine an effective default combination strategy for aggregating 
matcher-specific results and selecting match candidates. Average proved to be the aggre-
gation method of choice as it could best compensate the shortcomings of individual 
matchers. Our undirectional approach Both supports very good precision and thus pro-
duced usually better match results than directional approaches. For match tasks with 
many m:n matches (e.g., due to shared elements), the most accurate predictions can be 
achieved by selecting match candidates showing the (approximately) highest similarity 
exceeding an average threshold (Threshold+MaxDelta). To compute combined similarity 
between sets of elements, the pessimistic strategy Average, which takes element similari-
ties into account, performs better than the optimistic strategy Dice only considering the 
ratio of similar elements. The stable behavior of the default combination strategies indi-
cates that they can be used for many match tasks thereby limiting the tuning effort.
Context-dependent matching is required for schemas with shared components, but also 
represents a big challenge in case of large schemas. The NoContext strategy yields unac-
ceptable quality for our test schemas and is therefore only feasible for schemas without 
shared components. For small schemas, AllContext shows a slightly better quality than Fil-
teredContext. Both, however, achieve almost the same quality in the large match tasks. All-
Context, when applied to complete schemas or shared fragments, are very expensive. 
Furthermore, it is sensitive to Delta, especially in large schemas, showing fast degrading 
quality with increasing Delta. On the other hand, FilteredContext performs in general very 
fast. It is robust against the choice of Delta, thereby limiting tuning effort. Hence, while 
AllContext is the strategy of choice for small schemas, FilteredContext suits best for large 
schemas. Fragment-based matching, especially at the subschema level, also represents an 
effective strategy for dealing with large schemas.
We observe that the composite approach to combine individual matchers is very effec-
tive. Although single matchers may be imprecise, their combination can essentially 
improve the match quality. In contrast to single matchers, matcher combinations simulta-
neously analyze schema elements under different aspects, resulting in more stable and 
accurate similarity for heterogeneous schemas. As shown by our evaluation, combina-
tions of 4 or 5 matchers are likely to yield high quality for many match tasks. NamePath
proved to be a powerful mean in context-dependent matching. Due to its presence, all 
match strategies exhibit a relatively low quality variation against the choice of other 
matchers to be combined. We were able to identify a default matcher combination of 
NamePath, Parents, Name, and Leaves, showing high and stable quality across the test 
series. The All matcher combination achieves good quality with both AllContext and Fil-
teredContext strategies and also represents a good candidate for the default matcher com-
bination. However, it may result in high execution time with AllContext in large schemas.
Despite its simplicity, our reuse approach proved to be very successful. Unlike the no-
reuse matchers, both quality and execution time of the Reuse matcher are not sensitive to 
schema size. Besides being the fastest matcher, Reuse achieves better quality than the 
individual no-reuse matchers. Matcher combinations involving Reuse also achieve the 
best quality in our evaluation and significantly improve the quality of the no-reuse ones. 
This improvement is higher in large schemas, apparently due to the limitation of the no-
reuse approaches in such schemas. With a systematic evaluation, we were able to iden-128 CHAPTER 11. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  S C H E M A  M A T C H I N G
tify the best configuration for Reuse. The optimistic strategy Max performs best in transi-
tively composing high-quality match results containing only correct or most likely 
correct correspondences. Due to the degradation of quality with increasing path length, 
shortest mapping paths should be used. A pivot schema of an average size can best com-
pensate for missing or wrong match candidates. Schema similarity represents an accurate 
measure for identifying candidate mappings and mapping paths for reuse. In general, the 
problems of wrong or missing matches due to transitive combination can be limited to a 
large extent by combining multiple MatchCompose results, i.e., considering multiple map-
ping paths, or those with the results of no-reuse matchers.
With the flexibility to construct and configure matchers and match strategies, we have 
been able to quickly implement and test different match algorithms in various settings. 
This in turn allows us to identify the strategies and configurations with high and stable 
quality for our default match operation. Finally, the limited quality observed in the larg-
est match tasks indicates the need for further investigation. While match quality is essen-
tially influenced by the complexity of input schemas and the degree of their similarity, 
we see the potential for improvement by adding further matchers, e.g., those exploiting 
instance-level data and large-scale reuse of dictionaries and standard ontologies.11.6. S U M M A R Y 1 2 9
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CHAPTER 12   COMA++ EVALUATION: ONTOLOGY MATCHING
To investigate the quality of our generic approach for ontology matching, we performed 
a comprehensive evaluation of COMA++ using the test cases specified by the EON 
Ontology Alignment Contest [44, 48]. The contest was organized as part of the 3rd Eval-
uation of Ontology-based Tools (EON) Workshop held in conjunction with the 4th Inter-
national Semantic Web Conference (ISWC) in 2004. As the first-ever effort in the 
schema/ontology matching field, the contest specified a complete test base for ontology 
matching, including a number of ontologies to be matched and the expected results for 
quality assessment. Although being in a first version, the proposed test cases, involving 
both synthetic and real-world scenarios, constitute an interesting benchmark for compar-
atively evaluating ontology matching tools.
In this chapter, we first characterize the ontologies to give an impression about the com-
plexity of the matching tasks defined by the contest (Section 12.1). Section 12.2
describes the design of our experiments specified according to the rules of the contest. 
Section 12.3 discusses our observed results concerning quality and performance for the 
single match problems. Section 12.4 gives a short summary of this chapter. A compari-
son of our system with other prototypes taking part in the contest is given in Section 13.4
of the next chapter.
12.1 Test Ontologies and Series
Table 12.1 summarizes the characteristics of the 20 test ontologies and match tasks of the 
contest. Among the ontologies, five are real-world ontologies, BibTex, Food, MIT, 
UMBC, and INRIA, which were independently developed by different organizations and 
are available on the web. The remaining ones are generated from the BibTex ontology by 
systematically modifying some particular ontology features. Except for the Food ontol-
ogy (102), which is from a completely different domain, all ontologies are from the Bib-
liography domain and represent different classifications of bibliographical references, 
such as books, journals, articles, etc. The ontologies are of medium size, with around 35 
classes and 60 properties. Class instances are also included in several ontologies. How-
ever, COMA++ does not have instance-based matchers yet, so that we omit instance sta-
tistics in Table 12.1.
The test ontologies are available in the OWL-DL format at the contest website [44]. We 
imported them into our internal graph representation using an OWL parser of our own 
development. Classes and class properties, the main elements of an ontology, are repre-
Table 12.1 Characteristics of the test ontologies and match tasks
Task 
No
Target 
Ontology Description Type
#Classes/
Properties
#Corresp 
to BibTex
Onto Sim 
to BibTex
101 BibTex Reference ontology OWL-
DL
35 / 59 91 0.97
102 Food Unrelated ontology 64 / 4 0 0
103 Variations 
of the refer-
ence ontol-
ogy BibTex
Language generalization 35 / 59 91 0.97
104 Language restriction 35 / 59 91 0.97
201 Random names 36 / 59 91 0.96
202 Random names, no comment 49 / 59 91 0.90
204 Name conventions 35 / 59 91 0.97
205 Name synonyms 36 / 58 91 0.96
206 French translation 37 / 58 91 0.96
221 No class hierarchy 35 / 59 91 0.97
222 Reduced hierarchy 31 / 59 91 0.96
223 Expanded hierarchy 70 / 59 91 0.82
224 No instances 35 / 59 91 0.97
225 No restrictions 35 / 59 33 0.97
228 No properties 35 / 0 75 0.51
230 Flattening 27 / 52 61 0.86
301 MIT Real-world ontologies 15 / 40 48 0.75
302 UMBC 15 / 30 47 0.60
303 Karlsruhe 45 / 69 76 0.41
304 INRIA 39 / 49 91 0.82
sented as nodes in the graph. Relationships between super- and subclasses, between 
super- and sub-properties, and containment relationships between classes and properties 
yield structural relationships connecting the nodes with each other. We observe that 
classes and class properties are unique in the ontologies and there are no shared elements 
in the sense that one element is a building block of other ones. This is a major difference 
to the test schemas in our previous evaluations, which are to a large extent built of shared 
elements and thus require context-dependent matching to deal with. 
Table 12.2 Statistics of the test series
Series Tasks
Avg Source 
Nodes
Avg Target 
Nodes
Avg 
Corresp
Avg Global 1:1 
Corresp
Avg 
Ontology Sim
1xx 3 94 94 91 91 / 100.00% 0.97
2xx 12 94 91.75 84.83 83.83 / 98.86% 0.90
3xx 4 94 77.75 58 47.25 / 79.97% 0.65
123 19 94 89.16 80.16 77.26 / 95.06% 0.86
The ontologies are organized in 20 match tasks, which are in turn grouped into three dis-
joint series of tasks, aiming at characterizing the behavior of a match method with regard 
to different ontology features. All ontologies are to be matched against the reference 
ontology BibTex. Note that several tasks, in particular, 203, 226, 227, 229, 231, were 
proposed by the contest, but are not yet specified with test ontologies and real results, so 
that no experiments with these tasks are possible. We describe the single series in more 
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• 1xx: This series includes the tests from 101 to 104 performing simple tasks, i.e., com-
paring the reference ontology with itself (101), with another irrelevant ontology (102), 
or with the same ontology in its restriction to OWL-Lite syntax (103, 104). 
• 2xx: This series comprises the tests from 201 to 230. In this tests, the reference ontol-
ogy Bibtex is matched against a perturbed version of it. In particular, some features of 
the initial ontology are systematically discarded or modified while leaving the remain-
der untouched. As indicated in Table 12.2, the considered features include names, 
comments, hierarchy, instances, relations, etc. 
• 3xx: This series matches the reference ontology against four real-world ontologies of 
bibliographic references found on the web, in particular, from Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (301), University of Maryland (302), Karlsruhe University (303), and 
INRIA (304). 
• 123: In this series, we simply consider all the 20 tests defined in the single series 
above to estimate the average quality over the whole contest.
All the tasks were manually solved by the contest organizers and the obtained real map-
pings are made available on the contest website [44]. They specify the correspondences 
to be identified between classes and properties of the test ontologies, i.e., between nodes 
in our graph representation. A few of the real results contains correspondences with 
semantic relation (e.g., inclusion), which are regarded as similarity correspondences in 
our evaluation. Table 12.1 also shows the number of required correspondences and the 
ontology similarity for each match task. Table 12.2 characterizes the series by showing 
the number of involved match tasks, the average number of source and target nodes indi-
cating the search space, the average number of the required correspondences, the average 
number and ratio of global 1:1 correspondences, and the average ontology similarity. 
The real result for task 102, which matches two completely unrelated ontologies, does 
not contain any correspondences. Therefore, we omit it from this table.
In contrast to the match tasks in our previous evaluations, we observe that most of the 
required correspondences are unique 1:1 match relationships and only few in the 3xx 
series are involved in m:n match relationships. Like schema similarity, ontology similar-
ity was computed by applying the Dice strategy (the ratio of the matching nodes over all 
nodes in both input ontologies - see Section 7.3) on the real mappings. We observe high 
similarity, >0.90, between the ontologies in the 1xx14 and 2xx series, indicating that 
most elements have a matching candidate. This is to be explained with the fact that the 
target ontology is a slightly modified version of the source ontology. Ontology similarity 
drops to 0.65 for the 3xx series involving the real-world ontologies. Over the entire con-
test, we have to deal with match problems of a moderate size of 94*90 nodes with a high 
similarity of the input ontologies, 0.86.
12.2 Experiment Design
Like in our previous evaluations, we used COMA++ only in automatic mode in this eval-
uation, i.e., we did not consider possible improvements by user feedback or manual 
14. The ontology similarity shown in Table 12.1 for task 101 matching BibTex against itself is not 1.0 as 
expected because the real mapping does not cover all elements of the ontology but excludes some for-
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refinements. The result returned by the automatic match operation was directly com-
pared against the provided expected match result to compute four quality measures, Pre-
cision, Recall, Fmeasure and Overall. For each series, i.e., 1xx, 2xx, and 3xx, a number 
of experiments were performed, in each of which a different configuration of the match 
operation was applied to solve the match tasks of the series. The quality measures were 
first determined for the single tasks and then averaged over all tasks in the experiment, 
i.e., average Precision, average Fmeasure, etc. To compare and rank the quality of differ-
ent configurations, we mostly use the combined measure Fmeasure. Note that the real 
result for task 102 does not contain any correspondences, making it impossible to com-
pute quality measures for this task. Therefore, we omit it from the quality evaluation and 
only verbally discuss the result.
Table 12.3 Test configuration for ontology matching
Series Strategy Matcher Similarity Combination
1xx
2xx
3xx
NoContext+Schema 8 single (NamePath 
excluded) 
247 combinations
Average, Both, MaxN(1), Average
Sum: 3 1 255 1
We performed test experiments with all three series, 1xx, 2xx, and 3xx, while the aver-
age quality for the 123 series was derived from the quality computed for all match tasks. 
Based on the insights from the previous evaluations, we focused on the following param-
eters most likely to yield the best quality:
• We applied the NoContext match strategy to match complete ontologies, i.e., NoCon-
text+Schema. The ontologies do not exhibit shared elements like the schemas in our 
previous evaluations and we only need to derive node correspondences, making con-
text-dependent strategies not necessary. Furthermore, they are of small size so that it is 
not worth to evaluate with fragment-based strategies.
• We tested with 8 combined matchers, Name, NameType, NameStat, Comment, Children, 
Leaves, Parents, and Siblings, and all possible combinations of them. NamePath was not 
considered as we do not have to match paths but nodes, for which NamePath performs 
exactly like Name. Altogether, we have 8 single matchers and 247 different combina-
tions of 2, 3, ..., up to 8 matchers, resulting in 255 alternatives.
• For similarity combination, we employed the default strategies identified in the previ-
ous evaluations, in particular, Average, Both, and Average for aggregation, direction, 
and computing combined similarity, respectively. As all elements, i.e., classes and 
properties, are unique in an ontology and mostly 1:1 matches are to be identified, we 
tested with the selection approach MaxN(1) (or Max1 for short) to select the single best 
match candidate for each element.
Several prototypes participating in the contest did not consider auxiliary information. 
Hence, to obtain the most objective results for comparison, we also omitted using any 
kinds of auxiliary information, like synonyms or abbreviations, from our experiments. 
That is, our quality reported here is based only on comparing names, data types, com-
ments, and structures provided by the ontologies. Like in our previous evaluations, all 
time measurements were performed on a Linux machine equipped with a 2.4 GHz Intel 
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12.3 Quality and Execution Time
In the following, we first discuss the best quality observed for the single tasks as required 
by the contest. We then examine how the quality varies between different combinations 
of matchers. Finally, we discuss the average quality and execution time for the single 
series.
Task Quality
Figure 12.1 shows the best quality (with the highest Fmeasure value) observed for all 19 
tasks of the contest. In 10 tasks, 101, 103, 104, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 228, and 230, the 
target ontology retains many classes and properties of the reference ontology. As name 
similarity is considered in many of our matchers, we can achieve absolute or nearly abso-
lute quality in such cases. The quality decreases in the remaining tasks, which involve 
name diversity tests or real-world ontologies. In the following, we discuss the quality for 
the single match tasks.
Figure 12.1 Best task quality
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• 101: It is trivial to identify all required correspondences. However, the real result does 
not include foreign classes imported from other ontologies, such as Organization, Per-
son from FOAF15, leading to some wrong correspondences in our match result.
• 102: The input ontologies, BibTex and Food, are from completely different domains. 
The matchers compute very low similarity between their classes and properties. How-
ever, the Max1 strategy still returns some correspondences for this task, which can be 
easily discarded by applying a low Threshold value, such as 0.5. 
• 103 and 104: These tasks test for restrictions enforced by OWL-Lite syntax. Unavail-
able constraints are replaced by the more general available or discarded, leading to 
small changes in the structure of the reference ontology. Like for the 101 task, we 
achieve absolute Recall, while some correspondences for foreign classes not consid-
ered in the real result are also returned.
• 201 and 202: In task 201, all class and property names of BibTex were replaced by 
random strings. Still our matchers can exploit data type information, structure, and 
comments, which remain the same between the input ontologies. While missing 25% 
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of the required correspondences, we could achieve almost absolute Precision. In task 
202, all comments were suppressed in addition to scrambling the names. Being left 
with data type and structure information, we only achieve a moderate quality with a 
best Fmeasure of 0.55 (Precision 0.67 and Recall 0.47).
• 204: This task tests for different naming conventions, such as uppercasing, using 
underscores or dashes, etc. Our matchers are robust enough to detect all such changes. 
In particular, we achieve the same, almost absolute, quality as for matching the same 
ontologies in the 101 task.
• 205: A large portion of class and property names was replaced by their synonyms. 
Furthermore, all comments are suppressed. Without the knowledge of synonyms (see 
Section 12.2, Experiment Design), our matchers only examine data types and ontology 
structure. The quality is comparable to that of task 201.
• 206: BibTex was matched against its french translation, in which all text fields, such 
as names and comments, are affected. Apparently, many words are similar between 
the two languages. We achieve high quality with 0.97 Precision and 0.82 Recall, 
which is slightly higher than that of task 205.
• 221, 222, and 223: The class hierarchy of BibTex was perturbed by removing all 
super-subclass relationships (221), removing a large portion of such relationships 
(222), and adding numerous intermediate classes (223). In all cases, structure is still 
preserved between classes and their properties. Furthermore, classes and properties 
still retain their name and comment, leading to a high quality for these tasks. 
• 224: All instances were suppressed from BibTex to obtain the target ontology. As our 
matchers do not exploit instance data, the quality remains the same as for the 101 task.
• 225 and 228: BibTex was perturbed by removing locally declared properties (restric-
tions) of a class (225) or all class properties (228). However, as class names still 
remain the same in both cases, we can achieve absolute quality as for the 101 task.
• 230: Some classes in BibTex were replaced by their components in the class structure 
(e.g., class date by their year, month, day attributes) to obtain the target ontology. This 
change confuses some of our structural matchers, leading to a small decrease of 3% in 
Fmeasure compared to the 101 task.
• 301, 302, 303, and 304: In these tasks matching BibTex against four other real-world 
ontologies, we obtain very promising quality with Fmeasure ranging from 0.76 to 
0.96. Furthermore, we observe that match quality correlates well with ontology simi-
larity in real-world match tasks. In particular, the best quality is achieved for the 304 
task with the highest ontology similarity, while the worst quality is observed for the 
tasks 302 and 303 involving highly different ontologies. 
Impact of Matchers
We now examine how the choice of the matchers affect the match quality. Like in our 
last evaluations, we determine and analyze the value range, i.e., the minimum, maxi-
mum, and average, of the quality achieved by all tested 255 matchers/matcher combina-
tions. Figure 12.2 shows the value range of average Precision, average Recall, average 
Fmeasure, and average Overall for the single series. Despite the wide variation range, the 
average values are in general close to the maximum, indicating that most matcher combi-
nations achieve good quality and only few are outliers with bad quality. An examples for 136 CHAPTER 12. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  O N T O L O G Y  M A T C H I N G
Figure 12.2 Quality variation of matcher combinations
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such outliers is the single matcher Parents, which returns high similarity for all children 
of two matching element.
Next, we compare the quality of the three important matcher combinations, Default, our 
default combination, All, the most expensive combination, and Name, the least expensive 
combination, with Best, the matcher combination achieving the best average Fmeasure in 
a series. As NamePath is equivalent to Name in matching nodes (instead of paths), the 
Default combination involves Name, Leaves, and Parents, while the All combination origi-
nally consists of 7 no-reuse combined matchers (without NamePath - see Section 11.4). 
As we also tested with the Comment matcher in this evaluation, we determine the quality 
for each matcher combination first without and then with Comment added. Figure 12.3
shows the average Fmeasure achieved by Best, Default, All, and Name, each with and with-
out the Comment matcher added, in the four series. 
Figure 12.3 Quality of Best, Default, All, Name without/with Comment added
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We found out that Default and All in general perform closely to Best. In the 1xx and 2xx 
series, the single Name matcher shows the worst quality among the four alternatives 
because of many homonyms in BibTex (e.g., class Publisher and property publisher of 
class Reference), and many tasks with name variations in the 2xx series. However, in the 
3xx series, Name achieves a comparable quality to Default and All, indicating that consid-
ering additional information, such as data type and structure, does not further improve 
match quality. This is due to two reasons. First, class properties in these real-world ontol-
ogies are mostly of type string. Second, the ontologies are structurally quite different to 12.3. Q U A L I T Y  A N D  E X E C U T I O N  T I M E 1 3 7
BibTex, which is indicated by the lower ontology similarity compared to the other series 
(see Table 12.1).
We observe that adding the Comment matcher to the corresponding matcher combina-
tions generally improves their quality in the 1xx and 2xx series. This is because the com-
ments, if not suppressed, remain the same between BibTex and its variations. However, 
the improvement yielded by Comment is only around 5-6%, indicating that we can still 
achieve high quality for these series without considering comments. On the other hand, 
Comment is not very helpful for the 3xx series, for which some matcher combinations, 
such as Best and Default, perform even better without Comment. After a closer examina-
tion, we found out that only the MIT and INRIA ontologies provides comments on 
classes and properties, while UMBC and Karlsruhe do not. 
Average Performance
Figure 12.4a shows the best average quality observed for the single series. In particular, 
we achieve almost absolute quality for the simple tasks of the 1xx series, in which the 
reference ontology BibTex are changed only slightly by altering or removing OWL-DL-
specific constructs to conform to the OWL-Lite syntax. In the 2xx series, BibTex is 
matched against a systematically perturbed version of it. For these match tasks, the best 
average Fmeasure observed is 0.90. The 3xx series contains the most challenging tasks 
of the contest by matching real-world ontologies. Although match quality further 
decreases as compared to the first two series, we still achieve high quality with an aver-
age Fmeasure of 0.80. Over all 19 tasks (i.e., the 123 series), COMA++ achieves the best 
average quality with average Precision of 0.93, average Recall of 0.85, average Fmea-
sure of 0.88, and average Overall of 0.79, which is very promising considering the diver-
sity of the match tasks.
Figure 12.4 Quality and execution time for test series
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Figure 12.4b shows the average execution time for the single series. Like in our previous 
evaluations, we also measured the execution time for using only one matcher, Name, and 
using the combination of all 8 combined matchers, All. As shown in Table 12.2, the aver-
age size of the target ontology slightly decreases from the 1xx, to the 2xx, and further to 
the 3xx series. Accordingly, we also observe some reduction in execution time. In all, the 
NoContext match strategy performs very fast, requiring at most only 3 seconds on our test 
machine for the most expensive configuration, i.e., utilizing all 8 matchers to solve the 
largest match tasks of the 1xx series.138 CHAPTER 12. C O M A + +  E V A L U A T I O N :  O N T O L O G Y  M A T C H I N G
12.4 Summary
We performed a comprehensive evaluation of COMA++ to match ontologies written in 
OWL. The test ontologies and real mappings were taken from the EON Ontology Align-
ment Contest. Although we could not submit our results to the contest, which took place 
in November 2004, we strictly followed the rules as published on the contest website to 
ensure the best comparability with other participants. We did not perform any specific 
optimization or tuning for ontology matching. The only effort required was for develop-
ing the OWL parser. Furthermore, we excluded the use of auxiliary information, such as 
synonyms and abbreviations, to obtain the most objective results. 
Considering the problem size and the similarity of the test schemas/ontologies, the match 
tasks of the contest are comparable to that of the Small series in our previous evaluations 
(see Section 11.1). We also observe similar behavior in quality and execution time 
between the two cases. COMA++ has shown high quality for most tasks of the contest 
largely using the default configuration identified in the previous evaluations. In particu-
lar, we obtained almost absolute quality for the 1xx series, average Fmeasure of about 
0.9 and 0.8 for the more complex 2xx and 3xx series, respectively. The best average 
Fmeasure over all 19 match tasks was 0.88, which is comparable to that of the best con-
test participants (see Section 13.4). We also measured the execution time required for all 
match tasks, which took at most 3 seconds for the largest match task with all matchers 
involved. The high quality and fast execution time observed again prove the feasibility of 
our generic solution for different application domains.
In general, we can observe some technical changes between matching common schemas 
and matching ontologies. While ontologies are represented in the same directed graph 
representation as schemas, we do not need to pay much attention to shared elements in 
ontologies. This is because classes and properties in an ontology are by nature unique 
and their relationships (e.g., super-subclass) do not constrain the instantiation of a class 
like containment relationships between an element and its subelements in a schema. 
Hence, context-dependent matching is not necessary for ontologies. With the absence of 
shared elements, the likelihood for global m:n correspondences is also reduced. Mostly, 
1:1 correspondences are required, which can be effectively identified with the Max1 
selection strategy as shown by our evaluation. 12.4. S U M M A R Y 1 3 9
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CHAPTER 13   OTHER EVALUATIONS AND COMPARISON
As demonstrated in the last two chapters, schema matching evaluation needs to be care-
fully designed and may take a long time to accomplish due to many complex tasks, e.g., 
determination of the real match results, systematic execution of test experiments, and 
quality analysis and presentation. So far many evaluations have been published in the lit-
erature. While most of them were done for an individual prototype, such as [7, 8, 16, 23, 
29, 34, 35, 42, 62, 71, 84, 88, 134], we also observe several efforts to perform a compar-
ative evaluation comparing the own approach with that of others [3, 39, 53, 54, 87, 88, 
92, 131]. Unfortunately, the evaluations were mostly conducted in diverse ways making 
it difficult to assess the effectiveness of each single system and to compare their effec-
tiveness. Even in comparative evaluations, the results still depend much on the subjectiv-
ity of the authors in selecting the match tasks, configuring the single prototypes, and 
designing a test methodology. So far, the only effort to uniformly compare multiple sys-
tems on a benchmark basis was the Ontology Alignment Contest organized in 2004 at 
the 3rd Evaluation of Ontology-based Tools (EON) Workshop [44, 48].
To obtain a better overview about the current state of the art in evaluating schema match-
ing approaches, we review in this chapter various schema matching evaluations pub-
lished in the literature. In the next section, we focus on individual evaluations conducted 
for single prototypes, while comparative evaluations are discussed in Section 13.2. In 
Section 13.3, we compare several representative evaluations and our evaluations done 
for COMA++. In Section 13.4, we discuss the evaluations done for the EON Ontology 
Alignment Contest. Unlike comparative evaluations, which are performed by one author 
for several prototypes, the contest requests the authors to perform individual evaluations 
on a uniform test base. In this case, we can largely omit the details on the execution of 
the single evaluations and focus more on comparing their results. Finally, Section 13.5
summarizes the chapter and points to the issues to be addressed in future evaluations.
13.1 Individual Evaluations
We discuss the evaluation of several recent schema matching prototypes, in particular, 
AUTOPLEX [7], AUTOMATCH [8], LSD [34], GLUE [35], IMAP [28], SEMINT [83, 84, 85], 
SIMILARITYFLOODING (SF) [93]. We have encountered a number of systems, which 
either have not been evaluated, such as CLIO [66, 105, 114, 61], DIKE [112], MOMIS [9, 
20], ONION [98, 99], and TRANSCM [97], or whose evaluations have not been described 
with sufficient detail, such as DELTA [23] and the work of [42]. Those systems are not 
considered in our study.
AUTOPLEX and AUTOMATCH
Both prototypes depend on a domain global schema, against which source schemas are 
matched. In both evaluations, the global schemas were rather small, containing 15 and 9 
attributes, respectively [7, 8]. No information about the characteristics of the involved 
source schemas was given. First the source schemas were matched manually to the glo-
bal schema, resulting in 21 and 22 mappings in the AUTOPLEX and AUTOMATCH evalua-
tions, respectively. These mappings were divided into three portions of approximately 
equal content. The test was then carried out in three runs, each using two portions for 
learning and the remaining portion for matching. Both evaluations did not document the 
test machine or report execution times required for the match tasks.
The AUTOPLEX evaluation used the quality measures Precision and Recall, while for 
AUTOMATCH, Fmeasure was employed. However, the measures were not determined for 
single experiments but for the entire evaluation: the false/true negatives and positives 
were counted over all match tasks. For AUTOPLEX, they were reported separately for 
table and column matches. We recompute the measures to consider all matches and 
obtain a Precision of 0.84 and Recall of 0.82, corresponding to an Fmeasure of 0.82 and 
Overall of 0.66. Furthermore, the numbers of the false/true negatives and positives were 
rather small despite counting over multiple tasks, leading to the conclusion that the 
source schemas must be very small. For AUTOMATCH, the impact of different methods 
for sampling training data on match quality was studied. The highest Fmeasure reported 
was 0.72, so that the corresponding Overall must be worse.
LSD, GLUE, and IMAP
LSD [34] was tested for 4 domains, in each of which 5 data sources were matched to a 
manually constructed global schema, resulting in 20 match tasks altogether. To match a 
particular source, 3 other sources from the same domain were used for training. The 
source schemas were rather small (14-48 elements), while the largest global schema had 
66 attributes. GLUE was evaluated for 3 domains, in each of which two website taxono-
mies were matched in two different directions, i.e., A→B and B→A [35]. The taxono-
mies were relatively large, containing up to 300 elements. IMAP was tested with 4 match 
tasks from 4 domains. The schema size ranges from 19 to 44 elements. All three systems 
rely on pre-match effort, on the one side, to train the learners, and on the other side, to 
specify domain constraints and synonyms. None of the evaluations reported on the exe-
cution times required by the systems.
For all systems, the quality of using different learner combinations was determined to 
find the best configuration. For LSD, the impact of the amount of available instance data 
on match quality was studied. IMAP was evaluated for identifying 1:1 and m:n correspon-
dences, respectively, and using different methods for match candidate selection (Top-1 
and Top-3). Match quality was estimated using a single measure, called match accuracy, 
defined as the percentage of the matchable source attributes that are matched correctly. It 
corresponds to Recall in our definition due to one single correspondence returned for 
each source element. Furthermore, we observe that at most a Precision equal to the pre-
sented Recall can be achieved for single match tasks; that is, if all source elements are 
matchable. Based on this conclusion, it is possible to estimate the highest possible F-
Measure (=Recall) and Overall (=2*Recall-1) for the single evaluations.142 CHAPTER 13. O T H E R  E V A L U A T I O N S  A N D  C O M P A R I S O N
Figure 13.1 Match quality of LSD [34]
Figure 13.1 shows the quality of different learner combinations in LSD. Usually, the best 
quality was achieved when all learners were involved. Interestingly, we observe that the 
three systems exhibited quite similar quality. On average (over all domains), LSD and 
GLUE achieved a Recall of ~0.8, respectively, which is similar to IMAP employed to iden-
tify 1:1 correspondences. This corresponds to an Overall of about 0.6. As for m:n
matches, IMAP showed some degradation in quality with average Recall only around 0.6, 
which was however improved to ~0.8 with the Top-3 strategy. This was due to the opti-
mistic way of counting correct correspondences to compute the quality measure. In par-
ticular, 3 best matching candidates are returned for each schema element and count as 
one correct correspondence if the correct candidate is among the three.
SIMILARITYFLOODING
The SIMILARITYFLOODING (SF) evaluation [93] used 9 match tasks defined from 18 
schemas (XML and Relational) taken from different application domains. The schemas 
were small with the number of elements ranging from 5 to 22, while showing a relatively 
high similarity to each other (0.75 on average). Seven users were asked to perform the 
manual match process in order to obtain subjective match results. For each match tasks, 
the results returned by the system were compared against all subjective results to esti-
mate the automatic match quality, for which the Overall measure was used. Other exper-
iments were also conducted to compare the effectiveness of different filters and formulas 
for fix-point computation, and to measure the impact of randomizing the similarities in 
the initial mapping on match accuracy. The best configuration was identified and used in 
SF. Figure 13.2 shows the Overall values achieved in the single match tasks according to 
the match results suggested by the single users. The average Overall quality over all 
match tasks and all users is around 0.6. Like previous systems, no execution time was 
reported.
SEMINT
A preliminary test consisting of 3 experiments was described in [83]. The test schemas 
were small with mostly less than 10 attributes. However, the achieved quality for these 
experiments was only presented later in [84, 85]. In these small tasks, SEMINT performed 
very well and achieved very high Precision (0.9, 1.0, 1.0) and Recall (1.0). A second 
evaluation was described in [84, 85], involving two other match tasks. In the bigger 
match task with schemas with up to 260 attributes, SEMINT surprisingly performed very 13.1. I N D I V I D U A L  E V A L U A T I O N S 1 4 3
Figure 13.2 Match quality of SIMILARITYFLOODING [93]
well (Precision ~0.8, Recall ~0.9). But in the smaller task with schemas containing only 
around 40 elements, the quality dropped drastically (Precision 0.20, Recall 0.38). 
On average over 5 experiments, SEMINT achieved a Precision of 0.78 and Recall of 0.86. 
Using the Precision and Recall values presented for each experiment, we can also com-
pute the average Fmeasure, 0.81, and Overall, 0.48. On the other hand, it is necessary to 
take into consideration that this match quality was determined from match results of 
attribute clusters, each of which possibly contains multiple 1:1 correspondences. In addi-
tion to the match tasks, further tests were performed to measure the sensitivity of the sin-
gle match criteria employed by SEMINT [84]. The results allowed to identify a minimal 
subset of match criteria, which could still retain the overall effectiveness.
Besides quality, runtime performance of the system was also reported. In particular, exe-
cution time was negligible for the small match tasks in the first evaluation [83]. How-
ever, in the larger match tasks of the second evaluation [84, 85] a large amount of time 
(several hours) was required alone for training the neural network. This indicates scal-
ability problem of instance-based approaches with respect to the schema size and the 
amount of instance data to be processed.
13.2 Comparative Evaluations
Comparative evaluations include the CUPID [88] evaluation and the evaluation by 
Madhavan et al. in [92]. Furthermore, we could identify several works, in particular, the 
S-MATCH evaluations [3, 53, 54] and three other evaluations [131, 87, 39], comparing 
their own approaches with our first COMA prototype [29], which is now significantly out-
performed by COMA++ in terms of both quality and execution time (see Chapter 11). 
Although aiming at a uniform comparison of several approaches, comparative evalua-
tions still depend very much on the subjectivity of the conducting authors. Furthermore, 
the lack of detailed knowledge about tuning capabilities of others’ tools may lead to their 
suboptimal results. These effects can be reduced to a large extent, as done by the EON 
Ontology Alignment Contest [44, 48], by requiring the tool authors themselves to uni-
formly perform the evaluation on an independently developed test base.
CUPID vs. DIKE and MOMIS
The CUPID evaluation represents a pioneer of this kind. In [88], the authors compared the 
quality of CUPID with two previous prototypes, DIKE and MOMIS, which had not been 
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abbreviations in the required format for each system. First, the systems were tested with 
some canonical match tasks considering very small schema fragments. Second, the sys-
tems were tested with 2 real-world XML schemas for purchase order, which is also the 
smallest match task in the first evaluation of COMA [29] and in the COMA++ evaluation 
(see Section 11.1). The authors then compared the systems by looking for the correspon-
dences which could or could not be identified by a particular system. CUPID was able to 
identify all necessary correspondences for this match task, and thus showed a better qual-
ity than the other systems. In the entire evaluation, no quality measures were computed 
and no execution times of the systems were reported.
Corpus-based Matching vs. GLUE and MKB
In [92], the corpus-based match approach was compared with two other algorithms, 
GLUE [35] and MKB [91], all developed by the same authors. In particular, MKB is a pre-
liminary version of the corpus-based approach, while GLUE performs matching directly 
between input schemas but not indirectly via a corpus. The three algorithms were uni-
formly tested with 4 different domains, each of which consists of a high number of sche-
mas (26-34). However, the schemas were rather small (with 7-41 elements). For all 
algorithms, pre-match effort was required to specify domain constraints (match and mis-
match rules) and to train the learners. The evaluation employed three quality measures, 
Precision, Recall, and Fmeasure, and did not consider execution time. The corpus-based 
approach was shown to outperform the other two (see Figure 13.3). However, it was 
unclear if a systematic evaluation was performed to obtain the best quality for each algo-
rithm and how different configuration parameters (learner combinations, strategies for 
selecting similar elements, constraint usage) influence the quality of the single algo-
rithms. Like LSD, GLUE and IMAP, the corpus-based approach achieved on average Pre-
cision and Recall of around 0.8. The authors further evaluated the corpus-based 
algorithm combined with the structure matcher of SIMILARITYFLOODING. While signifi-
cantly improving the quality of the standalone SF algorithm, the combination of two 
approaches performs worse than the standalone corpus-based algorithm. 
Figure 13.3 Corpus-based (Augment) vs. GLUE (Direct) and MKB (Pivot) [92]
S-MATCH vs. COMA, CUPID, and SIMILARITYFLOODING
S-MATCH was compared with COMA, CUPID, and SF in three different evaluations, 
which are described in [53], [54], and [3], respectively. The first evaluation [53] consid-
ered not only quality but also execution time of each prototype. However, it was based 
on only three simple match tasks with average schema size of 5, 10, and 30 elements, 
respectively. While S-MATCH depends on oracles, i.e auxiliary sources, it was unclear 
which ones were used and if the same information was also provided for the other proto-
types. Match quality was measured using four measures Precision, Recall, Fmeasure and 13.2. C O M P A R A T I V E  E V A L U A T I O N S 1 4 5
Overall. S-MATCH was reported to achieve on average a slightly better quality than 
COMA, which in turn outperformed the remaining prototypes. However, while S-MATCH
was tested with different system configurations (e.g., directions for match candidate 
selection), it was unclear which configurations were tested for the other prototypes. As 
for execution time, S-MATCH performed significantly slower than the other systems. 
After some performance optimizations of S-MATCH, the second evaluation [54] only 
focused on execution time and completely ignored quality aspects. For taxonomies with 
hundreds of nodes, S-MATCH was shown to perform faster than COMA but still slower 
than SF. The third evaluation [3] compared S-MATCH with COMA, however, only in 
terms of Recall, by applying them on very large taxonomies with several hundreds of 
thousands of nodes. Using the default matcher combination, COMA showed a signifi-
cantly better Recall than S-MATCH, which was then optimized with some heuristics 
directly derived from its missed matches to achieve a better Recall than COMA. Unfortu-
nately, no Precision values were reported and no time studies were conducted.
Other Approaches vs. COMA
The evaluation in [131] compared the credibility-based approach for aggregating 
matcher-specific similarities with the average and meta-learning method, which are sup-
ported by COMA and LSD, respectively. The test schemas and real results were taken 
from the COMA evaluation (i.e., the Small series - see Section 11.1). The evaluation per-
formed only one measurement using a default system configuration, making it impossi-
ble to assess the overall quality behavior of an approach. Considering the small problem 
size, only insignificant quality differences between the approaches (<2% of average 
Fmeasure) were observed. Only a subset of matchers of COMA was involved, leading to a 
much lower quality, Fmeasure ~0.7 and Overall ~0.4, than reported in [29] for the no-
reuse case, namely, Fmeasure 0.85 and Overall 0.73.
In [87], Lu et al. compared their approach with the tree edit distance matching algorithm 
of Zhang et al. [143] and COMA, respectively, using the PO schemas and real results 
taken from the COMA evaluation (i.e., the Small series). While clearly outperforming the 
tree edit distance algorithm, their algorithm was reported to achieve a small improve-
ment by 2% over the average Overall 0.73 reported in [29] for the no-reuse matchers of 
COMA. However, it was unclear if a systematic evaluation was performed and which 
configuration of their algorithm achieved this quality. In addition to match quality, a 
time comparison was also performed, but only for the own and tree edit distance algo-
rithm. However, the matching time of the own algorithm was measured without consid-
ering the expensive preparing phase (import, name/node similarity computation). It is 
unclear if such preparation could be of any benefit for the tree edit distance algorithm.
In addition to the PO schemas taken from the COMA evaluation, Dragut and Lawrence 
utilized a manually constructed global ontology in their evaluation [39]. The quality of 
their reuse approach (automatically matching against the global ontology and composing 
the match results) was compared with that of using COMA to match the schemas directly, 
but not with the reuse approach of COMA [29]. It was unclear, which configuration 
(matchers, combination strategies) was used for their implementation and COMA, respec-
tively, in the comparison. While some schema-to-ontology mappings (obtained using the 
noMax strategy) exhibited even negative Overall values, it is unclear how the composi-
tion of the mappings could yield high positive Overall in all tasks. No average quality 
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13.3 Evaluation Comparison
To illustrate the heterogeneity of current schema matching evaluations, Table 13.1 sum-
marizes several discussed evaluations together with the evaluation of COMA/COMA++ 
described in Chapter 11. It is impossible to qualitatively compare the effectiveness of the 
systems due to the large differences between their evaluations. Thus, we only try to 
emphasize the weaknesses and strengths observed for the single evaluations according to 
the criteria described in Chapter 10.
Table 13.1 Summary of selected evaluations
Criteria
AUTOPLEX & 
-MATCH
COMA/
COMA++ CUPID
LSD, GLUE, 
IMAP SEMINT SF
Test schemas and tasks
Schema 
types
relational XSD, XDR XDR, SQL DTD, HTML, 
SQL
relational XML, rela-
tional
#Schemas / 
match tasks
15/21 & 15/22 7/16 in 3 test 
series
2/1 24/20, 
3/6, 4/4
10/5 18/9
Min/Max/
Avg schema 
size
- 34/26,000/- 40/54//47 14/66/-, 
34/333/143, 
19/44/34
6/260/57 5/22/12
Min/Max/
Avg schema 
similarity
- 0.02/0.57/- - - 0.46/0.94/
0.75
Match result representation
Matches element-level correspondences with similarity value in range [0,1]
Elem repr node (attr) path path node node (attr) node
Local/glo-
bal card
1:1/1:1 1:1/n:m 1:1/n:1 1:1/n:1,
IMAP: m:n/m:n
n:m/n:m(attr. 
cluster)
1:1/1:1
Quality, performance, and test methodology
Quality mea-
sures
Precision, 
Recall & 
Fmeasure
Precision, 
Recall, Fmea-
sure, Overall
none Recall Precision, 
Recall
Overall
Exec time - yes - - yes -
Subjectivity 1 user 1 user 1 user 1 user 1 user 7 users
Pre-match 
effort
training specifying 
domain syno-
nyms 
specifying 
domain syn-
onyms 
training, speci-
fying domain 
synonyms, 
constraints
none none
parameter 
impact on 
match qual-
ity
AUTOMATCH: 
methods for 
sampling 
instance data
strategies, 
matchers, com-
bination, reuse, 
schema charac-
teristics
none learner combi-
nations; LSD: 
amount of data 
listings
constraints 
(discrimina-
tors)
filters, fix-
point formu-
las, random-
izing initial 
sim
Evaluation highlights
Big schemas, 
Systematic 
evaluation, 
quality and 
time
Compara-
tive evalua-
tion of 3 
systems
IMAP: Quality 
for both 1:1 
and m:n 
matches
No pre-match 
effort
User subjec-
tivity, No 
pre-match 
effort
The test problems came from very different domains of different complexity. AUTOPLEX, 
AUTOMATCH, SF, like the vast majority of recent prototypes, were only tested with sim-
ple match tasks with small schemas and few correspondences to be identified. On the 
other side, a few systems showed high quality also for more complex real-world schemas 
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with the largest schemas with up to 26,000 elements. Some evaluations, such as 
AUTOPLEX and AUTOMATCH, completely lack the description of their test schemas. The 
CUPID evaluation managed to evaluate multiple systems on uniform test problems. 
Unlike other systems, AUTOPLEX, AUTOMATCH and LSD perform matching against a pre-
viously constructed global schema.
All systems return correspondences at the element level with similarity values in the 
range of [0, 1]. Those confined to instance-level matching, such as AUTOPLEX, 
AUTOMATCH, and SEMINT, can only deliver correspondences at the finest level of granu-
larity (attributes). Except for SEMINT and IMAP, other systems return correspondences of 
1:1 local cardinality, providing a common basis for determining match quality. In partic-
ular, SEMINT computes clusters of similar attributes and IMAP determines functions 
between combinations of schema elements, both resulting in correspondences of m:n
local cardinality.
Only the SF evaluation took into account the subjectivity of the user perception about 
required match correspondences. The evaluation of IMAP assesses the quality of the sys-
tem for identifying 1:1 and m:n correspondences, respectively. Unlike other approaches, 
SEMINT and SF do not require any manual pre-match effort. While the majority of evalu-
ations only reports the quality obtained using a default system configuration, COMA/
COMA++, LSD, GLUE, IMAP, SEMINT and SF were systematically tested with different 
configurations, aiming at studying the impact and behavior of single input parameters. 
Except for COMA++ and SEMINT, other evaluations only focused on the quality of match 
results and ignored the runtime performance. So far, the evaluation of COMA++ is the 
most comprehensive, systematically investigating both quality an execution time of all 
relevant system parameters with respect to different schema sizes.
Usually, the quality measures were computed for single match experiments. Exceptions 
are CUPID with no quality measure computed and AUTOPLEX, AUTOMATCH with quality 
measures mixing the match results of several experiments in a way that does not allow us 
to reproduce the quality for individual match tasks. While other evaluations uses differ-
ent sets of quality measures, we determined the quality for COMA/COMA++ using four 
different measures, including combined ones. However, the values of the quality mea-
sures reported in the single evaluations cannot be used to directly compare the effective-
ness of the systems because of the great heterogeneity in other evaluation criteria. Still, 
we can observe that the LSD/GLUE approach is promising for utilizing instance data, 
while COMA/COMA++ seem successful only exploiting schema information.
13.4 Contest-based Comparison
The EON Ontology Alignment Contest [44, 48] represents the single effort so far, in 
which several match systems were evaluated on a common test base and the results were 
compared to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each system. As already discussed 
in Section 12.1, the contest defined a set of match tasks, involving both synthetic and 
real-world scenarios, and provided at the same time the real results as the gold standard. 
Although not all of our proposed evaluation criteria were considered (e.g., specification 
of allowable auxiliary information, report of additional manual effort and of execution 
performance - see Chapter 10), the contest already represents a remarkable step towards 
a benchmark for schema matching.
Four ontology matching prototypes, OLA, the subsystem PROMPTDIFF of PROMPT, QOM, 
and SCM, took part in the contest. The evaluation results for all systems were published 148 CHAPTER 13. O T H E R  E V A L U A T I O N S  A N D  C O M P A R I S O N
in the workshop proceedings and are also available in the unified and cleaned form for 
download from the contest website [44]. Unlike the individual evaluations, whose heter-
ogeneity only allows us to compare the way the evaluations were conducted, the uniform 
test environment enforced by the contest makes it possible to perform a direct compari-
son of the quality of the systems. Therefore, we downloaded the published results of the 
four systems from the contest website and compared them with the results of COMA++ as 
presented in Chapter 12. For better readability, we show in the following only the values 
of the combined measure Fmeasure.
Figure 13.4 Quality of single prototypes for contest tasks
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Figure 13.4 shows the best Fmeasure values reported by the participants for their system 
well as those we obtained with COMA++ for the single match tasks. Note that for QOM, 
no results were available for tasks 101, 103, 104, 202, 221, 222, 225 and 228. From the 
figure, we can distinguish between the simple and hard tasks for the match systems. In 
particular, the tasks 101-104, 204, 221-230 are rather simple, as most systems achieve 
high or absolute quality for them. The hard tasks include 201, 202, 205, and 206, in 
which class and property names in the target ontology are replaced by random strings, by 
synonyms, and by names in a foreign language, respectively, and 301, 302, 303, and 304, 
which match between real-world ontologies.
In general, COMA++, PROMPTDIFF, and SCM outperform QOM and OLA. In the simple 
tasks, COMA++ and PROMPTDIFF yield mostly equal quality, while SCM exhibits slightly 
worse quality in several of these tasks. As for the hard tasks, we observe varying behav-
ior among the top candidates PROMPTDIFF, SCM, and COMA++. In particular, SCM per-
forms particularly well, showing better quality than both COMA++ and PROMPTDIFF in 
the 201 and 202 tasks. This is because SCM exploits instances (which are the same 
between the source and target ontologies in these tasks), while COMA++ and PROMPT-
DIFF do not. On the other side, COMA++ outperforms PROMPTDIFF in both tasks, appar-
ently due to the utilization of comments and ontology structure. In the 205 and 206 tasks, 
COMA++ outperforms both SCM and PROMPTDIFF. Exploiting instances in turn helps 
SCM to outperform PROMPTDIFF in these tasks. In the 3xx series matching between real-
world ontologies, COMA++ generally outperforms SCM. This indicates the weakness of 
SCM, which depends very much on the common terms between the vocabularies of the 
input ontologies. COMA++ significantly outperforms PROMPTDIFF in task 301, while 
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Figure 13.5 Average quality of single prototypes for test series
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Figure 13.5 shows the average quality achieved by the systems for the single series. For 
QOM, no average quality could be computed for the 1xx series, while in the remaining 
series, the average quality only considers the tasks for which quality result is present. 
SCM achieves high quality in the 2xx series due to the high overlap between the vocabu-
laries of the input ontologies as they are derived from the same initial ontology BibTex. 
However, such an overlap is difficult to achieve for independently constructed ontolo-
gies, indicated by the significantly decreasing quality of SCM in the 3xx series. PROMPT-
DIFF, although originally developed for comparing ontology versions, has surprisingly 
some difficulty with the synthetic tests of the 2xx series, while performing well for the 
more diverse real-world ontologies in the 3xx series. COMA++ exhibits high robustness 
for both the synthetic and real-world tests. In particular, its average quality is comparable 
to that of SCM in the 2xx series and to that of PROMPTDIFF in the 3xx series.
13.5 Summary
So far, most evaluations were conducted individually for single prototypes, typically by 
the authors of the prototype themselves. A few authors also tried to compare their own 
prototype with others. However, these evaluations in general depend much on the sub-
jectivity of the authors in selecting the match tasks and designing the test methodology. 
As a result, the evaluations differ from each other in so many ways that it is impossible 
to directly compare their results. The EON Ontology Alignment Contest represents the 
first effort so far providing a uniform test base for a comparative evaluation of different 
match systems. In particular, the authors were asked to perform the same tests on their 
system, allowing to tune and optimize it with the best knowledge.
Although the considered match problems were mostly simple, we observe that many 
techniques have proved to be quite powerful such as exploiting element and structure 
properties (CUPID, SF, COMA/COMA++, PROMPT), and utilizing instance data, e.g., by 
Bayesian and WHIRL learners (LSD/GLUE) or neural networks (SEMINT). Moreover, the 
combined use of several approaches within composite match systems proved to be very 
successful (COMA/COMA++, LSD/GLUE/IMAP, PROMPT). As proved by the high quality 
of COMA++ for both real-world schemas and ontologies, generic schema matching is fea-
sible for different schema languages and domains. On the other side, there are still unex-
ploited opportunities, e.g., in the use of large-scale dictionaries and standard taxonomies 
and increased reuse of previous match results (COMA/COMA++). Future systems should 
integrate those techniques within a composite framework to achieve maximal flexibility.150 CHAPTER 13. O T H E R  E V A L U A T I O N S  A N D  C O M P A R I S O N
To allow an objective interpretation and easy comparison of match quality between dif-
ferent systems and approaches, future evaluations should be conceived and documented 
more carefully, if possible, including the criteria that we identified in this paper. Further-
more, following issues concerning input and output factors should be considered:
• Input factors - test schemas and system parameters: All evaluations have shown that 
both match quality and execution time degrade with bigger schemas. Hence, future 
systems should be evaluated with schemas of more realistic size, e.g., several hun-
dreds of elements. As done in the EON Ontology Alignment Contest and in the work 
of [126], systematic variation of a schema to automatically obtain synthetic schemas 
and the real mappings between them and the original schemas can help design test 
cases with desired characteristics for focused evaluation.  
Besides the characteristics of the test schemas, the various input parameters of each 
system can also influence the match quality in different ways. However, their impact 
has rarely been investigated in a comprehensive way, thus potentially missing oppor-
tunities for improvement and tuning. Consequently, previous evaluations typically 
reported only some peak values w.r.t. some quality measure so that the overall match 
quality for a wider range of configurations remained open. A systematic evaluation of 
all relevant parameters can benefit from an automatic approach as proposed by the 
recent ETUNER system [126], which systematically tests different configurations of a 
match systems to identify the best one on a synthetic workload of schemas and map-
pings obtained by systematically perturbing an initial schema. 
• Output factors - match results and quality measures: Instead of determining only one 
match candidate per schema element, future systems could suggest multiple, i.e., top-
k, match candidates for each schema element. This can make it easier for the user to 
determine the final match result in cases where the first candidate is not correct. In this 
sense, a top-k match prediction may already be counted as correct if the required 
match candidate is among the proposed choices.  
Previous studies used a variety of different quality measures with limited expressive-
ness thus preventing a qualitative comparison between systems. To improve the situa-
tion and to consider precision, recall and the degree of post-match effort we 
recommend the use of combined measures such as Fmeasure in future evaluations. 
However, further user studies are required to quantify the different effort needed for 
finding missing matches, removing false positives, and verifying the correct results. 
As this depends very much on the convenience supported by a tool, the capabilities of 
the user interface should also be considered. Another limitation of current quality 
measures is that they do not consider the pre-match effort and the hardness of match 
problems. 
Ultimately, a schema matching benchmark, as shown by the EON Ontology Alignment 
Contest, seems very helpful to better compare the effectiveness of different match sys-
tems by clearly defining all input and output factors for a uniform evaluation. However, 
we would like to also see such an effort for schema matching. Because of the extreme 
degree of heterogeneity of real-world applications, a benchmark should not strive for 
general applicability but focus on a specific application domain, e.g., a certain type of E-
business. Alternatively, a benchmark can focus on determining the effectiveness of 
match systems with respect to schema types, such as SQL and XSD, to specific match 
capabilities, such as name, structural, instance-based and reuse-oriented matching. In 
addition to the test schemas and the expected results, a benchmark should also specify 
the use of all auxiliary information in a precise way since otherwise any hard-to-detect 
correspondences could be built into a synonym table to facilitate matching.13.5. S U M M A R Y 1 5 1
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PART IV MAPPING-BASED DATA INTEGRATION 
Traditional data integration approaches rely on the notion of a global schema to provide 
a unified and consistent view of the underlying data sources. This approach has been 
especially successful for data warehouses, but is also used in mediators for virtual inte-
gration of data sources. Unfortunately, the manual effort to create such a schema and to 
keep it up-to-date is substantial. Furthermore, adding new data sources is a time- and 
effort-intensive task, making it difficult to scale to many sources or to use such systems 
for ad-hoc (explorative) integration needs.
We present a new approach for integrating heterogeneous web data sources. It is based 
on mappings between sources and utilizes correspondences between their objects, i.e., at 
the instance level. In a first step, we focus on the bioinformatics domain, where hundreds 
of web sources are publicly accessible providing large amounts of data on various 
molecular-biological objects, such as genes, proteins, metabolic pathways, etc. The 
sources are highly cross-referenced by means of web-links, capturing different kinds of 
relationships between the objects. Such semantic correspondences can help navigate 
between the sources to retrieve and combine the information from multiple sources for 
objects of interests.
This part consists of three chapters, from Chapter 14 to Chapter 16. Based on the charac-
teristics of the domain, Chapter 14 discusses the major requirements for data integration 
and reviews the state of the art of current approaches. Chapter 15 describes the imple-
mentation of our integration approach, the GENMAPPER system (Generic Mapper), which 
physically integrates heterogeneous annotation data in a flexible way and supports large-
scale analysis on the integrated data. Chapter 16 presents an extension of GENMAPPER, 
which is coupled with a mediator to combine the advantages of both the materialized and 
virtual integration techniques.

C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 14   DATA INTEGRATION IN BIOINFORMATICS
New advances in life sciences, e.g., molecular biology, biodiversity, drug discovery and 
medical research, increasingly depend on bioinformatics methods to manage and analyze 
vast amounts of highly diverse data. The volume of data is increasing at an unprece-
dented pace, fueled by world-wide research activities producing publicly available data, 
and new technologies, e.g., high-throughput devices such as microarrays. Thus, data 
mining and analysis require comprehensive integration of heterogeneous data, that is 
typically distributed across many data sources on the web and often structured only to a 
limited extent. Despite new interoperability technologies, such as XML and web ser-
vices, data integration is a highly difficult and still largely manual task, especially due to 
the high degree of semantic heterogeneity and varying data quality as well as specific 
application requirements. This chapter introduces the data integration problem in the bio-
informatics field. In the next section, we summarize the characteristics of molecular-bio-
logical data. We then discuss the major requirements for data integration in Section 14.2
and give an overview of the existing solutions in Section 14.3.
14.1 Molecular-biological Data
The knowledge about molecular-biological objects, such as genes, proteins, intra- and 
inter-cellular pathways, etc., is typically encoded by a large variety of data commonly 
called annotations. Such annotations are continuously collected, curated, and made 
available in numerous public web-based data sources. A recent survey lists more than 
500 such sources [51]. Furthermore, an increasing number of ontologies is maintained, 
mostly in the form of standardized vocabularies and hierarchical taxonomies [5, 52]. 
Typically, objects in one source are annotated by information in other sources and ontol-
ogies in the form of cross-references (web-links) [116, 18, 103]. A few sources focus on 
sequence-based objects and uniformly map them onto the genome of a particular species 
for the visual comparison and correlation of co-located objects [17, 74, 38].
To better understand the problem that we have to deal with, it is instructive to examine 
some typical annotation data that is available to the biologist when gathering information 
about a molecular-biological object of interest. Figure 14.1a shows sample annotations 
for a human gene uniquely identified by accession number 353 in the public source 
LOCUSLINK [116]16. The entry comprises various descriptions for the particular gene 
(also called a locus). Besides source-specific attributes, such as Locus Type, Product, 
and Alternate Symbols, a large part of the descriptions is constituted by web-links refer-
ring to inter-related objects in other sources. As shown the figure, the locus is associated 
with a variety of objects from other sources, e.g., OMIM [60] for disease information, and 
vocabularies and taxonomies, such as HUGO [133] for standard gene symbols, ENZYME
[5] for enzyme classification, GENEONTOLOGY (GO) [52] for standardized gene func-
tions. The referenced objects are in turned identified by their source-specific accessions, 
for example, gene symbol APRT in HUGO, disease 102600 in OMIM, enzyme 2.4.2.7 in 
ENZYME, gene function GO:0003999 in GO, etc.
Figure 14.1 Sample annotations for gene locus 353 from LOCUSLINK
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The correspondences are accumulated by manual user input or established by means of 
automatic analysis algorithms, such as sequence comparison, knowledge extraction from 
scientific literature. Furthermore, they are continuously verified, corrected, and updated 
by biological researchers, often on a daily basis. Due to numerous such efforts, we can 
observe a high connectivity between the data sources as illustrated in Figure 14.1b for 
those integrated in our GENMAPPER system. In the figure, each source is represented as a 
node and a link between two sources indicates the existence of cross-references between 
their objects. The set of correspondences between objects of two sources constitutes a 
mapping between the sources. Inter-relating objects by mappings allows combining the 
annotation knowledge from multiple sources for analysis. For example, the analysis of 
LOCUSLINK genes can be enriched with the annotations of the referenced OMIM, GO, and 
ENZYME objects.
Many applications, such as functional gene profiling, gene expression analysis, protein 
analysis, etc., require molecular-biological objects and their annotations to be integrated 
from different sources and made accessible for queries and data mining. This integration 
task is a major problem in bioinformatics since annotation data is highly diverse and only 
structured to some extent. Moreover, the number and contents of relevant sources are 
continuously expanding [78]. The use of web-links or the display of related objects on 
the genome represent first integration approaches, which are very useful for interactive 
navigation. However, they do not support automated analysis tasks for a large amount of 
objects at the same time. Such a set-oriented analysis capability is especially needed for 
high-throughput analysis, such as at a genome-wide scale. While more advanced integra-
16. LOCUSLINK has recently been incorporated in ENTREZGENE available at http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/en-
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tion approaches are needed, it is important to preserve and utilize the semantic knowl-
edge about relationships between objects.
14.2 Integration Requirements
To motivate the need for data integration, Figure 14.2 shows two common analysis sce-
narios in the bioinformatics domain, namely expression and annotation analysis [30]. 
Expression analysis detects and compares the gene and protein activity under different 
circumstances, such as in normal and diseased tissues. The main goal is to identify 
groups of genes or proteins showing consistently similar or different expression patterns. 
For example, genes, which are highly active in tumor cells but not in normal cells, could 
be responsible for the uncontrolled proliferation of the tumor cells. Analyzing the anno-
tations of those genes can reveal the similarities and differences in their currently known 
functions and infer new gene functions. On the other side, searching in annotation data 
allows to generally identify genes or proteins with similar functions or properties. This 
gene/protein groups can be used as input for expression analysis to get insights on their 
expression behavior, which can help develop effective gene therapies.
Figure 14.2 Iterative analysis scenarios
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The usage of annotation data in these scenarios leads to the following requirements for 
the integration task.
• Flexibility: Public data sources are constantly extended and modified at the instance 
level (new or obsolete entries) and also underlie changes at the schema level (new or 
obsolete attributes). Hence, it is important to access current data. The high number of 
relevant sources presupposes a flexible solution to easily "plug in" a new source and 
update an existing one when needed. 
• Inter-source mappings: Depending on the research focus of the user, different kinds of 
annotations may be required for different types of objects. This presupposes the ability 
to flexibly associate annotations with objects from different sources. For instance, it 
should be possible to determine functions, e.g., expressed in GO terms, for genes in 
LOCUSLINK, UNIGENE, NETAFFX, etc. As such annotations may not be available yet, 
we often need to traverse the cross-references across multiple intermediary sources to 
identify the required objects correspondences. In addition, filters, such as exact and 
pattern matching, and their combinations are necessary to identify interesting objects.
• Data quality: Annotations from different sources may largely vary in data quality, 
e.g., due to different update frequencies and algorithms to calculate object correspon-
dences. To achieve high user acceptance, it is necessary to document how the data has 14.2. I N T E G R A T I O N  R E Q U I R E M E N T S 1 5 7
been integrated, e.g., from which source and using which path of cross-references, so 
that the user can judge its quality.
• Performance: Query performance is obviously of key importance for the user accep-
tance in interactive analysis. Therefore, physical integration using a data warehouse is 
recommended for large amounts of data. Mediator-based query processing should also 
be optimized, especially the execution of resource-intensive join operations to relate 
objects from different public sources. Hence, advanced techniques, such as indexing 
and caching, should be applied to improve query time.
14.3 State of the Art
Due to the challenges in the diversity and large amounts of data, the bioinformatics 
domain has recently become a major focus of the data integration research field. So far, 
several approaches have been developed and published (see [78, 67, 129] for different 
surveys). Previous solutions can be characterized by their approach used to integrate 
metadata and instance data. For both sub-problems, two alternatives are possible giving 
four combinations as shown in Table 14.1 together with sample implementations and the 
supported number of sources (as an indicator for scalability). At the metadata level, we 
differentiate whether or not an application-/domain-specific, consistent global schema is 
provided for the user to formulate queries. At the instance level, we differentiate between 
materialized and virtual integration. Systems may also follow a hybrid approach combin-
ing both techniques at one level. 
Table 14.1 Data integration approaches and systems in bioinformatics
Criteria Application-specific global schema No application-specific global schema
Materiali
zed
- Data warehouse
- Prototypes: IGD, GIMS (3)
- Hybrid (Medi-
ated warehouse)
- Prototype: 
DATAFOUNDRY 
(4)
- Generic warehouse
- Prototypes: COLUMBA (7), 
GENMAPPER (60)
- Generic-
hybrid
- Prototype: 
GENMAPPER 
extension (5)
Virtual
- Mediator/Federation
- Prototypes: TAMBIS (5)
- Generic mediator
- Prototypes: DISCOVERY-
LINK, KLEISLI (60), SRS (700) 
Traditional data integration approaches include data warehousing and federation (or
mediation). The former approach physically stores integrated data in a central database 
or data warehouse, which can offer high performance for data-intensive analysis tasks. 
The latter approach uses a mediator to perform data access at run time and provides the 
most current data. Both are built on the notion of an application- or domain-specific glo-
bal schema to consistently represent and access the integrated data. However, construc-
tion of the global schema (schema integration) is highly difficult and not scalable for 
molecular-biological data sources due to their heterogeneity and because many sources 
have no fixed structure [67, 27]. Frequent changes in the structure and contents of the 
sources would require a continuous evolution of the global schema and the correspond-
ing routines to transform and clean the data.
Data warehouses of molecular-biological data include IGD [124] and GIMS [113], repre-
senting early ambitious projects to collect and integrate all molecular-biological data 
available for a particular organism, C. elegans (IGD) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(GIMS), in a single database. The most representative example for the federation 
approach is TAMBIS [55], which uses an existing domain ontology as the global schema, 
to which source schemas are semantically mapped. On the other side, DATAFOUNDRY158 CHAPTER 14. D A T A  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N  B I O I N F O R M A T I C S
[26] follows a hybrid integration approach (denoted as hybrid in Table 14.1) by extend-
ing a mediator with a data warehouse to store aggregated data and copies of most fre-
quently accessed source data. However, like traditional data warehouses or mediators, a 
global schema is required to present a coherent view of the integrated data and used for 
user queries. Due to the high effort required for constructing the global schema and for 
transforming and importing source data, these approaches do not scale well and can only 
deal with a limited number of sources to support specific analysis tasks. 
To achieve more flexibility, other systems do not pursue a (laborious) semantic integra-
tion of all data sources by constructing an application-specific global schema. Instead, 
they use a simple generic, i.e., application-independent, data model, into which data 
from new data sources can be easily transformed and added. Biological sources mostly 
have a simple entry-attribute-based structure, making a generic representation feasible. 
According to the integration at the instance level, we divide the approaches without a 
consistent application-specific global schema into, in our terms, the so-called generic 
warehouses and generic mediators.
Generic mediators include DISCOVERYLINK [57]17, KLEISLI [24, 139] and SRS (Sequence 
Retrieval System) [46, 142]. Their schema is simply the union of the local schemas, 
which are transformed to a uniform format, such as relational (DISCOVERYLINK), or 
nested relational (KLEISLI), or attributed-based (SRS). Currently, KLEISLI offers inter-
faces to more than 60 public sources [24] and SRS provides wrappers to about 700 data 
sources [46]. Typically, complete copies of data sources are maintained locally and peri-
odically updated for availability and performance reasons. As the price for flexibility, 
DISCOVERYLINK and KLEISLI leave the task of semantically integration to the responsi-
bility of the user. In particular, the user has to explicitly specify join conditions in queries 
to relate objects/data from different sources with each other. SRS, on the other side, 
addresses this problem by capturing and utilizing existing object cross-references, i.e., 
correspondences at the instance level. SRS maintains indices on correspondences and 
thus can achieve high query performance. In particular, to determine correspondences 
between objects from two given sources, SRS determines the shortest path between the 
two sources and performs a join-like operation by traversing the object correspondences 
along the path.
On the other hand, we currently observe only few prototypes following the generic ware-
housing approach. A recent example for generic warehouses is COLUMBA [125]. which 
physically integrates protein annotations from several sources into a local relational data-
base. Source data is imported in its original schema to reduce the effort required for 
schema integration and data import as much as possible. For each source, the main inte-
gration work consists of establishing a mapping table containing all correspondences 
between its objects and the objects of a previously selected central source, the Protein 
Data Bank (PDB). In this star-like organization, objects from two arbitrary sources can be 
efficiently related with each other by joining through the central source.
As indicated in Table 14.1, our system GENMAPPER [32] also belongs to the family of the 
generic warehouses. It uses a generic data model to uniformly represent objects and their 
annotations physically imported from different data sources. Existing correspondences 
between objects are explicitly captured and utilized to drive data integration and com-
bine annotation knowledge from different sources. To serve specific analysis needs, 
17. DISCOVERYLINK is now distributed as a commercial product under the name IBM Websphere Informa-
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powerful operators are provided to derive tailored annotation views from the generic 
data representation. We further extended GENMAPPER by coupling it with a generic 
mediator to combine the advantages of both the materialized and virtual integration [76, 
77]. The approach is denoted as the generic-hybrid approach in Table 14.1. In particular, 
while GENMAPPER exploits existing mappings to inter-relate objects of interest, SRS is 
used to retrieve on a demand-driven basis up-to-date source-specific annotations for the 
corresponding objects. GENMAPPER and its hybrid extension will be described in detail in 
two subsequent chapters.160 CHAPTER 14. D A T A  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N  B I O I N F O R M A T I C S
C H A P T E R
CHAPTER 15   THE GENMAPPER APPROACH
GENMAPPER (Generic Mapper) represents a new approach to flexibly integrate heteroge-
neous data sources for large-scale analysis that preserves and utilizes the semantic 
knowledge represented in cross-references between the sources. The key aspects of our 
approach are the following: 
• GENMAPPER physically integrates all data in a central database to support flexible, 
high performance analysis across data from many sources.
• In contrast to previous data warehouse approaches, we do not employ an application-
specific global schema (e.g., a star or snowflake schema). Instead, we use a generic 
schema called GAM (Generic Annotation Model) to uniformly represent object and 
annotation data from different data sources, including ontologies. It makes it much 
easier to integrate new data sources and perform corresponding data transformations, 
thereby improving scalability to a large number of sources. Moreover, it is robust 
against changes in the external sources thereby supporting easy update and mainte-
nance.
• We store existing mappings between sources and correspondences between objects 
and annotations (cross-references), and exploit them to combine annotation knowl-
edge from different sources.
• To support specific analysis needs and queries, we derive tailored annotation views 
from the generic data representation. This task is supported by a new approach utiliz-
ing a set of high-level operators, e.g., to combine mappings. Results of such operators 
that are of general interest, e.g., new mappings derived from existing mappings, can be 
materialized in the central database. The separation of the generic data representation 
and the provision of application-specific views permits GENMAPPER and its (imported 
and derived) data to be used for a large variety of applications.
In the next section, we give an overview of our data integration approach implemented in 
GENMAPPER. Section 15.2 presents the generic data model GAM. Section 15.3 and 15.4
discuss the data import phase and the generation of annotation views, respectively. Sec-
tion 15.5 describes additional aspects of the technical implementation as well as an appli-
cation scenario of GENMAPPER. A brief summary of the chapter is given in Section 15.6.
15.1 Overview
Figure 15.1 shows an overview of the GENMAPPER integration approach. Integration of 
source data is performed in two phases: Data import and View generation. In the first 
phase, source data is downloaded, parsed and imported into a central relational database 
following the generic GAM representation. This representation is used for objects and 
their annotations originating from different sources, such as public sources and taxono-
mies, as well as the different kinds of relationships. 
Figure 15.1 GENMAPPER architecture for annotation integration
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Since directly accessing the GAM representation may result into complex queries, appli-
cations and users are typically provided with annotation views tailored to their analysis 
needs. Figure 15.2 shows an example of such an annotation view for some LOCUSLINK
genes. In such a view, GENMAPPER can combine information and annotations from dif-
ferent sources for an arbitrary number of objects. Both the objects (the loci from LOCUS-
LINK in the example) and the kinds of annotations (e.g., ENZYME protein classification, 
GO gene functions, HUGO standard gene symbols, OMIM diseases, PUBMED publica-
tions) can be chosen arbitrarily. Such annotation views are very helpful for comparing 
and inferring functions of the objects, e.g., if they have been detected to show some cor-
related behavior in experimental processes.
Figure 15.2 An annotation view for LOCUSLINK genes
In general, an annotation view is a structured (e.g., tabular) representation of annotations 
for objects of a particular source. Annotation views are queryable to support high-vol-
ume analysis. A view consists of several attributes which are derived from one source or 162 CHAPTER 15. T H E  G E N M A P P E R  A P P R O A C H
different sources. The choice of attributes is not fixed as in the underlying sources but 
can be tailored to application needs. Enabling such a flexible generation of annotation 
views requires the combination of both objects and annotations, i.e., relationships 
between objects. This is supported by the uniform representation of data from different 
sources in our approach.
The annotation views can be flexibly constructed by means of various high-level func-
tions which can operate on entire sources and mappings or a subset of them. Key opera-
tors include Compose and GenerateView, and are specifically defined on the GAM data 
model. They also represent the means to integrate GENMAPPER with external applications 
to provide automatic analysis pipelines with annotation data.
15.2 The Generic Annotation Model
Generic data models aim at uniformly representing different data and metadata for easy 
extensibility, evolution, and efficient storage. Typically, metadata and data are stored 
together in triples of object-attribute-value (also coined as Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) 
[104]). A molecular-biological example of such a triple is (APRT, Name, adenine phos-
phoribosyltransferase). This approach has been used in repository systems to maintain 
database schemas from different data models [11], in E-commerce to manage electronic 
catalogs [1], in the medical domain to manage sparse patient data [104], or in the Seman-
tic Web context to describe and exchange metadata (RDF
Figure 15.3 The Generic Annotation Model
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In GENMAPPER, we follow the same idea to achieve a generic representation for molecu-
lar-biological annotation data by using a generic data model called GAM (Generic Anno-
tation Model). Figure 15.3 shows the core elements of GAM in a relational format. In 
particular, we have enriched the EAV representation with several specific properties. 
First, to avoid the mix of metadata and data in EAV triples and to facilitate data integra-
tion from many sources, we explicitly provide two levels of abstraction, Source and 
Object. A source may be any predefined set of objects, e.g., a public collection of genes, 
18. Resource Description Framework: http://www.w3.org/RDF/15.2. T H E  G E N E R I C  A N N O T A T I O N  M O D E L 1 6 3
an ontology, or a database schema. Second, we allow relationships of different semantics 
and cardinality to be defined at both the source and object level, which are captured in 
tables Source_Rel and Object_Rel, respectively. Both intra- and inter-source relation-
ships are possible. A relationship at the source level (a mapping) typically consists of 
many relationships at the object level (correspondences or associations). 
We roughly differentiate between gene-oriented, protein-oriented, and other sources 
according to their content. A source, whose objects are organized in a particular struc-
ture, such as a taxonomy or a database schema, is indicated as a Network source. Typi-
cally, each object has a unique source-specific identifier or accession, which is often 
accompanied by a textual component, for example to represent the name of the object. 
Alternatively, an object may also have a numeric representation. 
In Source_Rel, we distinguish three types of relationships between and within sources. 
Structural and annotation relationships are imported from external data sources and rep-
resent the internal structure of a source or semantic correspondences between sources, 
respectively. In addition, GENMAPPER supports the calculation and storage of derived
relationships to increase the annotation knowledge and to support frequent queries. We 
discuss the single types of relationships in the following. 
• Annotation relationships. Annotations are determined using different computational 
or manual methods and typically specified by cross-references between sources. These 
relationships represent the most important and also the largest amount of data to be 
managed. Currently we group them into Fact and Similarity mappings. The former indi-
cate relationships which can be taken as facts, for example, the position of a gene on 
the genome, while the latter contain computed relationships, e.g., determined by 
sequence comparisons and alignments (homology) between instances or by an 
attribute matching algorithm. In Object_Rel, an evidence value can be captured to 
indicate the computed plausibility of the correspondence between two any objects.
• Structural relationships. Source structure is captured by Contains and IS_A relation-
ships. Contains denotes containment relationships between a source and its partitions, 
such as between GO and its sub-taxonomies BIOLOGICALPROCESS, MOLECULAR-
FUNCTION and CELLULARCOMPONENT, while IS_A is the typical semantic relationship 
found between terms within a taxonomy like BIOLOGICALPROCESS or ENZYME. 
• Derived relationships. Two forms of derived relationships, Composed and Subsumed, 
are supported. Composed relationships combine cross-references across several 
sources to determine annotations that are not directly available. For example, the new 
mapping UNIGENE↔GO can be derived by combining two existing mappings, UNI-
GENE↔LOCUSLINK and LOCUSLINK↔GO. Subsumed relationships are automatically 
derived from the IS_A structure of a source and contain the associations of a term in a 
taxonomy to all subsumed terms in the term hierarchy. This is motivated by the fact 
that if a gene is annotated with a particular GO term, it is often necessary to consider 
the subsumed terms for more detailed gene functions.
15.3 Data Import
As illustrated in Figure 15.4, the integration of a new data source into the GAM data 
model is performed in two steps, Parse and Import. For all sources, the output of the Parse
step is uniformly stored in a simple EAV format as illustrated by the example shown in 
Figure 15.4b for the locus 353 from Figure 14.1. It represents a straightforward way to 164 CHAPTER 15. T H E  G E N M A P P E R  A P P R O A C H
capture annotations as provided on the web pages of public data sources, and therefore 
makes the construction of parsers very simple.
Figure 15.4 Data parsing and import
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The Import step transforms and integrates data from the EAV into the GAM format (Fig-
ure 15.4c). To prevent that already existing sources, objects, mappings and correspon-
dences are inserted again we perform a duplicate elimination at the source and object 
level. At the object level we compare object accessions and at the source level we exam-
ine source names and audit information, such as date and release of a source. Integrating 
new data requires relating provided associations with existing data. For example, if GO 
has already been integrated into GAM, re-importing LOCUSLINK only requires to relate 
the new LOCUSLINK objects with the existing GO terms.
The functional split between the Parse and Import steps helps us to keep the integration 
effort low. Parse represents a small portion of source-specific code to be implemented, 
while Import realizes a generic EAV-to-GAM transformation and migration module and 
only needs to be implemented once. This makes the integration of a new source rela-
tively easy, mainly consisting of the effort to write a new parser.
15.4 View Generation
To explore the relationships between molecular-biological objects, scientists often have 
to ask queries in the form "Given a set of LOCUSLINK genes, identify those that are 
located at some given cytogenetic positions (LOCATION), and annotated with some given 
GO functions, but not associated with some given OMIM diseases". Such queries exhibit 
the following properties:
• A query involves one or more mappings between objects of a single source, e.g., 
LOCUSLINK, and one or more targets providing the annotations of interest, e.g., LOCA-
TION, GO and OMIM. Both the source and the targets can be confined to subsets of rel-
evant objects.
• The mappings can be used to evaluate logical conditions between objects, i.e., whether 
they have/do not have some associated annotations. The mappings can be combined 
using the logical operators AND or OR and individually negated using the logical 
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GENMAPPER supports the specification and processing of such queries by means of tai-
lored annotation views, which can be flexibly constructed using a set of high-level 
GAM-based operators. In the following, we briefly present some simple operations, such 
as Map, Range, and Domain (see Table 15.1), and discuss the most important operations to 
determine annotations views, Compose and GenerateView, in more detail. Note that the 
operations are described declaratively and leave room for optimizations in the imple-
mentation. 
Simple Operations
The Map operation takes as input a source S to be annotated and a target T providing 
annotations. It searches the database for an existing mapping between S and T and 
returns the object associations contained in the mapping. Domain and Range identify the 
source and the target objects, respectively, involved in a mapping. RestrictDomain and 
RestrictRange return a subset of a mapping covering a given set of objects from the source 
and from the target, respectively.
Table 15.1 Definitions and examples for simple mapping operations
Operation Definition Example
Map(S, T) Identify object correspondences between S 
and T
map = Map(S, T) = {s1↔t1, s2↔t2}
Domain(map) SELECT DISTINCT S FROM map Domain(map) = {s1, s2}
Range(map) SELECT DISTINCT T FROM map Range(map) = {t1, t2}
RestrictDomain(map, s) SELECT * FROM map  
WHERE S in s
RestrictDomain(map, {s1}) =  
{s1↔t1}
RestrictRange(map, t) SELECT * FROM map  
WHERE T in t
RestrictRange(map, {t2}) =  
{s2↔t2}
Compose
Like the MatchCompose operation for metadata-level mappings (see Section 6.3), Com-
pose is based on the same intuition, transitivity of associations, to derive new mappings 
from existing ones. For example, if a locus l in LOCUSLINK is annotated with some GO 
terms, so are the UNIGENE entries associated with locus l. Compose takes as input a so-
called mapping path consisting of two or more mappings connecting two sources with 
each other, for which a direct mapping is required. For example, it can use a relational 
join operation to combine map1: S1↔S2 and map2: S2↔S3, which share a common 
source S2, and produce as output a mapping between S1 and S3.
Compose represents a simple but very effective way to derive new useful mappings. The 
operation can be used to derive new annotations, which are not directly available in 
existing sources and their cross-references. However, Compose may lead to wrong corre-
spondences when the transitivity assumption does not hold. This effect can be restricted 
by allowing Compose to be performed with explicit user confirmation on the involved 
mapping path. The use of mappings containing correspondences of reduced evidence is a 
promising subject for future research.
GenerateView
This operation assumes a source S to be annotated and a set of targets T1, ..., Tm, provid-
ing required annotations. The relevant source and target objects are given in the corre-
sponding subsets s and t1, ..., tm, respectively, each of which may also cover all existing 
objects of a source. Finally, the GenerateView operation requires a method for combining 
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be negated. The result of such a query is a view of m+1 attributes, S, T1, …, and Tm, con-
taining tuples of related objects from the corresponding sources. In particular, Generate-
View implements the pseudo-code shown in Figure 15.5 to build the required annotation 
view V.
Figure 15.5 The algorithm for GenerateView
GenerateView(S, s, T1, t1, ..., Tm, tm, [AND|OR], {negated})//Start with all given source objects
V = s
//Iterate over all target
For i = 1..m {
Determine mapping Mi: S↔Ti //Using either Map or Compose 
mi = RestrictDomain(Mi, s) //Consider the given source objects
mi = RestrictRange(mi, ti) //Consider the given target objects
If negated[Ti] { //The mapping is specified as negated
sî =  s \ Domain(mi) //Source objs not involved in the sub-mapping
mî = RestrictDomain(Mi, sî) //Find correspondences for these objects
mi = mî RightOuterJoin sî on S //Preserve objs without correspondences
}
V = V  InnerJoin/LeftOuterJoin mi on S //AND: inner, OR: left outer
}
GenerateView performs a script of multiple steps based on other operators to execute 
mappings and manipulate their results. V is first set to the given set s of relevant source 
objects. For each target Ti, a mapping Mi between S and Ti is to be determined. It may 
already exist in the database, or in many cases, may be not yet available. In the former 
case, the required mapping is directly retrieved using the Map operation. In the latter 
case, we try to derive such a mapping from the existing ones using the Compose opera-
tion. A subset mi is then extracted from Mi to only cover the relevant source objects s and 
target objects ti. If necessary, the negation of mi is built from the subset sî of s containing 
the objects not involved in mi. Finally, V is incrementally extended by performing a left 
outer join (OR) or inner join (AND) operation with the sub-mapping mi.
15.5 Implementation and Use
GENMAPPER is fully operational and currently integrates more than 60 public sources, 
including those for gene annotations, such as LOCUSLINK [116] and UNIGENE [127], and 
for protein annotations, such as INTERPRO [103] and SWISSPROT [18]. Furthermore, it 
includes various divisions of NETAFFX [86], a vendor-based data source for annotations 
of genes used in microarray experiments to measure their expression. GENMAPPER sup-
ports both interactive use via a web-based user interface and integration in automatic 
analysis pipelines using its high-level operations. In the following we present the basic 
functionalities of the interactive user interface and discuss the use of GENMAPPER in a 
large-scale analysis application.
Interactive Query Interface
The interactive interface of GENMAPPER allows the user to pose queries and retrieve 
annotations for a set of given objects from a particular source. First, the relevant source 
can be selected from the list of currently imported sources. The accessions of the objects 
of interest can be uploaded from a file or manually copied and pasted. If no accessions 
are specified, the entire source will be considered. For example, Figure 15.6a shows in 15.5. I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  A N D  U S E 1 6 7
the text input field several LOCUSLINK identifiers, for which the user might want to look 
for annotations. The source for the objects is set correspondingly to LOCUSLINK.
In the next step, the user can specify all targets of interest from the available sources. To 
construct the annotation view shown in Figure 15.2, the user can select the targets as 
shown in Figure 15.6b. GENMAPPER internally manages a graph of all available sources 
and mappings. Using a shortest path algorithm, GENMAPPER is able to automatically 
determine a mapping path to traverse from the source to any specified target. The user 
can also search in the graph for specific paths, for example, with a particular intermedi-
ate source. With a high degree of inter-connectivity between the sources, many paths 
may be possible. Hence, GENMAPPER also allows the user to manually build and save a 
path customized for specific analysis requirements. 
When the relevant paths have been selected or manually constructed, the user can specify 
the target accessions of interest, the method for combining the mappings, and the nega-
tion of single mappings as shown in Figure 15.6c. GENMAPPER then applies the Generate-
View operation to construct the annotation view. The interesting accessions among the 
retrieved ones can be selected to start a new query. Alternatively, the user can retrieve 
the names and other information of the corresponding objects as illustrated for the GO 
gene functions in Figure 15.6d. All results can be saved and downloaded for further anal-
ysis in external tools.
Figure 15.6 Annotation query for LOCUSLINK genes
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Large-scale Automatic Gene Functional Profiling
In an ongoing cooperation project aiming at a comparative analysis between humans and 
their closest relatives, chimpanzees [43], GENMAPPER has been successfully integrated 
within an automated analysis pipeline to perform complex and large-scale functional 
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Gene expression measurements have been performed using AFFYMETRIX microarray 
technology. From a total of approximately 40,000 genes, the expression of around 
20,000 genes were detected, from which around 2,500 show a significantly different 
expression pattern between the species thus representing candidates for further examina-
tion [75, 102]. Functional profiling of the differently expressed genes was based on the 
analysis of the annotations about their known functions as specified by GENEONTOLOGY
(GO) terms. In particular, the genes are classified according to the GO function taxon-
omy in order to identify the functions, which are conserved or have changed between 
humans and chimpanzees.
Using the mappings provided by GENMAPPER, the proprietary genes of AFFYMETRIX
microarrays were mapped to the generally accepted gene representations UNIGENE and
LOCUSLINK, for which GO annotations were in turn derived from the mappings provided 
by LOCUSLINK. Furthermore, using the structure information of the sources, i.e., IS_A
and Subsumed relationships, comprehensive statistical analysis over the entire GO taxon-
omy was possible to determine significant genes. The adopted analysis methodology is 
also applicable to other taxonomies, e.g., ENZYME, to gain additional insights.
15.6 Summary
We presented the GENMAPPER system for flexible integration of heterogeneous annota-
tion data. GENMAPPER uses a generic schema to uniformly represent annotations from 
different sources. Existing correspondences between objects are explicitly captured to 
drive data integration and combine annotation knowledge from different sources to 
enhance analysis tasks. From the generic representation, tailored annotation views are 
derived to serve specific analysis needs and queries. Such views are flexibly constructed 
using a set of powerful high-level operators, e.g., to combine annotations imported from 
different sources. GENMAPPER is fully operational, integrates data from many sources 
and is currently used by biologists for large-scale functional profiling of genes.15.6. S U M M A R Y 1 6 9
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CHAPTER 16   THE HYBRID INTEGRATION APPROACH
GENMAPPER represents a flexible approach to capture and exploit object correspon-
dences for annotation analysis. However, the employed generic data model GAM 
focuses specifically on mapping data and cannot handle unstructured data, such as com-
ment fields, and data with complex structures, such as geometric data of protein folding 
structures and genomic sequences, which is typically provided as source-specific 
attributes besides weblinks to encode object correspondences. To overcome this limita-
tion and support access to both kinds of data, we have extended GENMAPPER to a hybrid 
system by integrating it with a mediator for virtual integration of source-specific annota-
tion data. The key aspects of our new approach are the following:
• We combine a materialized and a virtual data integration to exploit their advantages in 
a new hybrid approach. On the one hand, the materialization offers high performance 
for join queries to inter-relate large numbers of objects from different sources. On the 
other hand, up-to-date source-specific annotation data can be retrieved for analysis 
when needed.
• Mapping data is explicitly captured from the data sources and stored in a separate 
database, the so-called Mapping Database, backed by GENMAPPER. This separation 
allows us to determine different join paths between two sources to relate their objects 
with each other and to pre-compute them for good query performance.
• Data sources are uniformly integrated and accessed through SRS, the widely accepted 
commercial mediator tool, which offers wrapper interfaces to a large number of 
molecular-biological sources, including flat files and relational databases. Hence, we 
avoid the re-implementation of import functions and can easily add sources supported 
by SRS.
The next section gives an overview of our hybrid integration approach. Section 16.2
focuses on the management and exploitation of mappings. Section 16.3 describes the 
query processing mechanism. Finally, Section 16.4 concludes this chapter. 
16.1 Overview
Figure 16.1 shows the architecture of our hybrid integration approach. It comprises four 
components, which are introduced in the following: 
Figure 16.1 The hybrid integration approach and its components
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Query processing steps
• The commercial mediator tool SRS is used to query and retrieve annotations from the 
relevant public sources. Currently, several sources offering gene annotations, includ-
ing GENEONTOLOGY (GO) [52], LOCUSLINK [116], ENSEMBL [17], UNIGENE [127], 
and NETAFFX [86] are integrated to support gene expression analysis.
• GENMAPPER is used to pre-compute alternative mappings between the data sources 
using different join paths. These mappings are stored as views in a sub-division of 
GENMAPPER, the Mapping Database. In particular, for each source, a mapping table is 
maintained storing all correspondences between the source and a pre-selected central 
source. This star-like schema supports efficient join operations through the central 
source to inter-relate objects of different sources.
• The Query Mediator is our new development, offering a uniform interface to exploit 
both mapping and annotation data in GENMAPPER and SRS, respectively. In particular, 
it captures and transforms user-specified queries into SRS-specific queries, which are 
then forwarded to SRS for execution. Finally, the Query Mediator combines the results 
delivered by SRS, performs necessary transformations, and visualizes them on the user 
web interface.
• The ADM Database serves administration purposes and stores metadata about the 
integrated sources, such as their names and attributes, and the information about the 
available mappings, e.g., mapping names and join paths used to compute them. We 
utilize this metadata to automatically generate the web interface for query formulation.
In the remainder of this section, we shortly describe the overall interaction between the 
components in two main processes, integration of data sources and processing of user 
queries. The main components, in particular, the Mapping Database, the ADM database, 
and the Query Mediator, will be discussed in the subsequent sections in detail.
Source Integration
The comprehensive wrapper library provided by SRS supports numerous data sources 
available in the bioinformatics domain and allows us to easily add new sources. In par-
ticular, we use these wrappers to integrate the flatfile-based source LOCUSLINK and two 
relational databases, ENSEMBL and GO. To achieve good performance for interactive 
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Database holds metadata about the sources, especially the names of the sources and their 
attributes.
In our approach, data sources are organized in a star-like schema supporting efficient 
join queries. For each object type, one of the sources is chosen as the central source, to 
which mappings from all other sources of this type are pre-computed. For example, 
LOCUSLINK is a reference data source for gene annotations. Its identifier is linked in 
many other sources and often used for citations in scientific publications. Hence, we 
choose LOCUSLINK as the central gene source in our current implementation to support 
gene expression analysis. The Mapping Database consists of the mappings from LOCUS-
LINK to all other sources, e.g., UNIGENE, ENSEMBL, NETAFFX and GENEONTOLOGY, 
which are pre-computed and provided by GENMAPPER. To link a source with the central 
source, alternative mappings can be obtained using different join paths. The mappings 
are then registered in the ADM Database with the paths employed to compute them (see 
Section 16.2).
Query Processing
Figure 16.1 also shows the general workflow of query processing, which will be dis-
cussed in detail in Section 16.3. The workflow starts with querying metadata about the 
available sources, attributes and mappings from the ADM Database (Step 1). Using this 
metadata, the web interface is automatically generated (Step 2). Then, the user can for-
mulate the query by selecting the data sources and relevant attributes, and specifying fil-
ter conditions and join paths (Step 3). The Query Mediator interprets the user query and 
generates a query plan, which consists of one or multiple SRS-specific queries (Step 4). 
The query plan is passed to the SRS server for execution (Step 5 and 6). While subqueries 
for selection and projection are performed within the corresponding sources, SRS uses 
GENMAPPER to perform join operations. The query result is then returned as one or mul-
tiple XML streams (Step 7). The Query Mediator parses the streams to extract the rele-
vant data (Step 8), which is then prepared in different formats for displaying on web 
browser or for download (Step 9).
16.2 Mapping Management
The Mapping Database manages the actual mapping data, i.e. correspondences, while the 
ADM Database stores the metadata on the mappings and the involved sources for GUI 
generation and query processing. In the following we describe the single databases in 
more detail.
The Mapping Database
Previous integration systems, such as SRS, determine corresponding objects between two 
sources using a multi-way join operation along the shortest, automatically determined 
path connecting them with each other. This approach leads to several problems. First, the 
shortest path may not always be the best one for inter-relating objects of two sources. 
Other (probably longer) paths may deliver better data, e.g., if the involved sources are 
updated more frequently than those in the shortest path. Second, the composition of 
many mappings can lead to performance problems, even for the shortest paths, if they are 
to be evaluated at runtime. One solution to improve query time is to pre-compute all pos-
sible paths to obtain direct mappings. However, this would lead to an enormous amount 
of mappings and object correspondences (complexity O(n2) with n sources) which is 
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porting several alternative paths, which can be selected by the users according to their 
preference or analysis needs. On the other hand, instead of pre-computing join paths 
between all sources, we identify a central source and pre-compute only the join paths 
between the remaining sources to the central source, through which the join operations 
are performed at runtime.
Figure 16.2 Schemas of the Mapping and ADM databases
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Like in COLUMBA [125], the data sources are connected in a star-like (multidimensional) 
schema in our approach. However, in contrast to COLUMBA, we maintain the mappings 
in a separate database for optimized join processing and support alternative mappings 
between a source and the central source. Figure 16.2a shows the schema of the Mapping 
Database. There is a center table for the central source and a mapping table for each addi-
tional data source. All objects of the central source are uniquely identified by the key 
Center_Id. These ids are used as foreign keys in the mapping tables to represent the 
object relationships at the instance level. Note that a mapping table is used to maintain 
all mappings of different paths between the respective source and the central source. 
Each path is identified by a Path_Id identifier referring to a specific path which has been 
used to precompute the mappings. Every supported path is described in the ADM Data-
base including metadata such as its name and the involved sources.
For example, assume we want to relate genes from UNIGENE with some annotations from 
ENSEMBL. Unfortunately, UNIGENE and ENSEMBL do not maintain direct mappings to 
each other. Hence it is necessary to relate their objects through common objects in other 
sources. By analyzing the mappings between the sources, we could identify UNI-
GENE↔LOCUSLINK↔NETAFFX↔ENSEMBL as a possible join path. Without pre-com-
puted mappings, three mappings, each between two neighbor sources in the path, have to 
be retrieved and successively joined. In our implementation, the mapping table 
Center_UniGene provides a direct mapping LOCUSLINK↔UNIGENE. The mapping table 
Center_Ensembl contains the mapping LOCUSLINK↔ENSEMBL, which has been previ-
ously pre-computed using the path LOCUSLINK↔NETAFFX↔ENSEMBL. Hence, we need 
only to join these two mappings.
The number of the mappings to be pre-computed and materialized in the mapping data-
base is linear with the number of the sources to be integrated. The support for alternative 
join paths does not affect the linear complexity (k*n mappings with n sources and k alter-
native mappings on average per source). New annotation sources can easily be added by 
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affect the runtime complexity because the join operations within the Mapping Database 
never involve more than two mappings (source1↔center↔source2). Mapping tables for 
sources that are no longer required can be removed. Storing mapping data for each 
source in separate mapping tables simplifies the data update task. In particular, a map-
ping can be easily updated by deleting it and inserting the new one. The local copies of 
annotation sources can be independently replaced in SRS by a new version.
The prerequisite to integrate a new source is that there is at least one mapping path be-
tween it and the central source or that such a path can be constructed by joining existing 
paths. Therefore, the selection of the central source plays an important role in this inte-
gration approach. Quality criteria, such as update frequency and acceptance by the users, 
should be considered. Furthermore, if the source already provides direct mappings to 
many other sources, these mappings can be taken to quickly construct to the mapping 
database. For example, LOCUSLINK and SWISSPROT represent reference sources for gene 
and protein annotations, respectively, and maintain a large number of mappings to other 
(smaller) sources. Hence, they are good candidates for the central source to integrate 
annotations for gene and protein analysis.
The ADM Database
Figure 4b shows a portion of the ADM database schema holding metadata about the inte-
grated data sources and the mappings between them. The Source table records a unique 
source identifier (Db_Id) and the source names. The available attributes of a source are 
stored in the table Attribute, which also contains their SRS-specific names used to trans-
late the user query into an SRS-specific query. All join paths, for which a mapping is 
materialized in the mapping database, are stored in the Path table. The path name concat-
enates all names of sources participating on the join path. Hence, the user can easily dif-
ferentiate between alternative mappings and identify one for her need. Currently, we 
import this data partly manually and partly automatically by means of specific database 
scripts, which extract metadata from the corresponding sources. This metadata is used by 
the Query Mediator to automatically generate web interfaces for query specification, 
which is discussed in the next section.
16.3 Query Processing
Query Types
Our Query Mediator supports two kinds of queries, projection and selection queries, 
according to the specific requirements of expression and annotation analysis, respec-
tively:
• Projection queries support expression analysis and return a uniform view with user-
specified annotation attributes for a given gene group. In a query, the attributes may 
stem from different sources.
• The goal of selection queries is to identify sets of genes showing some common prop-
erties. This can be done by applying filter conditions on the corresponding annotation 
attributes. The gene sets can then be used in expression analysis to compare their ex-
pression behavior.
These two query types differ from each other in their input and output data. Projection 
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put. However, they are processed in the same way by associating genes with annotation 
attributes from the selected sources.
Query Formulation
The query web interface is generated automatically using the source-specific metadata 
stored in the ADM Database. The user formulates queries on the web interface by select-
ing relevant attributes (projection queries) and specifying filter conditions (selection 
queries). Figure 16.3 shows an example of a selection query to identify all genes, which 
are located on chromosome 4 and are associated with the biological process cell migra-
tion.
Figure 16.3 Query formulation on the automatically generated web interface
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A query may consider attributes (1) stemming from different sources (2). For each at-
tribute, a filter condition (3) can be specified allowing for exact or pattern matching que-
ries. Furthermore, the user has to specify the mapping to connect the source of the 
selected attribute to the central source by selecting a join path (4). Multiple conditions 
can be added and combined using the logical operators OR, AND and NOT whereby OR 
has the lowest and NOT the highest priority in the query evaluation process. Finally, 
according to the type of genes to be returned, a mapping between the central source and 
the target source is to be selected (5).
While SRS only supports to filter attributes of the source from which the data is to be 
retrieved, our implementation supports the combination of attributes from different 
sources within a selection query. Moreover, our implementation provides the possibility 
to combine attributes of different sources (projection) within the same query, which is 
also currently not directly supported by SRS.
Generation of Query Plans
From the user specifications on the web interface, the Query Mediator generates a SRS-
specific query for later execution by the SRS server. This process is performed in three 
steps, 1) Block formation to split the queries into blocks according to the logical opera-
tors, 2) Grouping of source-specific attributes to determine and group subqueries on 
attributes belong to the same source to be executed together, and 3) Assembling SRS 
query to generate the final query in SRS-specific syntax and terms. Figure 16.4 illustrates 
these steps using the example query from Figure 16.3. We discuss the single steps in the 
following:
1 Block formation: First, the filter conditions of a selection query are divided by the log-
ical operator OR into single blocks. Each block contains either one or multiple filter 
conditions connected with each other by the AND operator. Our query example Figure 
16.3 does not contain the OR operator. Hence, there is only one block constructed (see 
Figure 16.4, Step 1) holding all three filter conditions. This step is not necessary for 176 CHAPTER 16. T H E  H Y B R I D  I N T E G R A T I O N  A P P R O A C H
Figure 16.4 Steps for creating the query plan
1. Step: Block formation
Block    Path                                                   Sourcee              Attribute           Filter value
1       Ensembl>NetAffx(Set U95)>LocusLink   Ensembl       Chromosome    4
1       GeneOntology>LocusLink                        GeneOntology    Category           biological_process
1       GeneOntology>LocusLink                        GeneOntology    Process              *cell migration
2. Step: Grouping of source-specific attributes
Block  Group  Path                                              Source                 Attribute          Filter value
1         a      Ensembl>NetAffx(Set U95)>LocusLink   Ensembl             Chromosome   4
1         b      GeneOntology>LocusLink                    GeneOntology    Category          biological_process
1         b      GeneOntology>LocusLink                    GeneOntology    Process            *cell migration
3. Step: SRS-Query assembling
1 getz -vf "accession" "([Mapping-pid:5]
2 < (Center < ([Mapping-pid:2]<([EnsemblGene-cnm:4]))
3 < ([Mapping-pid:1]<([GoTerm-typ: biological_process] & [GoTerm-tna:*cell migration]))))
projection queries, which do not require filter conditions and build a view for all spec-
ified attributes.
2 Grouping of source-specific attributes: Within each block obtained from Step 1, the 
attributes and filter conditions are grouped according to their data source and the map-
pings to the central source. Each group of attributes and filter conditions concerning 
the same source and mapping will be valuated together in a subquery. Figure 16.4, 
Step 2 shows two identified groups a and b for the attributes Category and Process of 
the source GeneOntology, and the attribute Chromosome of the source Ensembl, 
respectively.
3 Assembling SRS query: The source and attribute names are replaced by SRS-internal 
names, which are previously captured and stored in the ADM database. The names of 
the selected mappings, i.e., the paths, are substituted by their identifiers in the map-
ping database. For example, Figure 16.4, Step 3 shows in Line 3 the second and third 
filter conditions specified on the web interface. The source GeneOntology and the 
attributes Category and Process are replaced by the internal names GoTerm, typ and 
tna, respectively. SRS is then invoked by calling its interpreter getz (Line 1).
From the SRS-specific query in Figure 16.4 (3. Step), we can see that the objects of 
EnsemblGene and GoTerm are first identified by applying the corresponding filters 
(Lines 2 and 3) and then uniformly mapped to the central identifier Center_Id (Line 2) 
using the mappings with id 1 and 2, respectively. The resulting central identifiers are in 
turn mapped to the target source NETAFFX using the mapping with id 5 (Line 1). The 
result of the query is a set of NETAFFX accessions indicating the corresponding genes.
Query Execution and Result Transformation
According to the complexity of the user query specified on the web interface, one or 
multiple SRS-specific queries are generated and executed. For each such query (e.g., 
shown in Figure 16.4, 3. Step), SRS returns the result as an XML stream. The stream is 
then parsed by the query mediator to extract the relevant data. The query mediator then 
assembles the extracted data of all streams into an internal data structure for later visual-
ization or export. It is also able to perform compensation routines for those functions, 
which are not yet supported in some DBMS, such as intersection in MySQL, and has not 
been considered in SRS. A gene group as the result of a selection query can be used as 
input for a projection query to obtain other annotations for the genes of interest. On the 16.3. Q U E R Y  P R O C E S S I N G 1 7 7
other side, from the result of a projection query, the user can also identify the relevant 
genes and save them as a new gene group for further queries. The exchange of gene 
groups between the queries allows us to perform successive refinement for an initially 
large set of genes. 
16.4 Summary
We presented a hybrid approach for data integration of public molecular-biological data 
sources to support expression analysis of genes and proteins. Mapping data is explicitly 
captured and materialized for efficient analysis of object correspondences. Up-to-date 
annotation data is virtually integrated using a mediator and is retrieved on demand 
according to the analysis needs. Both materialized and virtually integrated data is 
accessed transparently using a query mediator, which exploits existing mappings 
between the integrated sources for interrelating objects and aggregating their information 
from different sources. The mappings are explicitly pre-computed to involve a common 
central source, through which join operations can be efficiently performed at run time. 
The use of the a powerful commercial product, SRS of LION BIOSCIENCE, for the media-
tor and the generic schema to store the pre-computed mappings allow us to easily inte-
grate a new source or update an existing source.178 CHAPTER 16. T H E  H Y B R I D  I N T E G R A T I O N  A P P R O A C H
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CHAPTER 17   CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the main contributions and discussing 
relevant directions for future research.
17.1 Contributions
Schema matching represents a key task to enable interoperability and data integration in 
various domains. To reduce the manual effort as much as possible, semi-automatic 
approaches are needed to effectively assist the user in solving the match problem. This 
dissertation has advanced the state of the art of schema matching by designing and 
implementing new solutions for schema matching and data integration. In particular, it 
made three main contributions as follows: 
Surveys of Schema Matching Approaches and Evaluations
We adopted a previously proposed taxonomy to perform a new survey of existing 
schema matching approaches. According to the taxonomy, we differentiated and dis-
cussed schema- and instance-level, element- and structure-level, language- and con-
straint-based, no-reuse and reuse-oriented matchers, and hybrid and composite matchers. 
We further proposed a catalog of criteria for performing and documenting schema 
matching evaluations. In particular, we identified and discussed the various aspects that 
contribute to the quality of a match approach, such as the chosen test problems, the 
design of the experiments, the representation of match results, the metrics used to quan-
tify the match quality and the amount of saved manual effort, and the overall execution 
performance. We then used the classification and evaluation criteria to comprehensively 
review previous prototypes and evaluations and thereby identified important issues to be 
addressed in the future. Besides for the development and evaluation of our own 
approaches, our insights on the state of the art can help design and implement better 
schema matching systems.
Generic Schema Matching Systems COMA and COMA++
With COMA and COMA++, we developed two new generic and customizable schema 
matching systems. In particular, COMA++ is based on an open multi-component architec-
ture, which offers high flexibility for extension and adaptation. COMA++ provides a 
comprehensive library of individual matchers and supports different mechanisms to 
combine and refine their results. New matchers can be easily added or constructed by 
combining existing ones. Based on this infrastructure, COMA++ implements several 
novel approaches for context-dependent, fragment-based, and reuse-oriented matching, 
which are also able to scale to very large match problems.
The flexibility to customize the match operation allowed us to systematically evaluate 
the different match approaches supported by COMA/COMA++. Our evaluations have 
shown that our system can achieve high quality and fast execution time for large real-
world problems in different domains. We were able to identify the best parameters with 
high and stable quality across different match tasks for our default match operation, 
thereby limiting tuning effort. We obtained many insights on the quality and execution 
time of the different match strategies and on the impact of many factors, such as schema 
size, the choice of matchers and of combination strategies. We believe that our evalua-
tion results can be of valuable help for the development and evaluation of further match 
algorithms.
Mapping-based Data Integration System GENMAPPER
We developed a new mapping-based approach for data integration and successfully 
applied it to the challenging field of bioinformatics with hundreds of highly cross-refer-
enced data sources. Our GENMAPPER system uses a generic data model to uniformly rep-
resent objects and their annotations physically imported from different data sources. 
Existing object correspondences are explicitly captured and utilized to combine informa-
tion from different sources for objects of interest. From the generic data representation, 
powerful operators are supported to derive tailored views for specific analysis needs. 
With GENMAPPER, we have shown that exploiting mappings at the instance level is cru-
cial to achieve high robustness and scalability for data integration in a dynamic and het-
erogeneous environment.
We further extended GENMAPPER to a hybrid integration system by coupling it with SRS, 
a powerful commercial mediator, to combine the advantages of both materialized and 
virtual integration. Both GENMAPPER and SRS are based on a generic data representation, 
allowing for easy integration of new data sources and update of existing ones. While join 
queries to inter-relate objects from different sources can be efficiently answered using 
the mappings and object correspondences materialized in GENMAPPER, the mediator 
retrieves and aggregates up-to-date data from multiple sources for objects of interest on a 
demand-driven basis.
17.2 Future Directions
Although the dissertation has made a number of contributions to improve the state of the 
art in schema matching and data integration, it also raises several opportunities for 
improvement and further issues to be addressed in future work. We review some of them 
in the following.
Ontology Matching
We incorporated ontology support into COMA++ by providing a corresponding parser to 
import OWL ontologies into our internal graph representation. Furthermore, we evalu-
ated our matchers and match strategies on several ontologies of medium size as specified 
by the EON Ontology Alignment Contest 2004. The obtained result was very promising. 
In fact, without any specific adaptation or optimization for ontologies, we could achieve 
on average very high quality, which is comparable to the best performing participants of 182 CHAPTER 17. C O N C L U S I O N S
the contest. However, ontologies provide a much richer semantic description of data than 
common database schemas or document formats, leading to more opportunities to be 
exploited for matching. Therefore, we want to further improve our system by adding new 
matchers to address specific features of ontologies, especially, the different kinds of 
semantic relationships among classes and properties.
Fragment-based Matching
The fragment-based approach represents an effective way to cope with large schemas. 
Currently, however, only few static fragment types are supported. In future work, we 
want to develop and test with more intelligent strategies for decomposing schemas into 
fragments and combining fragment-level match results. As observed in our evaluation, 
the degree of schema coverage, i.e., to what extent a schema is decomposed, and of over-
lap between the obtained fragments are important factors influencing quality and execu-
tion time of a fragment-based strategy. They need to be investigated further, so that a 
schema decomposition strategy can be dynamically determined for individual schemas 
with different structural characteristics.
Reuse-oriented Matching
Despite simplicity, our approach to reuse previous match results proved to be very effec-
tive. It is largely insensitive against the size of input schemas, and can thus scale to very 
large schemas. Motivated by these advantages, we want to extend it to a generic reuse 
approach, which can support different kinds of auxiliary information and be employed 
for different reuse granularities, i.e., single element correspondences, or fragment- and 
schema-level match results. Like relationships between objects of different sources, we 
observe that the relationships between objects within a single source, such as a schema, 
taxonomy, ontology, or synonym table, can also be captured as a mapping of the source 
against itself. Using mappings to uniformly represent different kinds of relationships, our 
MatchCompose operation can be applied to combine them and to derive new useful map-
pings. This generalization of mapping-based reuse opens the door to further opportuni-
ties, which need to be investigated and evaluated in the future.
Instance-based Matching
Currently, COMA++ only supports schema-level and reuse-oriented matchers. Previous 
work has shown the effectiveness of machine learning approaches exploiting instance 
data to identify attribute correspondences. Hence, one important extension of COMA++ is 
to incorporate such matchers into the Matcher Library and to study their combination 
with the existing matchers. This raises several issues to be investigated. Unlike the exist-
ing matchers, machine learning algorithms typically require an additional manual phase 
to specify correspondences for training, before the match processing can take place. Fur-
thermore, the existence of different types of matchers, i.e., schema-, reuse- and instance-
based, may require new strategies for combining them. Currently, our combination strat-
egies focus on uniform similarity values in the range of [0, 1]. Thus we also want to 
experiment with more advanced strategies, such as fix-point propagation of similarities 
[93], stable marriage [93, 16], and meta-learning [34, 35].
Model Management
A further direction for future work is the extension of our schema matching prototype to 
a general-purpose metadata management system, such as for model management [12, 
14]. COMA++ is built on a generic design and supports a comprehensive infrastructure 
for uniform management and manipulation of schemas and mappings. While mapping 17.2. F U T U R E  D I R E C T I O N S 1 8 3
creation and manipulation is already covered by large range of operators, such as Match, 
Domain, Range, MappingMerge, MatchCompose, etc., schema manipulation currently 
focuses on preprocessing purposes to support the match process. The SchemaMerge oper-
ator provides a simple implementation for merging two previously matched schemas and 
would benefit from more sophisticated algorithms, like those described in [115] and 
[94]. Likewise, other operators could also be complemented with additional algorithms, 
like for mapping composition as proposed in [90]. 
Data Integration
GENMAPPER exploits instance-level mappings to interrelate and aggregate data from dif-
ferent sources. The approach is applicable not only to bioinformatics but also to other 
domains, e.g., peer-to-peer database management [58], personal information manage-
ment [37], in which instance-level mappings are widely available or can be obtained with 
little effort. However, the major problem of GENMAPPER is that it still lacks a sufficient 
consideration of the semantics of the mappings, but expects the users to know what the 
mappings mean to specify queries. To address this issue, we are currently working on a 
more comprehensive solution for data integration, the IFUICE system [121], which sup-
ports a semantic model of domain-specific concepts on top of the physical sources and 
mappings. User queries are formulated on the semantic model and then translated to 
workflows of multiple steps to execute, filter, and combine mappings between sources. 
Mapping manipulation is supported by a set of high-level operations like the operators 
already implemented in COMA++ and GENMAPPER for mapping manipulation. Finally, 
we want to apply our approach to solve the data integration problem for different appli-
cations within the bioinformatics domain as well as beyond.184 CHAPTER 17. C O N C L U S I O N S
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CHAPTER 18   APPENDIX
This chapter provides supplemental information for the thesis. Section 18.1 summarizes 
the new features of COMA++ compared to COMA. Section 18.2 describes the design of 
the GUI of COMA++. Finally, Section 18.3 discusses the implementation of several map-
ping operators in COMA++, especially those producing a new schema as the result.
18.1 New Features in COMA++
COMA++ (2005) is a completely new implementation based on the idea and results of 
COMA (2002). Table 18.1 gives an overview about the new features of COMA++ com-
pared to COMA, organized according to the single system components. We also indicate 
if a feature in COMA has been taken over or improved in COMA++. 
Table 18.1 New features of COMA++ compared to COMA
Component Functionality New Features in Detail
Repository
Schema Import - New parsers for XSD, XDR, OWL, SQL
- Support distributed schemas/namespaces for XSD, OWL, XDR
- Exploitation of referential constraints for schema structure in SQL/ODBC 
parser
Export Proprietary tree-oriented text format
Management Load into Schema Pool, Delete from Repository
Mapping Import Proprietary text format and OWL/RDF format [47]
Export Proprietary text format and OWL/RDF format [47]
Management Load into Mapping Pool, Delete from Repository
Auxiliary info Import Proprietary text format for synonyms and abbreviations
Management Insert and Delete synonyms and abbreviations
Matchers Dependency Display matcher dependency hierarchy
Management Recreate with system-default configuration, Delete matchers
Workspace: Schema Pool and Mapping Pool
Schema Pool Management Select to display as source or as target, Delete from Schema Pool, Save to 
repository
Preprocessing - Transform distributed to monolithic schema
- Transform type subclassing to composition
- Transform type reuse to element reuse
- Transform inlined to shared elements
18.2 GUI Design in COMA++
In the following, we describe how the main components and their functionalities of 
COMA++ can be used through the graphical user interface.
Repository
The Repository (Figure 18.1) persistently manages schemas, mappings, auxiliary infor-
mation (synonyms and abbreviations), and matcher configurations. Management func-
tions for schemas and mappings, i.e., Import, Export, Delete, and auxiliary information, 
i.e., Edit, Delete, are accessible from the menu Repository. Schemas and mappings are 
shown in two separate lists in the Repository tab, which also supports push buttons to 
Mapping Pool Management Select to display, Delete from workspace, Save to repository
Edit GUI-based (point-and click) edit function
Automatic opera-
tors
Domain, Range, InvertDomain, Range, InvertRange, RestrictDomain, 
RestrictRange, SchemaMerge, MappingMerge, Intersect, Diff, MatchCom-
pose, Compare, Edit
Match Customizer
Matcher 
Library
Matcher Con-
struction
Generic implementation for matcher combination and mapping refinement 
(CombineMatcher)
Hybrid Matchers Matchers taken from COMA: Affix, NGram, SoundEx, EditDistance, Synonym, 
Type
New matchers: Statistics, Taxonomy
Combined 
Matchers
Matchers taken from COMA, however re-defined using CombineMatcher: 
Name, NameType, NamePath, Children, Leaves
New matchers: Comment, NameStat, Parents, Siblings
Reuse Matcher - Mapping paths of different lengths (COMA: only length 2)
- Pivot schema
- Incomplete mapping paths
Combination 
Scheme
Strategies for aggregation, direction, selection, and combined similarity 
taken from COMA
Match strate-
gies
Context-indepen-
dent
NoContext
Context-depen-
dent
Match strategy taken from COMA, re-implemented and optimized: AllContext
New match strategies: FilteredContext, Fragment-based matching
Customization / 
Configuration
Combined 
matcher
Specification of default matchers and strategies for aggregation, direction, 
selection, and combined similarity
Match strategies - Specification of node matchers for NoContext
- Specification of path matchers for AllContext
- Specification of node and context matchers for FilteredContext
- Specification of fragment type and match strategy for Fragment-based 
matching
Execution Engine
Matcher execu-
tion
Automatic One or multiple iterations for successive refinement according to definition 
of match strategies
Step-by-Step/
Manual
- Fragment-based matching: Select fragment types/match strategy, identify 
similar fragments, match fragments
- Reuse-oriented matching: Select reuse possibilities, generate and combine 
reuse results
Performance 
optimization
Cache Similarity cache for single matchers
Bulk processing Similarity computation for element sets (instead of single elements) in Com-
bineMatcher
Table 18.1 New features of COMA++ compared to COMA
Component Functionality New Features in Detail186 CHAPTER 18. A P P E N D I X
Figure 18.1 Repository functionalities
• Import/Export/Delete
schemas, mappings
• Input/Edit/Delete 
auxiliary information
• Load schemas, mappings 
into Workspace
• Delete from Repository
load a schema into the Workspace and display it in either the source or target window. A 
mapping is loaded together with the source and target schema if they are not yet avail-
able in the Schema Pool (Workspace). 
Figure 18.2 Workspace functionalities
Display 
functions
Mapping 
operators
Workspace: Schema and Mapping Pool
The Workspace (Figure 18.2) comprises both the Schema and Mapping Pool managing 
schemas and mappings in memory. Like the Repository, schemas and mappings are 
shown in two separate lists for easy access. Schemas can be chosen to be displayed in the 
source or target window, while a selected mapping is displayed together with its source 
and target schema. The Source and Target menu contains functions to load a schema 
from repository, to empty the source or target window, and to fold or unfold the dis-18.2. G U I  D E S I G N  I N  C O M A + + 1 8 7
played schema tree. The Workspace tab provides push buttons for selecting a schema or 
mapping to display, saving a schema or mapping to the Repository, deleting a schema or 
mapping from the Workspace, as well as for the various mapping operators, i.e., Domain, 
InvertDomain, Range, InvertRange, SchemaMerge, MappingMerge, Intersect, Diff, Compare, 
and Edit. The mapping operators are also accessible from the Mapping menu.
Figure 18.3 Match processing
Match & Stop,
Step-by-step 
Fragment & Reuse
Configure 
matchers & 
strategies
• Configure/Execute match strategy
• Pre-process schemas
• Step-by-step reuse and fragment matching
• Configuration/Management of matchers
 
Match Processing and Customization
Match processing functionalities comprise the configuration of matchers and match 
strategies, preprocessing of input schemas, and step-by-step execution of particular 
match strategies (Figure 18.3). All matchers and match strategies are pre-configured for 
immediate use. However, the user can also change and save the configuration of individ-
ual matchers and match strategies for future match operations (Figure 18.4). Further 
management functions for matchers are available from the Match menu, including creat-
ing a new matcher, deleting an existing matcher, displaying the matcher dependency 
graph, and resetting all matcher configurations to system defaults. Depending on the 
schema type, different methods can be chosen to preprocess input schemas for a match 
operation. Currently, the step-by-step execution mode is supported for fragment-based 
and reuse-oriented matching. Using the special Edit function, the user can add new corre-
spondences to or delete irrelevant ones from a mapping.
Schema Preprocessing
Implementing the tasks discussed in Section 5.3, four steps for schema preprocessing are 
supported. Figure 18.5 illustrates the changes performed by each step using a sample 
schema. In particular, we obtain four different states to represent input schemas in a 
match operation: 
• Loaded: This state represents the unconnected structure as parsed and imported from 
external schemas (independent substructures for single complex types/classes).
• Resolved: This state is the result of the namespace-based resolution of types and 
classes and the transformation of type derivation into type composition.188 CHAPTER 18. A P P E N D I X
Figure 18.4 Configuration of matchers and match strategies
Dependency graph of matchers
Configuration of a combined matcher Configuration of match strategies
• Reduced: Only instantiable elements are retained and type reuse is transformed to ele-
ment reuse.
• Simplified: This state is obtained by transforming similar elements, however, declared 
inline at multiple places, into a single shared one.
Figure 18.5 Schema preprocessing
Element
Type
Loaded Resolved Reduced Simplified
Element
Inlined to 
shared
Depending on the schema type, each step may be individual enabled or disabled during 
preprocessing of a schema. For example, Reduced is not necessary for ontologies, as they 
do not have complex types. Preprocessed schemas stored in the Simplified format do not 18.2. G U I  D E S I G N  I N  C O M A + + 1 8 9
need to be preprocessed in future match operations. The changes between two states of a 
schema are captured as a mapping. The user can select different states to translate a dis-
played match result between them. The translation is implemented using the MatchCom-
pose operation combining the match result with the mappings between two states of a 
schema.
Manual Reuse-oriented Matching
The user can first verify and change the default settings of the Reuse matcher concerning 
the pivot schema, the top-k mapping paths to be considered, the length of mapping paths, 
the strategy to compose/aggregate similarity values, and the match strategy to solve open 
match tasks in incomplete mapping paths (Figure 18.6). According to the configuration, 
COMA++ first displays for the given match problem the k best reuse possibilities, from 
which the user can select one or multiple mapping paths to derive a new mapping. In 
case that only 1 mapping path is chosen, it is possible to switch to a detailed view show-
ing all correspondences linking schema elements from the source schema across the 
intermediary schemas to the target schema.
Figure 18.6 Manual reuse
Detailed view 
with 
intermediary 
schema
Identified 
mapping 
paths
Configuration of the Reuse strategy
Manual Fragment-based Matching
As shown in Figure 18.7, the user can first verify and change the default settings of the 
fragment-based match strategy concerning the fragment type, the match strategy for 
identifying and matching similar fragments, and the matchers to be employed by the 190 CHAPTER 18. A P P E N D I X
match strategy. The relevant fragments are highlighted in the source and target tree, 
respectively. After the first match step, the similar fragments are indicated by means of 
correspondences between their roots. The user can verify this mapping and execute the 
second match step to obtain the detailed match result between elements of the similar 
fragments. 
Figure 18.7 Step-by-step fragment-based matching
Identify similar 
fragments
Match similar 
fragments
Final match 
result
Relevant fragments
Similar fragments
Detailed match result
Manual Quality Evaluation
In case that intended mappings are available as the gold standard, COMA++ supports 
automatic execution and quality evaluation of a large number of match operations with 
different configurations to identify the best configuration. In addition, it is also possible 
to manually perform the process for a limited number of mappings. On the one side, 
mappings in the Mapping Pool can be compared with each other using the mapping oper-
ators Intersect and Diff to identify their common and different correspondences, respec-
tively. On the other side, obtained match results can be compared against an intended 
mapping using the Compare operator, which computes and display the values for four 
quality measures Precision, Recall, Fmeasure, and Overall (Figure 18.8). 
18.3 Mapping Operators in COMA++
Given two schemas A and B and two mappings between them m1: A↔B and m2: A↔B, 
two correspondences c1: a1↔b1 in m1 and c2: a2↔b2 in m2, are considered equal if their 
domain and range objects are equal, respectively, i.e., a1=a2 and b1=b2. Based on this 
notion, the mapping operators MappingMerge, Diff, and Intersect return a set of correspon-
dences identified from the common and distinct correspondences of two input mappings.
Domain, InvertDomain, and SchemaMerge return a set of schema elements, i.e., either nodes 
or paths, and are implemented by comparing the set of all schema elements of a schema 
and that of the matching ones. While this set-based representation is useful for further 18.3. M A P P I N G  O P E R A T O R S  I N  C O M A + + 1 9 1
Figure 18.8 Manual quality evaluation
processing, it is not suitable as input for the match operation and displaying on the GUI. 
Hence, we also support extended versions of these operators, in particular, DomainGraph, 
InvertDomainGraph, SchemaMergeGraph, returning a new schema with structure if possible 
instead of a simple set of schema elements. To implement these operators, we retain 
structural relationships between the schema elements and their ascendants, making the 
new schema structurally consistent the original one. We discuss the single operators in 
the following:
DomainGraph
The operator supports match results either of nodes or of paths. Given a match result of 
nodes, it identifies the matched nodes in the source schema and their ascendants up to the 
schema root level. The domain graph is obtained by retaining all relationships among the 
nodes and the ascendants. Given a mapping between paths, DomainGraph simply builds 
the graph from the nodes and relationships of the matched paths of the source schema.
DomainGraph(MatchResult map) {
if (map is a node result) {
srcGraph = get source graph of map
domGraph = create a copy of srcGraph
matchedNodes = Domain(map)
ascendNodes = get ascendants of matchedNodes from srcGraph
remove nodes not in matchedNodes or ascendNodes from domGraph
}
else { //map is a path result
srcPaths = Domain(map)
domGraph = build a graph with nodes and links given in srcPaths
}
return domGraph
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InvertDomainGraph
Like DomainGraph, this operator also differentiates between match results of nodes and of 
paths. Given a mapping between nodes, it retains structural relationships among the non-
matched nodes in the source schema and their ascendants to obtain the inverted domain 
graph. Given a mapping between paths, it identifies the paths in the source schema, 
which are not matched, and builds the graph from those paths.
InvertDomainGraph(MatchResult map) {
if (map is a node result) {
srcGraph = get source graph of map
invGraph = create a copy of srcGraph
diffNodes = InvertDomain(map)
ascendNodes = get ascendants of diffNodes from srcGraph
remove nodes not in diffNodes and ascendNodes from invGraph
}
else { //map is a path result
diffPaths = InvertDomain(map)
invGraph = build a graph with nodes and links given in diffPaths
}
return invGraph
}
SchemaMergeGraph
Merging previously matched schemas has been addressed in some recent work, such as 
[115, 94]. Dealing with the same problem, our SchemaMergeGraph operator aims at a 
simple automatic solution without detecting and resolving structural conflicts. Like an 
automatically obtained match result, we think that the result of SchemaMergeGraph 
should be further examined and possibly corrected by the user.
A match result of paths is transformed into one of nodes by discarding all ascendants in 
the paths and retaining only the nodes at the deepest level. Note that similar paths imply 
similar nodes at the deepest level. The nodes of the target schema, which do not have a 
match candidate, are successively added to the source schema. Within the source 
schema, we add structure relationships between them and the matching nodes of their 
parents, between them and the matching nodes of their children, and retain all relation-
ships among them.
SchemaMergeGraph(MatchResult map) {
srcGraph = get source graph of map
tgtGraph = get target graph of map
//Transform map to node result if map is a path result
//by discarding ascendants in paths, e.g., a.b.c<->d.e => c<->e
if (map is path result) {
map = transform map to node result
}
mergeGraph = create a new copy of srcGraph
diffNodes = InvertRange(map) //distinct nodes from target schema 
for each node n in diffNodes {
//Add node to the result graph
add n to mergeGraph
//Add edges between n and its matching parents in srcGraph
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matchingParents = Domain(RestrictRange(map, parents))
add edge between n and each of matchingParents to mergeGraph
//Add edges between n and its matching children in srcGraph
children = get children of n in tgtGraph
matchingChildren = Domain(RestrictRange(map, children))
add edge between n and each of matchingChildren to mergeGraph
//Add edges from n to its children in diffNodes
add edge between n and each of children which is also in diffNodes 
}
return mergeGraph
}194 CHAPTER 18. A P P E N D I X
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